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This notebook is designed to help you as a 4-H Wildlife project leader do the
best job that you can to make the project a fun, interesting, and valuable experi-
ence for the 4-H youth that you teach. The Wildlife project is one of several
within the Natural Resources 4-H Curriculum Division. It is important to
Kansas, because of the wildlife habitat available and the sporting and leisure it
provides. It is important to 4-H, because Kansas youth learn the environmental
impact wildlife can have. The Wildlife project becomes the vehicle through
which we can teach wildlife management and related outdoor skills, plus the
necessary life skills to the youth who enroll. Other 4-H project areas such as
computer, health and safety are incorporated where appropriate.

Objectives
The objectives of the Wildlife project are as follows:

1. To learn and apply recommended principles of wildlife management.

2. Learn to use accepted practices for mental, physical and emotional
health, and to respect yourself and others.

3. Demonstrate a knowledge of the outdoor skills of hunting, fishing, trap-
ping, taxidermy or observation.

4. Develop skills, knowledge and attitudes for lifelong use.

5. Identify wildlife groups and understand the benefits of wildlife.

6. Practice leadership skills and roles, participate in community service,
and demonstrate citizenship responsibility.

7. Develop integrity, sportsmanship, decision-making capability, and pub-
lic speaking skills through participation in demonstrations, tours, con-
tests, and/or exhibits.

8. Learn the value of scientific research and its influence upon people and
wildlife.

9. Explore career, job and productive leisure opportunities.

Major concepts
To help meet the above objectives, five subject areas were identified. Each of
the specific lesson plans falls under one of these areas – Wildlife Groups,
Ecosystems/Habitats, Living In the Wild, People and Wildlife and Outdoor
Skills. 
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Life skills
Kansas 4-H life skills have been articulated to help define the youth develop-
ment outcomes of our 4-H program. It is the goal of 4-H to develop youth who
are contributing, productive members of society. Youth may achieve this goal
when these five life skills are developed and applied.

1. Positive self-concept

2. Sound decision-making

3. Positive interpersonal relationships

4. Desire for lifelong learning

5. Concern for community

These five life skills are incorporated throughout the lesson plans and in the
educational design of the project meetings. The “Dialogue for Critical Thinking”
Section leads the group through the experiential learning process. 

Ages and stages
Leaders can best achieve these desired outcomes with their members when they
have well-prepared leader material and understand how to structure a stimulat-
ing learning environment for the age of the youth they are leading. We know
and believe that each individual is unique, yet we also know that there are gen-
eralities about certain age groups that help us teach more effectively. 

These lesson plans have been developed to target four general age groups:

• Level I — ages 7 and 8

• Level II — ages 9, 10, 11

• Level III — ages 12, 13, 14

• Level IV — ages 15 and older

A review about the physical, mental, social and emotional characteristics of
these age groups will prepare the leader for a successful project experience. It
should be understood by the leader that the levels are also based on correspon-
ding skill levels of youth. Thus, a 12-year-old youth enrolling in the project for
the first time should probably begin with lessons in Level I, and not take Level
III until the member has mastered some basic knowledge and skills.

Ages 7 and 8
Physical growth can be described as slow and steady. Mastering physical skills
is important to self-concept. This includes everything from printing with a pencil
to large muscle skills like catching a ball. Activities need to be just that —
active! Provide opportunities to practice skills, but use projects that can be com-
pleted successfully and quickly by beginners.

Kansas 4-H Wildlife
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Typical second or third graders think in concrete terms. If they have never seen
it, heard it, felt it, tasted it, or smelled it, they have a hard time thinking of it.
Leaders should show and tell, rather than giving instructions verbally. Early ele-
mentary children are learning to sort things into categories. This makes collect-
ing things important and fun at this age. Most are more interested in the
“process” — what? why? how? — than in the resulting product. 

As children move away from dependence on parents at this age, they need to
transfer that dependence to another adult, so the leader may become very
important in their eyes. Building friendships occurs easily and generally by the
end of this period, boys prefer playing with boys and girls with girls. Peer opin-
ion now becomes very important. Small group activities are effective, but chil-
dren still need an adult to share approval.

Seven and 8-year-olds need and seek the approval of adults, because they are
not yet confident enough to set their own standards. Play or making believe is
one way they increase their ability to imagine what other people think and feel.
Rules and rituals are important, but it is very hard for children this age to lose.
This is why success needs to be emphasized, even if it is small. Failures should
be minimized. Cooperative games and activities are especially enjoyable. When
an activity fails, the leader should help children interpret the reasons behind the
failures, which teaches that failing is not bad. Learning to cope with problems is
a skill the 4-H leader can encourage for all members. The usual practice of
awarding competitive ribbons should be minimized or avoided for this age. 

Ages 9, 10, 11
Physically, most children at this age are in a holding pattern, although puberty
may be starting for some very early-maturing girls. Activities should encourage
physical involvement, because 9- to 11-year-olds are anything but still and
quiet. 

Hands-on involvement with objects is helpful. Children this age like field trips,
but only if they are not expected to stay confined or to do one thing for a long
period of time. Upper elementary children need opportunities to share their
thoughts and reactions with others. They are still fairly concrete thinkers and
will give more attention if they are seeing and doing things. 

Children at this stage are beginning to think logically and symbolically and are
beginning to understand abstract ideas. As they consider ideas, they think it is
either right or wrong, great or disgusting, fun or boring. There is very little mid-
dle ground.

The role of the leader is most crucial at this stage, as these children look to the
adult for approval and follow rules primarily out of respect for the adult.
Individual evaluation by adults is preferable to group competition where only
one can be the best. They want to know how much they have improved and
what they should do to be better next time. Encouragement from an adult can
have remarkable accomplishments.
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This is the age of the “joiners.” They like to be in organized groups of others
similar to themselves.  If you have both boys and girls of this age in your project
groups, you will do best if small group work is done in same-sex groups. They
generally are concerned with immediate self-reward; however, the satisfaction
of completing a project comes from pleasing the leader or parent rather than
from the value of the activity itself. 

Toward the end of this age range, children are ready to take responsibility for
their own actions. Giving these youth opportunities to make decisions should
be encouraged. Leaders should move from dictating directions to giving reassur-
ance and support for members’ decisions. 

Nine, 10- and 11-year-olds have a strong need to feel accepted and worthwhile.
School and other pressures become demanding. Successes should continue to
be emphasized. Comparison with the success of others is difficult for these chil-
dren. It erodes self-confidence. Instead of comparing children with each other,
build positive self-concepts by comparing present to past performance for the
individual.  

Ages 12, 13 and 14
This is a time of developmental variety among peers. Growth spurts beginning
with adolescence occur at a wide range of ages, with girls maturing before
boys. These rapid changes in physical appearance may make teens uncomfort-
able. Slower developing teens may also be uneasy about the lack of changes. 

Young teens move from concrete to more abstract thinking. Playing with ideas is
as much fun as playing sports. Ready-made solutions from adults often are
rejected in favor of finding their own solutions. Leaders who provide supervi-
sion without interference will have a great influence on these youth. 

Small groups provide the best opportunity for young teens to test ideas. Justice
and equality become important issues. Judging of projects is now viewed in
terms of what is fair, as well as a reflection of the self-worth of the individual. 

These youth enjoy participating in activities away from home as they begin to
develop independence. Opinions of peers become more important than opin-
ions of parents or other adults. Close friendships begin to develop, and group
experiences provide opportunity for social acceptance. 

As puberty approaches, emotions begin a roller coaster ride. Young teens begin
to test values and seek adults who are accepting and willing to talk about values
and morals. This period seems to present the biggest challenge to a young per-
son’s self-concept. These youth face so many changes that they hardly know
who they are. Adults can help by providing self-knowledge and self-discovery
activities such as the “Dialogue for Critical Thinking” portion of these lesson
plans.
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Continue to avoid comparing young people with each other, being careful not
to embarrass them. They want to be a part of something important that provides
opportunity to develop responsibility.

Ages 15, 16 and 17
Most teens of this age know their own abilities and talents. In most cases, they
have adjusted to the many body changes by now. Many develop athletic talent
and devote hours to training and competition. Learning to drive a car further
moves the teen from family into the community as independent people.

Mid-teens begin to think about their future and make realistic plans. Their voca-
tional goals influence the activities they select. Teens set goals based on feelings
of personal need and priorities. Any goals set by others are generally rejected.
As they master abstract thinking, they can imagine new things in ways that
sometimes challenge adults. 

These teens can initiate and carry out their own tasks without supervision. A
leader can be helpful by arranging new experiences in areas of interest to teens,
but must be sure to allow for plenty of input from them. Leader-member rela-
tions should change from director/follower to that of advisor/independent
worker. 

Mid-teens tend to be wrapped up in themselves. Relationship skills are usually
well-developed. Dating increases and acceptance by members of the opposite
sex is now of high importance. Sports and clubs are important, but these teens
now want to be recognized as unique individuals within that group. 

Two important emotional goals of the middle-teen years are independence and
identity. Time is precious. If activities are perceived as busywork, teens soon will
lose patience and interest. Middle teens are learning to cooperate with others
on an adult level. They will pride themselves on increased ability to be respon-
sible in the eyes of themselves, peers, and adults. 

Ages 18 and 19
These young adults are completing their 4-H careers and moving on to college,
jobs, marriage, and other adult responsibilities. If continuing involvement at the
local level, they will be self-directed learners or assume adult leadership roles. 

This information on child development has been taken from the North Central
Regional Extension Publication No. 292, Ages and Stages of Child and Youth
Development: A Guide for 4-H Leaders, written by Jeanne Karns, graduate assis-
tant and Judith Myers-Walls, Extension Specialist, Human Development, Purdue
University. 
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Youth Development
Some child development specialists and educators have noted every child  is
vulnerable because of the complex social forces affecting our country since the
early 1950s. In 1991, The National Commission on Children estimated that fully
one-quarter of all children are “at severe risk” in relation to substance abuse,
school failure, delinquency, etc., and another quarter are “moderately at risk.”
H. Stephen Glenn and Jane Nelsen document these changes in their book,
Raising Self-Reliant Children in a Self-Indulgent World. Four major factors nec-
essary for the development of capable young people have been identified that
are generally missing from our culture — networks, meaningful roles,
on-the-job training, and parenting resources. 4-H project meetings can help
restore these vital missing pieces.

Glenn’s definition of a network, in the simplest sense, defines the 4-H project
meeting: “two or more individuals who engage in dialogue about the world and
the life they are living and who occasionally collaborate to achieve some mutu-
ally desirable end.” The dialog for critical thinking portion of these lesson plans
directly address this definition.

Many youth today are growing up in families and communities without any sig-
nificant role to play. They just don’t seem needed until they become an adult.
Research indicates that a primary cause of decline in motivation, discipline, and
achievement is this perceived lack of need or value. Glenn and Nelsen chal-
lenge us to deal with youth actively in ways that affirm their contributions. We
must treat youth as contributors and assets rather than passive objects to be
done for or to. As 4-H project leaders, when we listen to members, we must
take them seriously and treat them as significant, we will begin to restore the
dialogue and collaboration necessary to link youth with the larger society. 

On-the-job training with “hands-on” involvement has been the cornerstone of
4-H project work. It is important for youth to have this opportunity because that
is where they learn patience, personal initiative, hard work, and deferred gratifi-
cation. If they don’t learn about real life in this way, they receive its impressions
passively from the media, generally through five hours of television each day.   

“Learning by doing” is one of the primary reasons why 4-H has been recog-
nized in the field of informal education. If we, as parents or leaders, think we
are helping when we do their work for them, we need to stop and consider that,
“The best way to destroy self-esteem and a sense of worth in young people is to
do too much for them. This robs them of a sense of personal capability. The
greatest gift of all is to help them validate themselves as agents in their own
lives.” (Glenn and Nelsen, pg. 47)

Today’s parents need all the help they can get. According to the Ewing Marion
Kauffman Foundation report, Reweaving the Tattered Web — Socializing and
Enculturating our Children, by Basil J. Whiting , “Three generations and
extended families in the same house are not so common. Grandparents and
aunts and uncles live longer distances away, and often alone (only five percent
of American children now see a grandparent regularly).… Divorce is common.
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Half of those who remarry will experience a second divorce. Half of all children
will spend some of their childhood with a divorced parent.” As a 4-H project
leader, you become a parent resource, both to the child and the child’s parent. 

Today’s parents are concerned and fearful for their children. Why? Dr. Bruce
Baldwin, nationally known psychologist and author says, “They wonder if their
youth have what it takes to succeed as they have. Parents know that in the
future, even menial positions will require well-developed cognitive skills: read-
ing, writing, math, computer literacy, and the ability to process information
quickly and efficiently.” (TEAM, The Early Adolescence Magazine, Vol. IV, No.
5, May-June 1990)

The same magazine noted that a large metropolitan education trust reported the
types of requirements for employees comparing the past with the future:

PAST FUTURE

Doers Thinkers

Single repetitive functions Quality circle approach

Individual piecework Team centered

Autocratic Participatory

Single job in lifetime Flexible learners

Familiar with simple machines Technology knowledgeable

Single task orientation Information processors

The January 1990, issue of Prevention Forum magazine offers hope for today’s
youth when it reports that research on youth who have become healthy adults
in spite of adversity have had the opportunity, somewhere in their lives, to expe-
rience a caring, nurturing environment that encourages their active participation
in problem-solving, decision-making, planning, goal-setting, and helping others
in meaningful activities.

According to the Kauffman Foundation report, “child and youth development by
natural osmosis is no longer an effective strategy. We can rely no longer on
child development to occur as a natural by-product of family and community
functioning because too many families and communitites no longer function the
way they used to.

This means reweaving the web to do what the family and community no longer
do, and perhaps no longer can do adequately. It means constructing new insti-
tutions and new ways for children and youth to sustain relationships with a vari-
ety of caring adults... yet this must be supplementation, not replacement. We
dare not leave out strands of parent-strengthening services in the many ways
and places where traditional parenting is, at bottom, the still-to-be-preferred
approach.”

Kansas 4-H Wildlife
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The project lesson plans contained in this leader’s notebook have been designed
to incorporate the components critical to the development of capable, con-
tributing young people. By following these plans, leaders will help prepare their
members to function and live productively in the world which they will soon
inherit and direct. They are also designed to help you, as the leader, quickly and
easily prepare for the lesson, conduct the activity, and facilitate the discussion
and dialogue.

Kansas 4-H Wildlife
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Experience

the activity;
perform,

do it.

2
Share

the results,
reactions,

observations
publicly.

3
Process

discuss,
look at the
experience;

analyse,
reflect

4
Generalize
to connect the
experience to

real-world
examples.

5
Apply

what was learned
to a similar
or different
situation;
practice.

Do

ReflectApply
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Example questions used to complete the Experiential Learning Model

A. Share (what happened)

1. What did you do?

2. What happened? What did you see? Hear? Touch? Taste? 

3. How did you feel?

4. How did it feel to…?

5. What was most difficult? Easiest?

B. Process (what’s important)

1. What problems or issues seemed to occur over and over?

2. What similar experiences have you had?

3. What was most important?

4. Why was that significant?

5. Why do you think it happened?

6. What caused you to feel that way?

C. Generalize (so what?)

1. What did you learn about yourself through this activity?

2. What did you learn about a life skill?

3. How do the major themes or ideas relate to real life and not just the
activity?

4. How did you go about making your decision?

D. Apply (now what)

1. How can you apply what you learned (life skill) to a new situation?

2. How will the issues raised by this activity be useful in the future?

3. How will you act differently in the future as a result of this activity?

4. How can you do it differently for different results?

Kansas 4-H Wildlife
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Applying the Experiential Learning Process
Hands-on involvement (learning by doing) is the most effective method for
learning this material. It helps youth learn personal initiative, hard work,
patience and deferred gratification. By doing the work for the youth, parents,
teachers and leaders may destroy the young person’s self-esteem and sense of
worth. They may rob youth of learning by trial and error, practicing skills and
becoming competent and capable. The greatest gift leaders can give is to help
youth validate themselves as capable people. These lessons were designed using
a model known as the experiential learning process which has been adopted as
the national curriculum development model for Extension Youth Development .

Experiential learning takes place when a person is involved in an activity, looks
back and evaluates it, determines what was useful or important to remember,
and uses this information to perform another activity.

The experiential learning process encourages youth involvement through dia-
logue and strengthens adult-child relationships. To enhance the goal of learning
an atmosphere of friendliness, trust, and unconditional acceptance is required.

In each lesson, the “Dialogue for Critical Thinking” questions help complete the
experiential learning steps. Except for the content review questions, most of
these leading questions do not have a “right” or “wrong” answer. In addition to
providing feedback to the leader, their purpose is to affirm and validate the per-
ceptions of the members.

Take time to begin to feel comfortable with this process. It may seem awkward
at first, but remember, Latin for “to teach” means to draw forth through dialogue
and understanding. When the Experiential Learning process is used to help
youth share the process of discovery, leaders will be developing them as critical
thinkers, concerned for others, with the wisdom to function successfully in their
future world.

Format of Each Lesson Plan
Each lesson plan in this notebook follows the same general outline which
includes:

TITLE — generally descriptive of the skill to be learned.

LEVEL — describes which age level it is written for.

What Members Will Learn…

ABOUT THE PROJECT — indicates what subject matter will be learned.

ABOUT THEMSELVES — indicates what personal or life skills will  be learned.
These specific objectives can be used to evaluate if the lesson was successful
and learning goals accomplished by the members.

MATERIALS NEEDED — tells the leader what equipment, supplies, visuals or
handouts will be needed in preparation for the lesson.

Kansas 4-H Wildlife
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ACTIVITY TIME NEEDED — gives the approximate time needed to complete the
activity. Most lessons can be completed in 30 to 60 minutes.

ACTIVITY — information is what the leader needs to know to teach the activity.
This portion can be used as a leader’s script for the leader if necessary.

LEADER NOTES — give directions or instructions for the leader which go with
the “Activity” information. Space is available for leaders to write their own notes
also. Member activity sheets or handouts are provided for the leader to copy
and give to members to work on at the meeting or take home so parents can
reinforce the learning.

DIALOGUE FOR CRITICAL THINKING — questions are provided for the leader
to help enhance life skill development and generalize the subject information to
the real world of the youth participant.

GOING FURTHER — ideas such as tours, demonstrations, handouts, and things
to do at home, are for the leader and members to consider if they want to learn
more about this particular lesson content.

REFERENCES — credit the source used to develop this lesson activity in addi-
tion to the author.

AUTHOR — is the source of information plus names of Kansas State University
faculty who reviewed and adapted this lesson including specific ideas from vol-
unteers.

The Wildlife project is one of several Kansas 4-H projects to undergo a major
change in the way the project materials have been designed and used. Leaders
need to realize that members will no longer receive member resource books or
materials through the County Extension Office. Members will receive a Member
Guide and Annual Report which outlines how to set learning goals, describes
learning opportunities and the recognition system, suggests where they can find
more information, and provides a year-end Wildlife summary record. All other
printed materials for members will be given to them by their project leader. 

In order for members to have a successful project experience, it is imperative
that a leader meet with members. These lessons work best with an adult and/or
teen leader working with a small group of members. Several youth in the group
will stimulate the discussion and dialogue, which is so important to the success
of this process. If members are unable to meet in a group, the parent may serve
as a leader to his/her child by requesting copies of the appropriate lesson plans
from the Extension office and completing them at home. 

The project has been restructured to feature a series of sequential learning expe-
riences based on members’ age and skill level, which will challenge them with
new skills each year they remain in the project. Our goal is to make them
knowledgeable in the total area of wildlife management and outdoor skills. 

It is important for members to be able to exhibit or share products or ideas
which they have learned. General fair class should be offered to accommodate
wildlife exhibits or displays. Notebooks and posters are suggested classes.

Kansas 4-H Wildlife
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Ideally, members should progress through all levels in order, but it is not neces-
sary. If project members vary in age and skill levels and the group is large
enough, splitting into like age groups with additional leaders is recommended.
Older members might be used as assistant leaders with beginning levels which
then allows teens to be self-directed learners for advanced skills, or teens might
meet together as a multi-club or county-wide group. 

Role of the 4-H Project Leader
Your major roles are that of teacher, facilitator and encourager. 

Your Role as Teacher:
• Help members set goals.

• Share your knowledge of the project through meetings, tours and home vis-
its. Having five to 10 meetings works well. Set meeting dates and times
with the participants. Remind participants of upcoming meetings.

• Invite and involve parents and other leaders when appropriate.

• Keep your skills current through trainings, consultations, and reading. Ask
for help or advice as needed.

Your Role as Facilitator:
• Use techniques to facilitate (assist) learning. See Teaching with Discussion.

• Be sensitive and respond to individuals’ needs, beliefs and family circum-
stances. Do not judge.

• Help members find additional learning opportunities and resources. 
(Using Going Further in the lessons.)

• Relate project to everyday life and career possibilities.

Your Role as Encourager:
• Recognize the personal growth of members and help them celebrate their

successes.

• Lead (not push) participants into new skills and new ways of thinking.
Encourage and challenge them to become better persons, yet always accept
them and love them as they are now.

Your classroom is wherever the member must be in order to learn — in the
home, meeting room, or on a field trip. Your subject matter, what you teach,
is Wildlife plus youth development.

Kansas 4-H Wildlife
Leader Notebook
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Teaching With Discussion

Why Use Discussion?
Discussion is part of every lesson. Discussion questions appear in the “Dialogue
for Critical Thinking” section. Discussion is most effective when you want to:

1. Help participants think in terms of the subject matter.

2. Help participants evaluate their beliefs.

3. Stimulate participants to apply principles.

4. Help participants learn to anticipate or solve problems.

5. Use the resources of the group members.

6. Gain acceptance of new information.

7. Develop motivation for further learning.

8. Get feedback on how well participants learned the material.

How Can I Get People to Talk?
Discussion can be difficult at first simply because few participate. Sometimes,
all that is necessary to improve the situation is time, your smiles and encourage-
ment, and practice. Many participants are used to being talked at, not with in
educational situations. The fear of being embarrassed is another major factor.
Not knowing the other participants, being unsure of one’s idea, being afraid of
sounding silly — these make participants feel that the safest thing to do is
remain silent.

How Can I Help Them Overcome Their Fear?
The first step is making sure participants become acquainted with each other
and with you. Begin by having get-acquainted activities at the organizational
meeting. Continue by providing games, refreshments, time to talk, and other
opportunities for friendship building throughout the project meeting period. Get
to know each participant personally. Take a special interest in them; they will
come to trust you.

When asking a question, call on participants by name. This seems to promote
freer communication.

Sitting in a circle encourages exchange.

Eliminate the fear of being wrong. (This is a tremendous barrier to discussion.)
Avoid questions where there is only one right answer. Do not judge participants’
answers about beliefs and preferences. Do not allow any participant to make
unkind comments about another’s answer.

At times, give participants opportunities to talk in small groups to work out

Kansas 4-H Wildlife
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answers together. If your group seems to have difficulty responding to questions,
allow them to write out their answers first. This seems to give them added confi-
dence to share their thoughts with others. As much as possible, ask questions
that can have no wrong answers: How do you feel about this? What do you
think? 

What if Someone Talks Too Much?
There are several effective ways to work with a person who monopolizes the
discussion. You might ask this person and at least one other to observe the dis-
cussion and report their observations to the group; for example: Did we solve
the problem? Did everyone get a chance to participate? Another option is to
divide into smaller discussion groups. Ask one person from each group to report
the results of the discussion. Do not choose the monopolizer to report. You also
could talk to this person privately. Explain that you appreciate the participation
and insights, but you believe other people also should be given the opportunity
to learn how to talk in a group. Ask this participant to help the group by allow-
ing others more time for discussion and perhaps saving personal insights for
more difficult questions. 

Reference: Teaching Tips by Wilbert J. McKeachie

The First Meeting
The first meeting is usually an organizational one to plan for the project year. It
is a good idea to have parents attend this first meeting with the members.
Parents should be encouraged to take part in any or all activities.

As members arrive, plan something for them to do. Perhaps a teen leader can be
prepared with a get-acquainted game or activity. Make sure every member
knows everyone else. Do not assume this is the case. Taking time now to build
group trust will have payoffs later in commitment, discipline and encouraging
discussion. Share some of the broad objectives you have for the project. Set
dates with members and parents for future meetings. Schedule any demonstra-
tions with members and discuss other special activities for the entire year.
Discuss your expectations for recovering costs of materials, copying, etc.

Young people deserve to be treated as contributors and assets instead of passive
objects to be done for or to. Your job is to involve your participants and chal-
lenge them toward learning and personal growth. They should be involved in
the planning and preparation of meetings. A map helps to give us direction,
keep us on track and know when we’ve reached our destination. We’ve
designed a MAP — Member Achievement Plan — to help you and your mem-
bers plan, as a group and as individuals, what they want to learn, make and do
in this project. This is called goal-setting. It also teaches decision-making. 

Kansas 4-H Wildlife
Leader Notebook
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• MAP STEP 1
At the project meeting, or at home with their family, members identify two
things they would like to learn in their Wildlife project this year.

• MAP STEP 2
List three to five steps that will help you complete your first goal.

• MAP STEP 3
List a date or deadline that shows when you plan to complete each step
toward your goal.

• MAP STEP 4
As you complete a step or meet a deadline, give yourself a boost, energizer
or reinforcer for your success. List one energizer for each step accom-
plished toward a goal.

• MAP STEP 5
After finishing a step, record the “date completed.”

• MAP STEP 6
Repeat Map Steps 2 through 5 for your second goal.

• MAP STEP 7
Share with a project friend what you have planned. Talking helps generate
new ideas to improve your plans. After explaining your goals ask your
friend to sign your plan as well as your leader. This will help confirm your
plans and be a source for assistance.

• MAP STEP 8
Take notes in the journal to help remember your project experiences. Tell
what you did, what you learned, and how you felt about each project activ-
ity (meeting, trip, demo, etc.). Note: Leader may want to keep journals and
plan for each member to make an entry as part of each activity. Journals
may be kept on a computer, calendar, notebook, diary, or other convenient
form.

• MAP STEP 9
At the end of the year take time to reflect with your project friend and
leader. Record your thoughts and ideas. How did the goals work? What
was learned? What needs to be accomplished next? Members may not have
accomplished what they set out to do, but they may have learned many
things in the process. Setting a goal to reach a partial number of total goals
isn’t a bad idea, since it enables the younger member to feel successful. 

The member and the leader, or in the case of the parent leader, the member
and the parent, should complete Step 7 of the MAP as soon as the member
has completed his/her short-term plans. All members who complete this
step should be given immediate recognition for their project goal-planning
accomplishments. The Kansas Recognition Model provides for recognition
for: participation, progress toward goals, standards of excellence, peer
competition, and team cooperation efforts.
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When properly used, incentives can be an effective way to encourage good
project work and enhance personal development of the members. One of the
strongest human incentives is that inner feeling of accomplishment and
achievement. 

Public recognition in news articles or at meetings, a word of encouragement or
pat on the back from leaders are also effective in promoting desirable perform-
ance. 

Group recognition should be used at the end of the project to recognize the
accomplishments of each member who completed the project, attended a cer-
tain number of meetings, demonstrated certain acquired skills, etc. Recognize
not only the member who might have won the championship, but use your
imagination to recognize the most helpful member, the most reliable, the most
prompt, the most improved trainer, etc. 

References
Portions of this introduction section have been adapted from the Beef Cattle
Leader Guide, published by the Texas Agricultural Extension Service, and from
Celebration!, Nebraska Cooperative Extension Service, 4-H publication 262.

Reweaving the Tattered Web — Socializing and Enculturating our Children, by
Basil J. Whiting, is published by Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, 4900
Oak, Kansas City, MO 64112-2776.

Raising Self-Reliant Children in a Self-Indulgent World, by H. Stephen Glenn
and Jane Nelsen, Ed. D., is published by Prima Publishing and
Communications, P.O. Box 1260SR, Rocklin, CA 95677, (916) 624-5718, and
can be ordered from St. Martin’s Press, 175 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010
(212) 674-5151.

A video presentation by Stephen Glenn, which summarizes much of Raising
Self-Reliant Children in a Self-Indulgent World, can be requested through your
county Extension office. Ask for the video, Developing Capable Young People,
available from Kansas State University, Department of Communications,
Production Services/Instructional Media.

Planning Helps
The following forms may be used by the leader to help in planning.

• Project Member Enrollment Record

• Project Leader Meeting Record

• List of Members and Their Goals

• Volunteer Support Form

• Project Meeting Checklist
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PROJECT MEMBER ENROLLMENT RECORD

Name Age Yrs. in Parents’ Address Phone No./
Jan. 1 Project Name(s) e-mail
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PROJECT LEADER MEETING RECORD

Name of Project Phase(s) Project Leader

Attendance at Presentations Made
Project Members Project Meetings by Members

Name Phone 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Demonstrations Talks

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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LIST OF MEMBERS AND THEIR GOALS

1. Name____________________________________________________________________________________
Plans or wants to do: _______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Assistance, resources, or materials needed: ____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Name____________________________________________________________________________________
Plans or wants to do: _______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Assistance, resources, or materials needed: ____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Name____________________________________________________________________________________
Plans or wants to do: _______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Assistance, resources, or materials needed: ____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Name____________________________________________________________________________________
Plans or wants to do: _______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Assistance, resources, or materials needed: ____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Name____________________________________________________________________________________
Plans or wants to do: _______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Assistance, resources, or materials needed: ____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Name____________________________________________________________________________________
Plans or wants to do: _______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Assistance, resources, or materials needed: ____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Name____________________________________________________________________________________
Plans or wants to do: _______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Assistance, resources, or materials needed: ____________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________



VOLUNTEER SUPPORT FORM

Volunteer I Name ____________________________________________________________________________

Volunteer II Name ___________________________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________________________________

City _______________________________________________________Home phone _____________________

Volunteer I Occupation ______________________________________Business phone ___________________

e-mail __________________________

Volunteer II Occupation______________________________________Business phone ___________________

e-mail __________________________

Other Volunteer obligations ___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

I would be willing to assist the 4-H program by:

Volunteer I Volunteer II

Helping members with demonstrations.

Helping members with project talks or public speaking.

Helping provide transportation to project meetings.

Assisting members with project records.

Helping provide transportation for project tours or field trips.

Assisting with project meetings when needed.

Special skills I have

Help bring refreshments.

Develop a “calling tree” for meeting reminders.

Making my home available for a project meeting if needed.

Helping provide special supplies if needed.

Others, please explain:
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PROJECT MEETING CHECKLIST
A Meeting Evaluation Instrument

After your project meeting, take a few minutes to consider each of the following questions. This checklist
should also serve as a reminder of ideas to incorporate in future project meetings.

Meetings Held

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

1. Were the objectives of the meeting clear to members?

2. Did I give each member a chance to actively participate?

(sharing ideas, assisting, presentations)

3. Did I commend or encourage each youth in some way?

4. Did I plan for differences in ages, abilities, and interests

of members?

5. Did I observe progress of individual members?

6. Did I involve other volunteers in some way?

(planning, leadership assistance, transportation, 

refreshments)

7. Did I give members a chance to assume responsibility 

when it was appropriate?

8. Did I incorporate some fun activity or game into the 

project meeting?

9. Did I summarize the new information shared and skills 

learned at the close of the meeting?

10. Most of all, did I enjoy working with the young people

involved?

*Seven or more positive responses denote an excellent meeting rating!



Welcome to the 4-H Wildlife Project! The purpose of this Member Guide and Annual Report is to help you
journey through your project. This guide will:

• Identify how to set goals on things to learn and begin your project,
• Identify 4-H learning opportunities,
• Identify 4-H recognition system,
• Provide you with an annual summary for your project.

EXAMPLES OF GOALS ON THINGS TO LEARN
• Level I Learn the characteristics of mammals

Understand a food web
• Level II What is a wildlife shelter?

Learn difference between habitat and community
• Level III Value of wetlands

The difference between threatened and endangered
• Level IV Urban wildlife forms

How to do a habitat inventory
In addition, there is a note to your parents/guardian at the bottom of this page, so that they can help you with
your project.

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES IN 4-H
• Attending project meetings with your friends.
• Learn record-keeping skills.
• Giving wildlife presentations at club and county 4-H Days, State Fair, school or civic groups.
• Taking field trips to observe, evaluate and make decisions.
• Creating educational displays at local, county, or state events.

4-H RECOGNITION SYSTEM
4-H’s Recognition System is diverse and provides you with many learning opportunities:

• Participation: attending project meetings, helping others at project meetings, show and share at State Fair
• Progress toward goals: meeting deadline you set on MAP sheet (see page 2)
• Standards of excellence: meeting a high percentage of learning goals for each level of the project
• Team/cooperative efforts: community service activities

NOTES TO PARENTS/GUARDIANS:
If your youth does not have a group leader, check with your extension office to see if your youth can partici-
pate in a neighboring club. If this is not available, you will need to act as the leader or helper. Your local
extension office has a copy of the Kansas 4-H Wildlife Leader’s Notebook that you can review, or order your
own. Insert all member handouts and activity sheets in the 4-H record book after this Member Guide and
Annual Report. These are records of what was completed. List cost, hours spent etc, on your journal page in
MAP STEP 8.
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HOW TO SET GOALS AND BEGIN YOUR WILDLIFE PROJECT 
USING THE MEMBER ACHIEVEMENT PLAN — MAP

This is your Member Achievement Plan — MAP. This plan will help you begin to decide what goals, deadlines
and energizers you want to use for the upcoming year.

MAP STEP 1
Identify as goals two things you would like to learn this year. Your leader will give you a list that might help
you think about what you want to learn in your Wildlife Project.

Goal 1: _____________________________________________________________________________

Goal 2: _____________________________________________________________________________

MAP STEP 2
After you identify each goal, let’s break them into steps. You can list 3 to 5 steps for each one of your goals. 

MAP STEP 3 MAP STEP 4 MAP STEP 5
Steps for Goal 1: Deadline Energizer Date Completed

1st ___________________________________ ___________ ___________ ___________

2nd __________________________________ ___________ ___________ ___________

3rd ___________________________________ ___________ ___________ ___________

4th ___________________________________ ___________ ___________ ___________

5th ___________________________________ ___________ ___________ ___________

MAP STEP 3
Now that you’ve put Goal 1 into steps, go back and put a deadline next to each step. The deadline shows
when you plan to complete the step. Every step should have a different deadline or date.

MAP STEP 4
Sometimes goals are hard to stick to. It takes a long time to see results. So as you complete a step and meet a
deadline you need to give yourself a boost. Let’s call this boost an energizer or reinforcer. An energizer can be
anything that you like and enjoy: going to a movie with a friend, talking on the phone, listening to a CD, tak-
ing your dog for a walk, eating a healthy snack, playing ball, etc.

What are other things you might use as energizers? List them here: __________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Now, place one energizer for each step under the column marked, "Energizer."

MAP STEP 5
When you’ve finished a step in your goal, place the date completed in the column marked, "Date Completed."
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MAP STEP 6
Now that you’ve identified your steps, deadlines and energizers, do the same for Goal 2.

MAP STEP 3 MAP STEP 4 MAP STEP 5
Steps for Goal 2: Deadline Energizer Date Completed

1st ______________________________________ ___________ ___________ ___________

2nd _____________________________________ ___________ ___________ ___________

3rd _____________________________________ ___________ ___________ ___________

4th _____________________________________ ___________ ___________ ___________

5th _____________________________________ ___________ ___________ ___________

MAP STEP 7
Your goals, steps, deadlines and energizers are written. It’s time to share with one of your project members.
When we talk to others about our goals, it helps us get a better idea of what we are going to do. Sometimes
talking will help us get a better idea, so don’t worry about changing any part of your MAP if you want to. After
you’ve explained your goal to a project friend, have them sign and date it in the space provided below.

Project Friend’s Signature ______________________________________ Date ________________

Have your project leader sign below:

Project Leader’s Signature ______________________________________ Date ________________

MAP STEP 8
Keep a journal of everything you do in the project to help you remember these experiences. (Create a page
with these headings and add it to this record. (You might want to do this on your computer.)

Date What you did, learned, how you felt, costs, time spent, etc.

Ex. Nov 5 Attended a project meeting and learned about mammals.

Dec. 6 Purchased materials to build a bird house at a cost of $15.

MAP STEP 9
You’ve spent a whole year on your project. You should have learned many new things. Take some time to think
back and review your journal (STEP 8). Write one or two main things you have learned about wildlife. What is
something you have learned about yourself while studying wildlife? (Add a page if you need more space.)



WILDLIFE PROJECT SUMMARY FOR______________YEAR

Name __________________________ Age ______ Level ______________ Years in project ________

Learning Activities in The Project
Indicate the number of times participated Local County Multi- State

County

Project meetings attended _____________________________________________

Field trip/tours _____________________________________________

Talks/demonstrations _____________________________________________

Contests _____________________________________________

No. of exhibits/displays _____________________________________________

Public presentations (civic, etc.)

Describe Leadership given in the Wildlife Project this year:

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Desrcibe Community Service given in Wildlife Project this year:

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Summarize important things you learned in each of the five subject areas:

1. Wildlife Groups ____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Ecosystems/Habitats _________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Living In The Wild __________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

4. People and Wildlife _________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Outdoor Skills ______________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

On a separate page, you may attach a photo of you or someone else making an item or using what you made,
purchased, displayed, or created.

Member’s signature ________________________ Parent, Guardian or Leader ________________________

Kansas State University Agricultural Experiment Station and Cooperative Extension Service

MG-53 February 2002

It is the policy of Kansas State University Agricultural Experiment Station and Cooperative Extension Service that all persons shall have equal opportunity and
access to its educational programs, services, activities, and materials without regard to race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age or disability. Kansas State
University is an equal opportunity organization. Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension Work, Acts of May 8 and June 30, 1914, as amended. Kansas
State University, County Extension Councils, Extension Districts, and United States Department of Agriculture Cooperating, Marc A. Johnson, Director.
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Level I

Wildlife Groups
Scales and Tales ..............................................................................................31

No Fibbin’.......................................................................................................35

Bat-o Polo .......................................................................................................37

Raptor Magic ..................................................................................................39

Ecosystems and Habitats
Can’t Do Without It ........................................................................................41

Habitat Observation Walk ..............................................................................43

Living in the Wild
Those Amazing Flying Machines .....................................................................47

The Better to Eat You With My Dear! ...............................................................53

Fill The Bill ......................................................................................................55

Footloose ........................................................................................................59

People and Wildlife
Wild And Domestic.........................................................................................63

Shared Spaces .................................................................................................65

Outdoor Skills 
An Open Invitation .........................................................................................71

Walking Softly and Seeing Small .....................................................................73

Leader Note: 
Lessons are grouped by subject themes and are not necessarily in sequence.
Check the leader notes at the beginning of each lesson for sequence sugges-
tions. 
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• The characteristics of reptiles

• The life cycle of some reptiles

• Reptile adaptations

About Themselves

• Which of their senses help them understand various species of
wildlife

Materials

• Video VT-111 (A Snake’s Tale) from Kansas Department of Wildlife
and Parks (KDWP) Reference Center (see References)

• Learning kit LK-68 (Set of four turtle shells) from KDWP

• Activity Sheet # 1, Creature Tale

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Reptiles in Kansas include snakes, lizards, and turtles. Shared character-
istics include: a)dry skin with scales, b) breath air throughout life (no
gills), and c) cold-blooded (ectothermic). Most reptiles lay eggs, but
there are a few snakes that give live birth. Neither reptiles nor amphib-
ians have fur or feathers at any stage of their life.

Turtles’ shells make them unique among reptiles. If you look closely at
the shell it is made up of two parts: a top (the carapace) and a bottom
(the plastron). Depending on the kind of turtle, the size, shape, and
color will vary. A turtle’s shell grows much like our skull. The turtle can-
not leave its shell when it gets too small, so the shell must grow instead.
Under the semi-transparent scales on top of the carapace is the bony
part of the shell. Here you can see the squiggly joints between the
bones. The bone grows at these joints making the shell roomier for the
turtle inside.

Leader Notes
Empty turtle shells provide an excellent
opportunity to get reptiles in the hands of
the youth without causing stress to a live
animal, or exposing the youth to bacteria
carried by some reptiles. The youth may
ask where the turtle is, since it is not in its
shell. Tell them to look closely at the shell.
They should notice the backbone or verte-
brae of the turtle attached to the under-
side of the top of the shell. Have them
think about how successful we would be
trying to live without a backbone — not
very! Turtles, like everything else, die
from many different causes. We don’t
know what happened to these particular
animals, but we were lucky enough to
have the bones and shells to learn more
about them.

The youth may work alone or in groups.
Explain that they are going to compare
themselves (a human mammal) with an
unknown creature. Brainstorm with the
group whether they think anything will be
the same. Pass out the turtle shells and the
Activity Sheet #1, Creature Tale. Let them
know that the first part of the activity
should be done with only what they
OBSERVE from the shell, not with any
knowledge that they might already have
about what they think. Explain that the
early naturalists only knew what they
could observe or touch. (Paleontologists
are doing the same thing today when
they find dinosaur bones — all they have
is what the animal left behind.) For the
second part of the activity sheet, present
the video, A Snakes Tale. After the video,
have the youth record anything they
already knew about reptiles and some-
thing new that they learned either from
the video or by looking at the shells.

Scales and Tales
Wildlife Groups Wildlife, Level I



Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What type of creature did you think might have been in the shell?

2. How big do you think the creature was? Weight? Height? Length?

Process

3. What similarities were there to humans? Differences?

4. What are reptile characteristics?

5. How is a turtle different from other reptiles?

Generalize

6. What reptiles are significant in your life? Why?

7. Which of your five senses (touch, taste, sight, hearing, smell) help you
best understand reptiles? Why?

Apply

8. How can you use your senses to identify other types of wildlife?

Going Further
Make a list of wildlife and match the sense best suited for true under-
standing of each type. (Example: birds– hearing, sight)

References

Video VT-111 (A Snake’s Tale) from Kansas Department of Wildlife and
Parks (KDWP) Reference Center

Learning kit LK-68 (Set of four turtle shells) from KDWP

Peterson Field Guide to Reptiles and Amphibians, Conant and Collins
(1991)

Amphibians and Reptiles in Kansas, Collins (1993)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Activity Sheet
# 1

Creature 
Tale
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From what you OBSERVE ONLY, draw what this creature was like when it was alive. Try not to use ideas you
may already have about what this creature might be.

The creature:

What I know about reptiles:

What I just learned:
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Leader Notes
Listen to The Calls of Kansas Frogs and
Toads. There is information (on side A)
about frogs and toads. As they are listen-
ing, have the youth choose, or choose for
them, one species. After they have lis-
tened to the tape, have them try to mimic
the call using a balloon and/or marbles
or their own whistling capabilities. They
can uses these three tools in any way
they desire to try and imitate the sound
(you may need to pause the tape or
repeat the sound for them). Side B on the
tape will play continuous calls if they
want to try a second time.

What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• The characteristics of amphibians

• The life cycle of some amphibians

• Amphibipan adaptations

About Themselves

• How they can impact amphibian habitat

Materials

• Poster PP-49 (Kansas Amphibians) from Kansas Department of
Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) Reference Center

• Audio tape: The Calls of Kansas Frogs & Toads (from KDWP refer-
ence center)

• Balloons

• Marbles

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Amphibians that you may be familiar with include frogs, toads, and
salamanders. All of these animals share some characteristics, which
include: a) moist skin without scales; b) cold-blooded (or ectothermic)
so in Kansas they hibernate for the winter; c) spend part of their life
cycle in water, so are dependent on a water source to reproduce; and d)
as larva, breath through gills (like fish). Most also go through metamor-
phosis (change) from larva to sexually mature adult, but some salaman-
ders stay in a larval form (although sexually mature) throughout their
life. Amphibians are some of the most versatile creatures on our planet,
but they can also be very sensitive to changes in their habitat.

The calls of frogs and toads often remind us of the summertime. After a
good rain more calls may be heard. It is only the male who call and are
trying to attract a mate. The mating primarily occurs at night which is
why we associate these sounds with the long summer evenings. Twenty-
two kinds of frogs and toads exist in Kansas and can be distinguished by
their calls.

No Fibbin’
Wildlife Groups Wildlife, Level I



Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What frog or toad could you best imitate? Why?

2. What tool did you use? Why?

Process

3. Why do frogs and toads make these sounds?

4. What other methods are used by wildlife to find a mate?

Generalize

5. How do humans sometimes interfere with natures processes?

Apply

6. What can you do to provide good habitat for amphibians?

Going Further
Visit with a wildlife biologist about amphibian preservation.

References

Poster PP-49 (Kansas Amphibians) from Kansas Department of Wildlife
and Parks (KDWP) Reference Center

Audio tape: The Calls of Kansas Frogs & Toads (from KDWP reference
center)

Amphibians and Reptiles in Kansas, Collins (1993)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Bat adaptations and how they work

• What Kansas bats eat

About Themselves

• How preconceived ideas can be changed by correct information

Materials

• Blindfold

• Large open area either inside or outside

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Bats are misunderstood for a number of reasons, but primarily because
they come out at night when we are asleep. In the dark we often cannot
see things clearly and so we may become frightened when our imagina-
tions fill in the extra details.

Bats, like humans, are mammals: warm blooded, have hair, bear live
young, and feed their babies milk. Some people think that bats are fly-
ing rodents, but bats belong to a different order entirely (Chiroptera).
Bats are not “as blind as a bat.” They see quite well plus they have
excellent hearing called sonar. It is this sonar hearing that our activity
will focus on. When hunting for insects (all Kansas bats are insecti-
vores), bats send out a series of ultrasonic pulses that are higher pitched
than what a human ear can hear. The bat will send out as many as 500
pulses per second while “scanning” for insects. The bat knows when it
has found an insect because the sound bounces off the insect, creating
an echo that the bat can hear. The bat then grabs the insect with its
mouth and scoops it up with its wings or tail membrane. Some bats can
catch as many as 3000 insects in one night!

Leader Notes
Find an area where the youth can spread
out in a large circle. Tell the youth about
bats and their ability to use sonar. Explain
to them that this activity is much like a
game they may have played called
“Marco Polo.” Choose one youth to be in
the center of the large circle and blind-
fold that youth. Choose one youth to be
the moth — the prey that the bat is search-
ing for — and put him or her inside the cir-
cle. Tell the bat that it can only say the
word “BAT” (instead of “MARCO”), and
that it and the moth are able to move
freely inside the circle. Tell the moth that
when the bat says “BAT” the moth must
say “MOTH.” The rest of the youth must
think of other “M” words to say and then
say them at the same time that the moth
says “MOTH.” These “M” sounds will imi-
tate all the other sounds an actual bat
hears when it is out hunting. When the bat
catches the moth, have other youth
repeat the game until everyone has had a
chance to be in the circle.

Bat-o Polo
Wildlife Groups Wildlife, Level I



Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. How easy was it for you to catch the “MOTH” when you were the 
blindfolded “BAT”?

2. What affect did the other “M” words have on your hunt?

Process

3. What do bats use to hunt at night?

4. What is the only food source for bats in Kansas?

Generalize

5. Where do you think the phrase “Blind as a Bat” came from? Why? 
How valid is this phrase? Why?

6. How do you validate or study possible misconceptions?

Apply

7. What can you do in the future to combat preconceived ideas?

Going Further
Visit the library or internet to learn more about bats. Lead this game and
discussion with younger youth.

References

Bats, Zoobooks  (Available from Kansas Department of Wildlife and
Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS 67124-8174)

American’s Neighborhood Bats, by Tuttle (1988)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• A specialized group of birds called raptors

• Identify some Kansas raptors

• Why raptors are special

About Themselves

• What it is like to be physically challenged

Materials

• Drinking straws

• Paper or construction paper

• Masking tape

• Rubber bands

• Paper clips

• Plastic forks and spoons

• Balloons

• Scissors

• Books and magazines with pictures of raptors

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes plus optional field trip

Activity
Raptors are birds such as, eagles, hawks, falcons, and owls, which are
predatory on other animals. There are some predatory birds that do not
belong to the raptor group, such as shrikes.

It is difficult to study raptors in depth without taking a field trip or hav-
ing a guest speaker, as it is illegal to possess any parts from raptors, such
as feet, feathers, and eggs. Therefore, we must study pictures, etc.,
which is not as interesting.

Leader Notes
Study pictures of raptors and discuss
what separates them from the other
groups of birds. 

If you have access to a nearby nature
center or zoo that keeps raptors and/or
does programs on them, it would be a
great help to take advantage of that.
Even a museum that has taxidermy
mounts would be good, as the youth
could see fully dimensional birds.

After studying the pictures or having a
guest speaker, you can have the group
build raptors. They should be familiar with
some basic bird anatomy. If they are not,
consider doing these activities from Level I
first: Feathers and Eggs, Fill the Bill, and
Those Amazing Flying Machines.

Have the youth decide what listed materi-
als could represent something on a bird.
For example, the drinking straws might
represent hollow bones, paper can be
shaped into buoyant feathers, balloons
can give the body shape, and forks and
spoons can be shaped into talons and
beaks. (If you would like to extend this
activity, consider paper-mache instead of
taping the body pieces together.) The act
of creating a bird will reinforce what the
youth gathered from pictures, or what
they observed at the museum or nature
center or zoo.

Divide the youth into groups of three. Pass
out the supplies and explain that they are
to apply the knowledge they have
gained. They can shape the materials in
any way to mimic the anatomy of a rap-
tor. When completed, have the youth
present their creations and point out some
unique features.

Raptor Magic
Wildlife Groups Wildlife, Level I
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Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What type of raptor did you create?

2. What other supply or tool would have been useful in creating your 
bird? Why?

3. What other features would you have liked to add to your raptor? 
Why?

Process

4. How are raptors different from other birds?

5. What features do raptors use the most? (sight, beak, talons, etc.)

Generalize

6. How well developed is your eye sight compared to raptors?

7. What human sense or feature do you feel you could live without the 
easiest? Why?

Apply

8. What can you do to assist people who are physically or mentally 
challenged?

Going Further
Visit a raptor exhibit at a zoo or preserve.

Invite a physically challenged person to meet with your group.

References

Owls, Zoobooks  (Available from Kansas Department of Wildlife and
Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS 67124-8174)

Hawks for Kids, Sumner Matteson (1995)

Any magazines or field guides with pictures of hawks and owls

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn . . .

About The Project

• The basic survival needs shared by people and animals

• The correct arrangement of survival needs to meet the specific
habitat needs of a particular species

• The definition of a habitat

About Themselves

• Their habitat arrangement

Materials Needed

• Animal description cards (made from information out of one of the
references listed at the end of lesson)

• Use nature/outdoor magazines and youth magazines

• Scissors

• Glue or rubber cement

• Large paper or posterboard

• Markers or crayons

• Activity Time Needed 45 minutes

Activity
All animals depend upon their habitat to provide their basic needs for
survival. Animals need:

(1) food

(2) water

(3) shelter

(4) living space

All of these must be arranged correctly. The place that provides the
basic needs for survival in the right arrangement for a particular species
is their habitat. Each species has different habitat requirements, but all
need these basic things to survive. Humans have the same basic needs
as other animals.

Leader Notes
Before the meeting, make an animal
description card for every two or three
youth. The card should be a 3” X 5” card
(or similar-sized paper, etc.) that has the
following information about a Kansas ani-
mal:
• Name
• Natural community where it lives 

(desert, forest, park, etc.)
• What it eats
• What kind of shelter it uses (nest, hole, 

just lives in the vegetation, etc.)
• Special needs (amphibians must have 

a water source to reproduce, etc.)
• Notes about arrangement (some ani-

mals like the edge of the forest where 
it turns into a field, some like the deep 
part of a lake, etc.)

1) Ask the group what an animal needs to
live. Let them brainstorm for a bit, then
direct the answers into general cate-
gories (if an answer is that “squirrels
need nuts to eat,” then generalize that
into “food”). Food, water, and shelter
are usually easy to get, but living
space is a tough concept.

One way to illustrate this (and get them to
guess the fourth habitat need) is to play a
space game. Have the youth choose a
place around the room for their space.
Then decrease the room by half, so that
some of them have to find a new place.
Keep shrinking the space down until they
are crowded together, and ask if they
have enough space to live comfortably.
For arrangement, you can use an animal
example or a human one. For example, if
we had food, shelter, and space at our
homes, but had to go across town (or far-
ther ) to get water, the arrangement is
wrong. Some animals like a pond with
trees all around it, while others like a
pond that is out in the open.

2) Break the youth into groups of three.
Explain that they are going to make a
habitat collage about themselves and
a Kansas animal. Have them discuss
their needs and how those needs are

Can’t Do Without It
Ecosystems and Habitats Wildlife, Level I



met (live in houses or apartments, have
grocery stores, etc.). Give each group
an animal description card and sup-
plies. Have each youth make a collage
that shows their needs, and the needs
of an animal. They should label the pic-
tures they draw or paste down as
“food,”  “water,” “shelter,” or “space.”
They can also add any special notes
about arrangement that are included
on the card.

3) Let each individual share their collage.
Discuss how the habitat changes as we
change one element, like food or shel-
ter. Each animal needs the specific
habitat it was designed to use. Place
the collage in their record book.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share
1. What animal did you use for your collage?
2. What special survival arrangements did your animal need? Why?

Process
3. What are the four basic survival needs of animals?
4. What is a habitat?

Generalize
5. What is your habitat? How does it differ from the animal on your 

collage? Why?
6. How do people’s habitats differ? In your community? Other coun-

tries?

Apply
7. How does the arrangement of habitats differ from one community to 

another?

Going Further
Observe the different habitats at a zoo.
Take a field trip to the country to observe habitats of various animals.

References
Joy of Nature, Reader’s Digest (1977)
Most animal and general nature books address subject of habitat.

Authors
Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica
Libby Albers, Naturalist
James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by
Wildlife Review Team
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Leader Notes
Do the Can’t Do Without It , activity
before this activity. Ask the group to help
you list the habitats. For example, lots of
youth might put down “tree” or “grass,”
but some animals find habitat in the
cracks in the sidewalks (like ants). Start
them thinking about small creatures, night
animals, things that are not visible all year
(like butterflies), etc. You will want to
scout out your route before the meeting,
both for safety purposes and to give your-
self an edge on spotting habitat compo-
nents.

Urban Leaders: There are habitat compo-
nents everywhere, so encourage the
youth to find them. Vacant lots have habi-
tat possibilities, and even some buildings
(where birds nest). A single pot of flowers
on a porch can be habitat. Scout out
ahead of time so you can help anyone
who gets stuck.

1) Review the things the youth learned in
Can’t Do Without It. They specifically
need to be comfortable with what
habitat is, and the components that all
animals need to survive.

2) Give each youth a copy of Activity
Sheet #3, Things That Provide Survival
Needs, plus a clipboard and pencil.
Explain that they are looking for habi-
tat all along their walk. Some things
may fit into more than one column on
the activity sheet, so they can put it
down in more than one. For example,
“grass” could be food, shelter, and
even water, so they can use it in those
places.

3) Take about a 15 minute walk, strolling
slowly enough that each youth can fill
out their activity sheets.

4) Return to your meeting place. Talk
about what you saw. Give the group a
few minutes to make some guesses
about what animals would live in these
habitats, and what they saw that the
animals could use. Discuss the obser-
vation and guesses, and whether each

What Members Will Learn. . .

About The Project

• Habitat can be found in a variety of places.

• Habitats can be large areas or small areas.

About Themselves

• The habitat they share with other people and animals

Materials Needed

• Activity Sheet #3, Things That Provide Survival Needs

• Clipboard or other surface to carry along and write on

• Pencils

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
We will be taking a short walk to look for things that an animal might
consider habitat. You will need to look closely for small and larger habi-
tats.

Habitat Observation
Walk
Ecosystems and Habitat Wildlife, Level I
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habitat is a place all by itself, or do
habitats share space (for example,
does a squirrel live in a habitat all
alone, or is the tree also a habitat for
something else)?

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share
1. What was the most exciting thing you saw on the walk? Why?
2. What was the largest and smallest habitats you saw?

Process
3. Where can habitats be found?
4. How many animals or creatures were sharing their habitat?

Generalize
5. How big is your habitat? At home? School?
6. How many animals and people share your habitat?

Apply

7. How and when will your habitat change in the future?

8. What are the good and bad things about sharing habitat?

Going Further
Discuss the arrangement of your habitat at school.
Talk about the habitat of large wild animals as compared to smaller
ones. (Example: buffalo vs. beaver)

References
Watching Kansas Wildlife, A Guide to 101 Sites, Gress and Potts (1993)
Watching Wildlife, Duda (1995)
Joy of Nature, Reader’s Digest (1977)

Authors
Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica
Libby Albers, naturalist
James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by
Wildlife Review Team
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Habitat Observation
Ecosystems and Habitat Wildlife, Level I

Activity Sheet
# 3

Things That Provide
Survival Needs

(Habitat)

Things That Could Provide Shelter Things That Could Be Food Places to Get Water

List any animals you saw during your walk. What were they using for habitat?
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Leader Notes
1) In Fowl Ball, be sure the picture you

find is of a bird that has its eyes on the
sides of its head. Start Fowl Ball by
showing a picture of a bird. Ask the
youth about their eyes. Where are
they located? Do they think that the
birds can see well? They may need to
look at your bird picture and each
other to do this. Do they look the
same? Discuss binocular and monocu-
lar vision. Have the youth cover one
eye with their hand and look around.
Can they tell a difference between
one-eyed sight and two-eyed sight?
Have them experiment with walking
around the room (carefully!!!). Can
they judge distances as well with one
eye covered?

Hand out the black construction paper
and yarn. Have them staple the yarn to
the paper, so that they can tie the paper
over their eyes like patches (don’t have
them do this quite yet). Go outside or to
the gym, and have them put on their
patches. Have the youth stand in a circle
and play a slow, gentle game of catch
with a foam ball (to avoid bloody noses,
etc.). Is it easier or more difficult to play
catch with one eye covered? Why?
Repeat with the tennis ball. How did this
compare?

What Members Will Learn. . .

About The Project

• The features that make birds unique

• The structure of a feather

• Different types of feathers

About Themselves

• Understand why humans are not capable of flight by comparing
their anatomy to that of a bird

Sequencing Notes
The general characteristics of birds are explored in Feathers and Eggs.
It may be helpful to do that activity first.

Materials Needed

• Demonstration #1 (Fowl Ball): Picture of a bird, paper, 1.5’ lengths
of yarn, stapler, 4”x4” squares (approx.) of black construction
paper, soccer or playground ball, tennis ball

• Demonstration #2 (A Handy Gland): Baby oil or petroleum jelly,
cotton cloth (Two-6”x12” pieces per child), dishpan or bowls of
water

• Demonstration #3 (Feather Features): Feathers (from a legal game
bird or domestic fowl), hand lens, overhead projector, a piece of
velcro for each child

• Demonstration #4 (Boning Up On Birds): Chicken and beef bones,
strong light source (like a clip-on shop light), tools for cracking
open bones (such as kitchen shears, nutcracker, hammer, etc.)

• Demonstration #5 (Gizzard Grinders): Different kinds of seeds,
small stones, mortar and pestle, a turkey, chicken, or game bird giz-
zard (a pheasant gizzard with grit in it is good).
Member Handout #1, Parts of a Feather
Member Handout #2,Types of Feathers and Locations

Activity Time Needed: 90 minutes

Activity
Birds are unique vertebrates (animals with backbones) because they
have special body parts that set them apart from all other animals. We
are going to explore these special parts and their functions through a
series of demonstrations.

Those Amazing Flying
Machines
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level I



2. A Handy Gland
Go back inside. Hand out the two cloth
pieces to each member of the group.
Have them smear petroleum jelly or baby
oil on one of the cloth pieces. Dip the
treated cloth and the plain cloth into a
pan of water and pull back out. Do the
cloths react the same to being dunked?
What is the difference? How do they
think this applies to a bird putting oil onto
its feathers?

3. Feather Features
Now hand out contour feathers (the
youth can share if you don’t have enough
for everyone). The hard center tube is
called the shaft, and the rest of the
feather is called the vane. Compare the
feather to the drawings on Member
Handout #1, Parts of a Feather. Have the
youth pull apart some of the vane, and
locate the barbs that are sticking out from
the shaft. Look at the tiny barbels that
grow off of each of the barbs. To show
this more effectively, place a feather on
the overhead projector. The barbels have
rolled edges on one side and tiny hooks
on the other that interlock side by side
and hold the barbs together — kind of like
a “Ziploc” seal bag. This locking system is
one of the most important flight features
for a bird. The flat, flexible vane stays
locked in flights, helping the bird keep its
smooth, streamline shape and allowing
each feather to firmly fan the air. But if the
vane does split apart between two barbs,
the birds can “zip” its feathers back into
shape by pressing the barbs together
with its beak. This process is called preen-
ing — the cleaning, straightening, and
fluffing of the feather — and includes
applying oil from the oil gland we just
studied. Pass out a piece of Velcro to
each member — have them separate and
restick the material. This is not exactly like
a feather, but is a close illustration.

Pass out the down feathers. Compare to
drawings on Member Handout #2,
Types of Feathers and Locations. Now
pile several together. Observe how they
stay fluffy, trapping air. Stack several con-
tour or flight feathers together. Observe
the lack of trapped air. Ask whether
down feather would work as protection
from rain (like contour feather do) or for
flight. If the bird only had contour and
flight feathers, with no down, would it be
able to stay warm?

4. Boning Up on Birds
Pass out beef and poultry bones, prefer-
ably enough for groups of three to share.
Have the youth look at the bones. How
are they alike? Different? Now crack

1. Fowl Ball
Most birds have monocular vision, which means that each eye focuses
on something different. Some owls and hawks have eyes that face for-
ward. This means they have binocular vision, like humans. We focus
both eyes on one thing, rather than separate images like most birds.

2. A Handy Gland
Birds also have a special gland that other animals don’t have. This oil
gland, or preen gland, is located on the birds’ rump, right above the
base of the tail. The gland secretes an oil that the bird squeezes out with
its bill and spreads on its feathers and feet. The oil helps keep the feath-
ers waterproof, flexible, and in good condition.

3. Feather Features
Birds are the only animals in the world that have feathers. Let’s explore
some of the parts and functions of feathers, and how they enable a bird
to fly. One type of feather is the flight feather (see Member Handout).
The flight feather has a central hollow shaft running its entire length and
webs on two opposite sides, which presents a lightweight, yet solid, sur-
face to support air in flight. They are found in the wings and tail. Flight
feathers from the wing have the shaft off-center, while tail flight feathers
have the shaft centered. Down feathers (see Member Handout) have a
very short shaft with many non-interlocking barbs (individual “hair” or
fibers) that create dead air spaces for good insulation. This is kind of like
double insulated glass, where the air between the inner and outer panes
trap air and decrease heat loss. The contour feather (see Member
Handout) is a smooth surface feather that streamlines the body for more
efficient flight, and is colored and patterned to contribute to the col-
oration of the bird. This is important for identification and breeding
behavior (and is nice for us to enjoy while birdwatching).

4. Boning Up On Birds
Bird bones are also special. They are very strong, but must be light-
weight for flight. Bird bones are hollow, and some have thin reinforcing
braces inside for support.

5. Gizzard Grinders
Birds do not have teeth, but they do have a grinding muscular stomach
called a gizzard. The gizzard crushes and grinds food, like our teeth.
Many birds must swallow grit (small pebbles, stones, eggshells, and
other hard material) to use in their gizzard to help grind food. Birds eat
a wide variety of food that is hard, such as seeds, bones, some insects,
clams, and more. One study showed that a turkey could grind up 24
English walnuts in their shell in just four hours. Another study showed
that a turkey gizzard could even grind up steel needles into small
pieces.

The gizzard allows the bird to digest more of their food, so they get
more nutrients from what they eat. This means that they have to spend
less time looking for food.
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Dialogue For Critical Thinking
(Use each set of questions for each activity. Example: Use all of the
number one questions for Fowl Ball and all the number two questions
for A Handy Gland, etc.

Share

1. What happened when you tried to see like a bird?

2. What happened to the oil covered cloth? Why?

3. What did you find interesting about feathers?

4. What is different about bird bones compared to others?

5. How did the bird gizzard feel?

Process

1. What types of vision do birds have? Explain.

2. Why do birds oil their feathers? How do they do it?

3. What is a down feather? What does it do?

4. Why are bird bones hollow?

5. Why do birds have gizzards?

Generalize

1. What type of vision do people have?

2. What do people do to protect their skin? When and how?

3. How do people use feathers?

4. What is the purpose for your bones?

5. Why do people not have gizzards?

Apply

1. What can be done to help people have better vision?

2. Why is it important for people to protect their skin?

3. What do you think will be the main use for feathers in the future? 
Why?

4. What happens when a person’s bone is broken?

5. Why is it important for people to chew their food?

References

Ostriches and Other Ratites, Zoobooks (Available from Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS
67124-8174)

Owls, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Seabirds, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by
Wildlife Review Team

open some of the bones using the tools.
Have the youth draw what they see, and
record observations. Can they see the
thin supports inside the poultry bones?
Pick up pieces of similar size. Which is
heavier?

Take a whole poultry bone and a whole
beef bone. Hold them up to the light. Can
you see light through either? Clean up the
broken bone parts.

5. Gizzard Grinders
Discuss the gizzard with the youth. Ask
how they would eat things like nuts if they
had no teeth. Bring out the gizzard, and
show them the shape. Let them feel the
gizzard. Feel how hard the muscle is? Cut
it open and let the youth look at the mus-
cle tissue. Let the youth grind different
food with the mortar and pestal to show
how the gizzard works. Have the group
clean up the gizzard and crushed food.
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Living In The Wild
Those Amazing Flying Machines Wildlife, Level I
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Activity Sheet
#

Mammal
Checklist

Member
Handout #1

Parts of a
Feather

Shaft

Web or 
Surface

Fluff
or

Undercolor

Quill

Primary Feather Contour Feather

Aftershaft

Barb

Barbule

Barbiceli

Shaft

Quill



Living In The Wild
Those Amazing Flying Machines Wildlife, Level I

Member
Handout #2

Types of
Feathers
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Leader Notes
These molars are represented by the
wood blocks, and should be most effec-
tive at crushing the beans. In the activity,
the wood blocks should be held with the
widest side down, with the food placed
between the two blocks to grind. Have
the youth feel around their mouths with
their tongues. Do all of their teeth feel the
same? Do they think all of their teeth do
the exact same thing when they eat?

The staple remover represents canine
teeth, and should be the best at tearing
up the meat.

The plexiglass will show how incisors are
best at clipping off the lettuce. These
should be held in two separate hands,
with the skinny side coming together for
teeth. The group should be able to try
these things, but will need your help and
supervision. Set up the activity with each
type of food on a separate plate, on top
of the trash bag to minimize the mess. If
you have a large group, make more of
each type.

Before the meeting, go through the skulls
from Wildlife and Parks and select sev-
eral that have visible teeth. It is not impor-
tant for you to know exactly what they
are. The youth will probably press you to
find out, but part of the activity is that they
can make observations and deductions
without having all of the information
about an animal. Try to select skulls that
have different kinds of teeth. For example,
find one that has mostly flat, molar-type
teeth (probably a grain or vegetation
eater). Most of these types of skulls also
have incisors in front to clip the vegeta-
tion, also. Find a skull that is most like our
teeth-types. This animal probably eats a
lot of different types of food, like we do.
Try to find one with obvious canine teeth,
which indicates an animal whose diet is
all or part meat.

What Members Will Learn . . .

About The Project

• Mammals have teeth designed for the diet that they eat

• Not all mammals eat the same thing

About Themselves

• Humans have teeth adapted for the diet we eat

Materials Needed

• Skins and Skulls set from Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks
(References)

• Two-2”x4”x4” wood blocks (more sets for a large club)

• Two-4”x4” sheets of plexiglass, plastic, metal, or other thin 
material that won’t hurt small hands (more sets for a large club)

• Staple remover (more for a large club)

• Dried beans

• Leaf lettuce, long grass, straw, or other long vegetation

• Small hunk of meat (cooked for less harmful bacteria while 
handling)

• Paper plates

• Trash bag

• Popped popcorn

Activity Time Needed: 45 minutes

Activity
We will be exploring the main types of teeth that mammals have. Some
teeth are made like our molars (the teeth at the back of our mouth), and
are most effective at crushing and grinding.

Some teeth are like our canine teeth (the pointy “vampire” teeth), and
are made to rip and tear meat.

Other teeth are like our incisors (the straight-bottom, flat teeth in front),
and are made to clip grass or other vegetation.

The Better To Eat You
With My Dear!
Living In The Wild Wildlife, Level I



Dialogue for Critical Thinking
Share

1. Which type of tooth demonstration did you find most interesting? 
Why?

2. Which teeth worked best for which food?

Process

3. What types of teeth do most mammals have?

4. What is the purpose for each type of tooth?

Generalize

5. Why do people have all three types of teeth?

Apply

6. What else can you learn by looking at animal teeth? Example: Age

Going Further
If you’ve studied the Can’t Do Without It, and Habitat Observation
Walk, ask the youth what they can tell about an animal’s habitat by
looking at its teeth.

References

Skins and Skulls box from the Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks
(KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS 67124-8174.

• Boxes available from Pratt or Wichita offices

• There is no cost to borrow these and other KDWP resources

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by
Wildlife Review Team
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Leader Notes
This lesson is best done after Can’t Do
Without It, and The Better to Eat You With
My Dear.

Be sure to take enough time to set up Fill
The Bill, and run through it yourself a time
or two.

What Members Will Learn. . .

About The Project

• Discover that bird beaks are adapted to the type of food they eat, so
they can gather food efficiently.

About Themselves

• Using observation and exploration, they can determine information
about a previously unknown topic.

Materials Needed

• Fill the Bill: 3 eyedroppers or straws, 2 small fishnets (as used with
indoor aquariums), 2 large ice cream scoops, 4 pairs of chopsticks,
3 nutcrackers or pliers, 3 strainers, 3 tongs, 3 forceps or tweezers,
large bowl or saucepan, cherries (or other small fruit), tall, slender
vase with water (like a bud vase), uncooked oatmeal, rubber worms
or candy worms, rice, popcorn or small marshmallows, small
aquarium or large bowl, walnuts or other nuts (in shell), string,
packing peanuts, puffed rice, piece of firewood with bark, pictures
of bird beaks, 3”x5” cards, markers.

• Activity Sheet #4, Fill The Bill

• Bird head pictures of: hummingbird, duck, curlew, finch, spoonbill,
nighthawk, warbler, toucan.

Activity Time Needed: 1 hour (two if you take the optional field
trip/movie)

Activity
Every bird has a specific habitat, which is the place that meets all of its
needs for food, water, cover, and living space in the correct arrange-
ment. Although some birds share ecosystems (ecological areas such as a
forest, desert, etc.), they don’t have identical habitats. For example,
there may be two species of birds in your yard that are eating the same
thing, but their requirements for nesting cover may be different. We are
going to explore the types of beaks that are common to different types
of birds. These beaks allow the birds to gather the exact type of food
they need. If you think of a duck’s beak, and try to imagine a duck bor-
ing into a tree after insects like a woodpecker, you get the idea that each
are different.

Fill The Bill
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level I



Session 1

1) Have the youth help set up the stations
for Fill The Bill as follows: (*)represents
the tool that should work the best at
that station, but don’t tell the youth.

Water in the bud vase (to represent nec-
tar in a flower), with an
eyedropper/straw(*); small fish net; and
large scoop; an index card sign that
reads “nectar in flower.”

Large saucepan or bowl with rubber
worms or gummi worms in the bottom,
covered with several inches of dry oat-
meal to represent worms buried in mud or
sand, with chopsticks(*), nutcracker/pli-
ers, and strainer, and sign that reads
“worms in mud.”

Whole nuts to represent hard seeds, with
nutcracker/pliers(*), tongs, and chop-
sticks, with sign that reads “hard seeds.”

Packing peanuts floating on water in
aquarium or bowl to represent fish and
other aquatic animals, with large
scoop(*), eyedropper/straw, and chop-
sticks, with sign that reads “fish.”

Puffed rice in aquarium or bowl filled with
water to represent tiny aquatic plants and
animals, with strainer(*), forceps/tweez-
ers, and tongs, and signs that read “duck-
weed and tiny water crit ters.”

Popcorn or tiny marshmallow, which you
or a helper can toss into the air to repre-
sent flying insects, while the youth try to
catch them with a small fishnet(*), for-
ceps/tweezers, or chopsticks, and a sign
that reads “flying insects.”

Rice spread on piece of firewood to rep-
resent caterpillars and insects, with for-
ceps/tweezers(*), small fishnet, and
nutcracker/pliers, and a sign that reads
“insects on trees.”

Cherries tied with string and hanging to
represent fruit, with tongs(*), eyedrop-
per/straw, and strainer, and a sign that
reads “fruit in tree.”

2) Hand out Activity Sheet #4, Fill The
Bill. Explain that the youth will go
through each station, and pick the tool
which works the best for that type of
food. They then fill that in on their box
in the spot that matches the signs.
Provide the sample bird head pictures
for youth to match the bird head with
the tool that best matches the beak
shown. Write the name of the bird
under the name of the tool. Discuss the
activity and the sheet. Clean every-
thing up.

Activity
Some of the birds and beak types you will be demostrating are:

• Hummingbirds: long, hollow beaks that are used to probe flower
for nectar; tongue inside the beak slurps up nectar.

• Curlews, godwits, kiwis, and snipes: long beaks used to poke into
mud and shorelines for worms, crustaceans, and other small edi-
bles

• Cardinals, sparrows, grosbeaks, and other finch like birds: short,
conical beaks used to crack open tough seeds.

• Spoon bills and pelicans: long, flattened or pouch like beaks used
to scoop up fish and other swimming creatures.

• Flamingos and some ducks (only certain kinds of ducks are filter-
feeders): beaks that act like strainers to filter tiny plants and animals
from the water.

• Nighthawks, whippoorwills, swifts, and swallows: large, gaping
mouths that act like nets to trap insects as the insect and the bird
are in flight.

• Warblers: small, sharp, pointed beaks for picking insects from
leaves, logs, and twigs.

• Toucans have very long, thick beaks for reaching out and plucking
fruit from trees.
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Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What tool and beak were easiest to match? Why?

2. What tool “beak” was hard to use? Why?

Process

3. Why do birds have different kinds of beaks?

Generalize

4. How were you able to match the tools with beak type?

5. What can you learn about a bird without knowing its name?

Apply

6. What can you tell about people by watching them from a distance 
without talking to them?

Going Further
References

Ducks, Geese and Swans, Zoobooks (Available from Kansas Department
of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS 67124-8174)

Owls, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team

Session 2 (optional)

1) Take a field trip outside to a place
where you can watch birds. Other
options include a museum or zoo that
has taxidermy mounts of birds. A final
option, if travel is a big problem, is to
watch one of the following videos from
Wildlife and Parks Reference Center:

• Understanding Birds: Adaptation

• Common Birds of Your Backyard
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Fill The Bill
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level I
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Activity Sheet
#

Mammal
Checklist

Activity Sheet
#4

Fill The Bill

Nectar in Flower Worms in Mud Hard Seeds

Tool _________________ Tool __________________ Tool __________________

Bird _________________ Bird __________________ Bird __________________

Fish Duckweed and Flying Insects
Tiny Critters

Tool _________________ Tool __________________ Tool __________________

Bird _________________ Bird __________________ Bird __________________

Insects on Trees Fruit in Tree

Tool _________________ Tool __________________

Bird _________________ Bird __________________
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What Members Will Learn . . .

About the Project

• Explore bird feet, which are designed to assist in locomotion and
food gathering

About Themselves

• Using observation and exploration, they can determine information
about a previously unknown topic.

Materials Needed

• Replitracks of American Eagle, Barred Owl, and Mallard from
Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks Reference Center. Books,
magazines, and drawings showing different types of bird feet.

• Nature magazines that can be cut up

• Scissors

• Ink Pads

• Activity Sheet #5, Bird Feet

Activity Time Needed: 1 hour (two if you take the optional field
trip/movie)

Activity
Every bird has a specific habitat, which is the place that meets all of its
needs of food, water, shelter, and living space in the correct arrange-
ment. Every bird is designed to live in a different habitat. Although some
birds share ecosystems (ecological areas such as a forest, desert, etc.),
they don’t have identical habitats. For example, there may be two
species of birds in your yard that are eating the same thing, but their
requirements for nesting cover may be different. 

Bird’s feet, much like their beaks, give us clues to how they live and
what they eat. Although vultures and hawks may look similar, vulture’s
feet do not have sharp talons (claws) and are well adapted to standing
on flat ground (where they often find their food – dead animals).

Footloose
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level I

Leader Notes
This lesson should be after The Better to
Eat You With My Dear, and Fill the Bill.

Examine the Replitracks, books, drawings,
and magazines to become familiar with
some of the different types of bird feet.
What does an eagle eat, and how does it
get that food (look in reference book for
info.)? Do you think its feet help it to get
food? What about the mallard?  How do
its feet help it to get food from the water?

Hand out Activity Sheet #5, Bird Feet

Have the members make an ink print of
one track on the activity sheet square. (Be
sure to clean rubber tracks immediately.)
Complete rest of activity sheet.



Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What type of feet did your bird have?

2. How does your bird use its feet?

Process

3. Why do birds have different kinds of feet?

4. How do birds beaks and feet help each other?

Generalize

5. How do your hands, fingers, and teeth help you eat different foods? 
(Examples — finger foods, soup, etc.)

Apply

6. What can you tell about people by watching them from a distance 
without talking to them?

Going Further
References

Replitracks available from Pratt or Wichita Kansas Department of
Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS 67124-8174)

Animal Tracker, Arnosky (1997)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Pass out nature magazines that can be
cut up, scissors and glue. Have each
member cut out one picture of what the
bird might eat, and one picture of where
it might like to live based on what they
know about the bird and the shape of its
feet.

Session 2 (optional)

1) Take a field trip outside to a place
where you can watch birds. Other
options include a museum or zoo that
has taxidermy mounts of birds. A final
option, if travel is a big problem, is to
watch one of the following videos from
Wildlife and Parks Reference Center:

• Understanding Birds: Adaptation

• Common Birds of Your Backyard



Footloose
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level I

Activity Sheet
#5

Bird Feet
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Track of My Bird: Bird’s name: _______________________

What else do I know about this bird?

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

What Do I Eat? Where Do I Live?
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Leader Notes
1) Ask the group what a wild animal is. Let

them brainstorm for a while, then ask
how wild animals are different from their
pets, or the animals we raise for food.
Discuss the definitions of wild and
domesticated animals.

2) Divide the group into two teams for
Animal Charades. One person from the
first team should come to the front, and
get a picture of an animal. They then
can act like the animal in their picture,
trying to get their team to guess what
animal they are. The other team should
keep quiet (you may have to remind
them).

3) If the team guesses in the given amount
of time (usually 30-60 seconds), they are
awarded a point. They then get a
chance to say whether the animal is wild
or domestic (it is a good idea to have
them choose a team spokesperson, who
will give the “official” answer when the
team has discussed it), getting another
point for a correct answer. 

Discuss feral animals as it comes up in the
game. If the team can’t guess what the ani-
mal is, the other team has a chance to
guess. Keep the game going until all the
animal pictures are used or your time is up,
making sure each team has an equal
amount of turns. You will probably have to
take the person acting out the animal aside
and give them some hints about how to por-
tray animals they are unfamiliar with. You
should decide ahead of time about making
noises. Also, you can give hints to the team
guessing, as long as you give hints to the

What Members Will Learn . . .

About The Project

• The difference between wildlife and domestic animals

• The role for each type of animal in our world

About Themselves

• The benefits of wildlife and domestic animals for people

Materials Needed

Pictures of Kansas animals, including at least some of the following: cat,
dog, sheep, cattle, horse, pig, chicken, domestic ducks or geese, gold-
fish (or other aquarium fish such as angel fish, etc.), bison, whitetail
deer, squirrel, rabbit, raccoon, skunk, bobcat, coyote, hawk or falcon,
Canada goose or mallard, blue-gill or catfish, box turtle, etc.

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
In this activity, we will be learning the difference between wildlife and
domestic animals. Some basic definitions are: domesticated – referring
to animals that humans have tamed down over many generations, that
are kept in captivity and used for specific purposes that benefit humans
such as for food, clothing, companionship, and protection. This does
not include a naturally wild animal that has been tamed during one or
two generations, such as a “pet” raccoon; wild – referring to animal
populations that are not tamed or domesticated, living in basically free
conditions. A wild animal finds its own food, shelter, and other needs
within a particular habitat.

An individual wild animal that has been “tamed” does not qualify as
domesticated. Another term you need to be familiar with is feral. This
refers to a domesticated animal that is living “wild,” providing for all of
its needs without help from humans. Some examples include “wild”
horses, cats, dogs, and pigs.

A good guideline is to consider what the majority of that species does.
For example, youth may consider an African lion to be domesticated
because the ones we see are kept in captivity in zoos. But most of the
lion population lives in the wild. There are also exceptions with popula-
tions of animals that can no longer survive in the wild, either due to loss
of habitat or dangerously low population. All bison in Kansas live in
captivity to some extent. Some are used like cattle, for economic gain,
while others are in more natural settings like nature preserves. This is
basically a wild animal whose habitat has been so restricted that it can-
not exist in the wild.

Wild and Domestic
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level I



Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What animal was the most difficult to act out? Why?

2. What animal was the most difficult to identify? Why?

Process

3. What is a domestic animal?

4. How is a wild animal different from a domestic animal?

5. What does “feral” mean?

Generalize

6. What are some of the benefits of domestic animals for people?

7. How can people enjoy wild animals?

Apply

8. What wild animals do you think might be domesticated in the future?
Why?

Going Further
References

Western Association of Fish & Wildlife Agencies, and the Western
Regional Environmental Education Council, 1992. Project WILD

Sharing the World with Animals, Zoobooks (Available from Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS
67124-8174)

City Animals, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby P. Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn . . .

About The Project

• The difference between habitat and community

• How to co-exist in our community with other animals

• How to construct a food web of the animals in a community

About Themselves

• That they are not the only creatures whose habitat is in this com-
munity

• The impact their actions have on animals in a community

Materials Needed

• Clipboard, pencils, yarn

• Activity Sheet #6, Community Creatures

• Activity Sheet #7, Your Local Food Web

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Today we will be learning the difference between community and habi-
tat, and how we share our community with other animals. Definitions
are: community – a place where plants and animals live together for the
benefit of both; habitat – an arrangement of food, water, shelter, and
space in a suitable arrangement to meet an animals’ needs.

Each animal has a habitat. Lots of plants and animals make up a com-
munity, so the habitats all overlap and are shared between organisms.

For example, both a squirrel and a blue jay may use the same tree as
part of their habitat, but they do not have the same habitat (eat different
foods, etc.). They are both part of the same community, but not the same
habitat. We live in communities along with other living things.

For the Food Web Game, you need to be familiar with the food web and
food chain. A food chain is a transfer of energy from plant materials into
animals, being transferred several times. An example: grass is eaten by a
rabbit (energy transferred), which is eaten by a snake, which is eaten by
a hawk. The grass is low on the food chain, the hawk is high. A food
web is all of the energy transfers (through eating and being eaten) in a
community, made up of interlocking food chains.

Leader Notes
Complete lesson Can’t Do Without It
before this lesson. Lesson on Walking
Softly and Seeing Small before this lesson
would be helpful. Follow this lesson with
Habitat Observation Walk. The youth will
be looking at part of their community,
observing other animals, and exploring
how all the creatures affect each other.
For the observation, most animal activity
takes place right after sunrise or just
before sunset, so try to set your meeting
accordingly (maybe before school?) so
the youth won’t be disappointed. Also,
scout your site a few times to find out
when and what animals are around.

1) Discuss habitat, as learned in the activ-
ity Can’t Do Without It. Ask the youth if
all animals share one habitat, or if
each animal has a different habitat.
Introduce the idea of community, and
what animals share a community? It’s
okay if they list pets or domestic ani-
mals, because these creatures are part
of the community.

2) Explain that the group will be going
outside to observe part of their commu-
nity. This is best done right around the
building where you are meeting, but
can be done in a nearby park, vacant
lot, or yard of some cooperative per-
son. (Nursing homes will many times
have natural areas around their build-
ing, and are happy to have young
folks use them.) Hand out the Activity
Sheet # 6, Community Creatures, and
pencils and explain what the youth
need to do. They should list any ani-
mals they see (you may have to help
with spelling, etc.) and where they see
it (very simple lists, like a bird in a tree,
etc.).

3) Go outside the building, and have the
youth pick spots to sit down. For this
age, it works best if you all sit as one
group, but emphasize that for any ani-
mals to be seen, they must be quiet
and still. Encourage them to look for
small things too, like insects, and  look

Shared Spaces
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level I
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up into tall trees for signs of animals,
like nests. They don’t have to see the
actual animal, but just a sign, like
tracks, and then guess the animal. Stay
out for at least ten minutes, or until you
have some animals listed. You can
modify this as a walk in the park, etc.,
if that works better. Some areas don’t
have a lot of animals in one place.

4) Come back and discuss what you saw.
Did any of the animals use the same
part of the community for their habitat
(two animals in one tree, or eating the
same thing, etc.)? How do they as peo-
ple use this part of the community?
How do other people? What effect
does this seem to have on the animals?
Discuss different things that people
could do that would have an impact
on wildlife, such as cutting down a
mature tree, or planting sunflowers for
the birds and squirrels. Discuss how
each action by one thing in the commu-
nity can affect the others.

5) Play the Food Web Game. Have the
youth stand in a circle. Assign each an
identity, such as grass, rabbit, person,
etc. You will need to pick a larger num-
ber of vegetation and low food chain
items, with only a few top animals. Try
to pick animals that are present in your
community, or at least found in Kansas,
and try to pick wild animals, not
domestic. Give the end of the yarn to
one person who is low on the food
chain. Run the yarn to something that
eats the first person (a rabbit eats
grass). Try to connect to a person
across the circle, rather than beside the
person. Continue up the food chain
around your circle, passing back and
forth across the circle with the yarn. If
you get to an animal at the top of its
food chain (like a coyote), you can
connect back to grass or seeds by
explaining that when an animal dies,
the nutrients in its body go back into
the ground.

End up with the person you started
with, so that everyone is holding the
yarn. Pick a low food chain person.
Say that something has happened to
that food source, and have them gen-
tly pull on the yarn. Ask who felt the
pull. Have those people gently pull on
their yarn. Who felt that? Continue
until the whole web has felt the effect.
You can repeat this by having all of
one type of food affected, such as all
grasses should gently pull. How much
more quickly did the web feel the pull

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. Where did you go to observe a community?

2. How many creatures lived in your community?

Process

3. What is a community?

4. How is a community different from a habitat?

Generalize

5. What types of creatures share your community?

6. What do you do to help or hinder the creatures in your community?

Apply

7. What other types of communities do you reside in or visit?

Going Further
Have a wildlife specialist discuss how people might invade a wild com-
munity and the dangers involved.

References

Sharing Nature With Children, Cornell (1979)

Sharing the World with Animals, Zoobooks (Available from Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS
67124-8174)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Direcotr, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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that time? Wind up the yarn, and dis-
cuss the food web. What happens to
the web if one food source is
destroyed? How does something like
grass affect the animals like hawks and
coyotes?

6) Give each member Activity Sheet #7,
Your Local Food Web. Have the youth
draw a food web using the animals
and habitat components they
observed during their walk.
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Shared Spaces
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level I
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Activity Sheet
#6

Community
Creatures

List all creatures you see in your selected community.
The community is ____________________________________________________________________

Animals I See: Where Is The Animal?



Shared Spaces
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level I

Activity Sheet
# 7

Your Local 
Food Web

Kansas 4-H Wildlife Notebook 69

Draw a food web on the model below using the animals and habitat you recorded during your walk. Draw
lines to connect the parts of the web. Fill in as many spaces as you can. If you need more lines, draw them in.
A sample line has been put on the web for you.

bird

grasshopper

grass
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Leader Notes
Conduct lessons Fill The Bill and
Footloose before this lesson. This activity
tells how feeding backyard birds is only
one way that people can help wildlife
communities.

1) Ask the youth what they think birds eat.
(This will be easy if you have already
done Fit The Bill.)

2) Now restate the question and ask them
if they have ever seen birds around
their house or apartment. What kinds
of birds do they see? What do they
think those birds eat?

3) Explain that they can see a lot of neat
things in the habitat in their backyard
or outside their apartment window.
They can see more things if they pro-
vide a habitat. Brainstorm what the
pieces of habitat are (food, water, shel-
ter, space). How does the group think
they can add those pieces to their
yard?

4) Tell them they are going to make a
food source to attract birds, and when
they get home that they should set out
a pan of water so the birds can have a
drink.

5) Pass out one pine cone to each individ-
ual or have the group collect them (be
sure to get permission and only pick up
cones from the ground. Help everyone
tie string around the end of the cone —
usually the base. (The pine cone will
hang upside-down.)

6) Fill one cake pan with seed and
another with the natural peanut butter.
Have them roll their pine cone in the
peanut butter and then in the seeds.
Have squares of waxed paper avail-
able for them to place their pine cones
on. Paper towels will easily clean up
their hands.

7) Tell the youth to have their parents’
help them tie their pine cone up high
enough so that cats can’t get to the
birds.

What Members Will Learn . . .

About The Project

• Habitat needed for backyard birds

About Themselves

• How to practice proper observation skills

Materials Needed

• Pine cones (brought by youth)

• String

• Natural peanut butter (soft and oily)

• Spatula, 2 cake pans, paper towels

• Wax paper

• Birdseed such as millet

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
All animals need food, water, shelter, and adequate living space. Many
people place bird feeders in their yard, but fail to keep them full. Birds,
like humans, also need water during all seasons of the year. These water
sources can be as simple as a flower pot saucer filled with water, or as
elaborate as a backyard pond. Birds are often threatened by our outdoor
pets, especially outdoor cats. More natural predators, such as sharp-
shinned hawks, may also be attracted by the small songbirds at back-
yard bird feeders. A variety of birds are commonly found around our
habitat. Small birds like house sparrows attract other small birds such as
finches to bird feeders. Larger birds like crows and grackles are com-
mon and noisy. These birds, along with squirrels, may be difficult to dis-
courage from bird feeders.

An Open Invitation
Outdoor Skills Wildlife, Level I



8) Review why it is important to have
water nearby. The pine cone won’t last
forever, but inform them that they can
reuse the pine cone by putting more
peanut butter and seeds on at home.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. Where did you find your pine cone?

2. What was it like to cover your pine cone with peanut butter and bird 
seed?

Process

3. Why is it important to feed birds?

4. When do birds need extra food?

5. What other things do backyard birds often need? Why?

Generalize

6. How does building a bird feeder help you learn about wildlife?

Apply

7. What else can you do to help improve your observation skills?

Going Further
Take a bird watching field trip. 

Observe other members’ backyard feeders.

References

Songbirds in Your Garden, Terres (1994)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn . . .

About The Project

• How to protect fragile environments

• Hiking skills for wildlife observation

About Themselves

• What they need for personal space

• Their responsibilities as a guest in someone’s home

Materials Needed

• Chalkboard with chalk or large pad of paper with easel and marker

• A natural area (for example, a park with a “wild” area, an outdoor
wildlife learning site at a school, field or woods nearby, a commu-
nity garden, public botanic garden or arboretum, or even a yard
with lots of planted areas)

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Today we are going to discuss the “etiquette” of hiking in natural areas,
which can range from someone’s yard to a national park. The basic idea
is to use these places, without misuing them. Observing wildlife and
plants is a good outdoor hobby enjoyed by many, but there are guide-
lines to follow in order to enjoy natural surroundings without harming
them.

You can see a lot of neat things in nature just by taking a walk. There are
plants and animals to see, but sometimes you have to behave a certain
way to see them. Let’s discuss the guidelines for a wildlife walk:

(1) Be quiet. This doesn’t mean you can’t talk, but you shouldn’t yell,
scream, or laugh too loudly. To most animals, we make a lot of noise,
which frightens them.

(2) Don’t make sharp, sudden movements. We are larger than most of
the animals we are trying to see, so if we make aggressive movements,
we will frighten them. A butterfly sitting on a flower can be walked up
to slowly, but will fly away if you run up to it.

(3) Look around. Don’t just look straight ahead. Look at the ground
around you for animals or signs of animals (like tracks, scat/droppings,
fur or feathers, etc.). Look up into the trees.

Leader Notes
This activity is useful before Habitat
Observation Walk and Shared Spaces.
Ask the youth what they like about
nature. Let them brainstorm until you have
a good list. Ask how they can see some of
the things on the list (go to a zoo or park,
look out their kitchen windows, etc.).

You will play a game called Too Close
For Comfort.  Tell the group only that they
will be doing an activity about personal
space. Choose one person (an adult
helper, if you are more comfortable), and
have them stand at the front of the room.
No one should be allowed to talk. Leave
the person standing there alone for a
minute or so, while everyone stares at
them. Then, get up and slowly approach
the person. Get to within a couple of feet
of them, and back away. Continue this,
gradually getting closer. Vary the dis-
tance you stop from them, and the speed
of your approach (slow walk, big jump,
etc.). Approach them from behind. Stare
at them the whole time. Finally end up
nearly touching the person, staring at
them.

Have the person sit down, and tell how
they felt. Were they uncomfortable? What
made them nervous? What was their
“personal space” (the distance around
them that they were uncomfortable with
you crossing)? Would they have let a
stranger get as close as you did? Turn the
discussion into the personal space of ani-
mals, and why they would be very nerv-
ous around us.

Go outside for a nature walk. If you have
an area for it, you may wish to do a brief
running game, like tag between sit ting
and talking and going for a quiet walk.
This depends on your group. You may
need to remind the youth about the guide-
lines, but remember to have fun and try to
see some interesting things. You may also
need to keep in mind some safety issues:
Never let them get close to wild animals
that are sick or injured. Keep everyone in
sight — buddies are a good idea at this

Walking Softly and
Seeing Small
Outdoor Skills Wildlife, Level I



age. Stay away from stickers or poison-
ous plants, etc.

(4) Listen. This goes along with being quiet. Many times we hear ani-
mals before we see them (birds calling, squirrels chattering, a fish jump-
ing, insects buzzing, etc.). If we can locate a sound, we might be able to
find the animal.

These are all things that will help us see more wildlife in natural areas.
After we spot an animal, or when we see an interesting plant, we have a
responsibility toward that living thing. Just like we have to take care of
our pets, we also have to take care of other living things. Another way to
look at it is that when we go to visit someone else in their home, we are
careful not to break anything, make messes, or do anything else they
might not like. We should have the same attitude when visiting an ani-
mals home. Some guidelines might include:

(5) Do not pick a plant or flower. 

(6) Don’t litter. Leaving candy wrappers, pop cans, even paper can
change an animals community, and makes it less fun for the next group
of people who visit. If you see litter, pick it up to take home and throw
away.

(7) Never approach a wild animal too closely. It’s okay to stand back
and watch, but if we try to get too close to them, we may cause them to
leave or become frightened, which could disrupt their activity. How
would we like to be run off from the dinner table by a big, noisy mon-
ster?

(8) Don’t harm anything. Just because you can catch an insect doesn’t
mean we should kill it. All these things share our community, like we
saw in Shared Spaces.

(9) Enjoy the animals in their natural place but don’t take them home.
They are wild animals, and need to be in their natural habitat. Even
injured or young animals are better off in their own place.
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Dialogue For Critical Thinking 
(After playing Too Close For Comfort and taking a nature observation
walk.)

Share

1. How did the person feel to be stared at and approached without talk-
ing? How do you think animals react?

2. While you were on the walk, what did you see?

Process

3. What must you do on a nature walk in order to see lots of animals?

4. What do you do on a nature walk to protect the area for others to 
enjoy?

5. What would happen to the nature walk area if ten (10) groups visited 
everyday and each child chased the animals, picked flowers, threw 
rocks, and pulled leaves off trees?

Generalize

6. How do you treat a friend’s room or toys when visiting in their home?

7. What does it mean to be a guest?

Apply

8. What can you do to remind others to protect natural environments?

9. How can you remind others to keep human living space clean?

Going Further
Have a wildlife or nature specialist discuss the importance of sharing
natural settings.

Visit a public park and observe the trash and other things that people do
to hurt the area.

References

Western Association of Fish and Wildlife agencies and the Western
Regional Envionmental Education Council: Project WILD; “Too Close
For Comfort,” page 254; (1992).

Sharing Nature With Children, Cornell (1979)

Sharing the World with Animals, Zoobooks (Available from Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS
67124-8174)

Wilderness With Children, Hodgson (1992)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Wildlife Groups
What Makes A Mammal..................................................................................79

Feathers and Eggs ............................................................................................83

Ecosystems and Habitats
Dynamic Dwellings ........................................................................................87

Save the Little Worlds......................................................................................91

Clues at the Zoo..............................................................................................95

Living in the Wild
A Special Home ..............................................................................................99

Flower Power ................................................................................................103

Special Adaptations: Animal Senses ..............................................................107

People and Wildlife
Missing Components.....................................................................................109

Habitat Builders ............................................................................................113

Outdoor Skills
An Upside-Down Hike..................................................................................117

Foxtails and Porcupine Eggs ..........................................................................121

Not in My Habitat: A Plan.............................................................................123

Not in My Habitat: A Project .........................................................................127

Leader Note: 
Lessons are grouped by subject themes and are not necessarily in sequence.
Check the leader notes at the beginning of each lesson for sequence sugges-
tions.

Kansas 4-H Wildlife
Leader Notebook
Level II
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What Members Will Learn. . .

About the Project

• Common characteristics of mammals

• How to use mammal characteristics to determine Kansas 
mammals

About Themselves

• Use characteristics to see if humans are mammals

• How humans fit into the natural world

Materials Needed

• Pictures of mammals from around the world (from magazines,
books, posters, etc.)

• Picture of a bird, fish, snake, or other non-mammal creature

• Chalkboard, notepad, or other surface to display writing

• Pencils

• Pictures of Kansas mammals (from magazines, books, posters, etc.)
that have been cut out

• Reference books about Kansas mammals

• Activity Sheet #1, What Makes a Mammal

Activity Time Needed: 45 minutes

Activity
Mammals all possess a set of characteristics, or features, that show that
they all share the same group (Mammalia). All mammals:

(1) have fur (even whales have hairy bristles on their chins)

(2) breathe air (whales must surface to breathe, unlike fish) 

(3) give birth to live young 

(4) feed their young milk

(5) have backbones 

(6) are warm-blooded (or endothermic)

Leader Notes
1) Hold up a picture of a mammal with

the picture of the non-mammal. Ask the
youth if they are the same. You’ll get
lots of answers, which is good! You
want the youth to start thinking and
participating. For example, they are
the same in some ways (both animals,
maybe both are from the same place,
etc.). Substitute the picture of a non-
mammal with another mammal picture.
Lead into a discussion about the differ-
ences and similarities between mam-
mals and non-mammals.

What Makes A Mammal?
Wildlife Groups Wildlife, Level II
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2) Ask how mammals are alike (you may
need to give them some examples of
mammals). You may need to prompt
the group by asking how they keep
warm (fur), whether deer lay eggs, etc.
Discuss how every mammal fits this
description. 

3) Break the youth into small groups of
three or four. Hand out Activity Sheet
#1, What Makes a Mammal. Give
each group a cut-out picture of five
creatures. Have them determine from
observing the picture whether it is a
mammal. Can they see a
backbone/spine? Does it have fur?
They will also need to have you help
them look up in the reference books
whether the animal bears live young.

4) Have each group tell about one ani-
mal, and why it is or is not a mammal.

5) Ask them if they think that they are
mammals. Talk about the characteris-
tics, and compare to themselves and
their parents.

Activity
With these characteristics, you can figure out if an animal belongs in the
mammal group or not. Kansas mammals are animals that fall into this
group that have existed naturally in Kansas throughout history. For
example, a bison (buffalo) is a Kansas mammal because it lived here
throughout history (even though it now lives only in controlled environ-
ments). A tiger would not be a Kansas mammal, even if they were
released to live wild in Kansas.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share
1. How many mammal pictures did you have?
2. What is the easiest mammal characteristic to identify? Why?

Process
3. What are other characteristics of mammals?
4. What types of living creatures are not mammals?

Generalize
5. What mammal characteristics do you have? Are humans mammals?
6. What is different about humans compared to other mammals?

Apply
7. What are some identifying factors for other creatures?
8. Where do you think you might find mammals in the future?

Going Further
View taxidermy mounts at a museum.
Visit a zoo to observe mammals.

References
Mammals in Kansas, Bee, Glass, Hoffman and Patterson(1981)
Mammals, Zimm and Hoffmiester (1987)

Authors
Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica
Libby Albers, Naturalist
James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by
Wildlife Review Team



Give each group five pictures of living creatures to determine if they are mammals.

Make a check (√) or X in the box for each characteristic present.

Characteristics:
Pictures: Have fur Breathe Air Give birth Feed Have Warm-

to live young young milk backbones Blooded

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Which creatures meet all the characteristics? These are mammals!
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What Makes A Mammal?
Wildlife Groups Wildlife, Level II

Activity Sheet
# 1

What Makes 
a Mammal
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Feathers and Eggs
Wildlife Groups Wildlife, Level II

Leader Notes
When choosing your pictures and
descriptions of birds from around the
world, try to include one Kansas bird. The
descriptions don’t have to be long — just a
few sentences, but should talk about what
the bird eats, where it nests, what natural
community it lives in (desert, forest, etc.),
and any other interesting facts. You are
trying to encourage the childrens’ imagi-
nations. Attempt to choose pictures of
birds in their habitat.

1) Show some pictures of birds. Ask the
group what these creatures are. Have
them brainstorm about what these
creatures have in common. Write the
list of common characteristics on a flip
chart. Discuss whether all birds have
the features you have listed (for exam-
ple, someone may have said they all
have black feathers, but not all birds
have black feathers). Finalize the list
using the characteristics listed above.

2) Read to the group the stories or
descriptions about some birds from
around the world, showing the avail-
able pictures.

3) Divide the youth into groups of three.
Explain that they are each ornitholo-
gists (scientists who study birds), and
that they are exploring somewhere on
Earth. The group gets to choose where
they are (jungle, desert, etc.). They
have just seen a bird, and they don’t
know what kind it is. They need to use
their observation skills to draw the bird
and record facts about it, then name it.
They must work together to create this
mystery bird. It must fit all of the char-
acteristics, but they can be as creative
as they want otherwise. Each individ-
ual should draw their version of the dis-
covered bird and fill out Activity Sheet
#2, Create a Bird.

4) Hand out the activity sheets, pencils,
and crayons. Let the groups know how
much time they have to work.

5) Have each group stand up and talk

What Members Will Learn . . .

About The Project

• Characteristics of birds

• How to use bird characteristics to determine if an animal is a bird

• That birds live in all different habitats around the world

About Themselves

• The benefits birds provide humans

Materials Needed

• Poster paper, large sheets of butcher paper, or other large writing
surface

• Pictures of birds (from books, magazines, etc.)

• Pictures and descriptions of birds from around the world (three dif-
ferent ones), such as a road runner, penguin, ostrich, etc. (try to
include one Kansas bird)

• White drawing paper

• Crayons, markers, etc.

• Activity Sheet #2, Create a Bird

• Flip Chart

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Birds all share certain characteristics, or features. These are:

(1) Feathers (some birds, like penguins, have modified feathers)

(2) Wings (again, some are modified)

(3) Lay eggs instead of bearing live young

(4) Have beaks

Let’s look at some creatures to see if they are birds.



about their bird. They can tell the facts
from the activity sheet and show the
pictures.

6) Wrap up with an overview of bird
characteristics. Have them put the 
activity sheet in their record books.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share
1. What type of bird did you create? Why?
2. What parts did your bird have that made it fit the region of the 

world you selected?

Process
3. What are the common bird characteristics?
4. What makes birds different from mammals?

Generalize
5. What human food items come from birds?
6. What other things do birds provide humans?

Apply
7. When do birds and humans share a common space?
8. How do you plan to enjoy birds in the future?

Going Further
Take a walk and observe and identify birds. Go bird watching!
Visit a zoo or museum with birds.

References
Field Guide to the Birds of North America, National Geographic Society
(1987)
Bird Life, A Golden Guide, Kress (1991)
Songbirds in Your Garden, Terres (1994)

Authors
Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica
Libby Albers, Naturalist
James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by
Wildlife Review Team
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Activity Sheet
# 2

Create a Bird
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Each team should create a bird for the region of the world they select.

Team members: ________________________________________________________________________________

World region: __________________________________________________________________________________

What is the name of your bird? ___________________________________________________________________

What does it eat? _______________________________________________________________________________

What color are the eggs? How big are they?_________________________________________________________

Our Bird Drawing
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• How different species of wildlife are adapted to living in certain
communities and using specific dwellings

• The habitat needs of a species of Kansas wildlife

About Themselves

Their preferences for the habitats and communities in which they live

Materials Needed

• Animal cards with pictures (a 5”x7” index card with pictures of an
animal and its dwelling cut from old magazines and glued on the
unlined side of the card, with information on the lined side of the
card).

• Pencils

• Activity Sheet #1, Animal Ad

• Classifieds featuring real estate/housing ads.

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Brainstorm and list types of communities found in Kansas. (May include
streams, ponds, rivers, prairies, farmland, woodlands, yards, parks,
schoolyards, college campuses, vacant lots, “weedy” fields in subdivi-
sions, etc.)? What kind of animals live in Kansas, and what kind of shel-
ters do they use? (We have houses, apartments, duplexes, etc., what do
animals have?)

We are going to write a classified ad for a species of Kansas wildlife. I
am giving you an animal card that you should keep secret from the
other youth. Use Activity Sheet #1, Animal Ad to write an ad for the
house and community of your animal.

Leader Notes
Review Level I lessons Can’t Do Without
It, Shared Spaces, and Wild and
Domestic. You will need to be familiar
with habitat and community so that you
can pass the concept on to the group. 

Review classified advertisements with the
members. Read them a couple that
describe houses, neighborhoods, etc.
Make up your animal cards before the
meeting, one for each person. Select a
species of Kansas wildlife. Try to select
species that you will be able to find
picutres of in the magazines (suggestions
include red-tailed hawk, white-tail deer,
mule deer, squirrels, different birds,
beaver, muskrat, and any others that you
can find pictures of with their dwellings).
Cut and paste a picture of the animal
onto the unlined side of the index card,
along with a picture of its dwelling (hawk
with nest, beaver with lodge, deer with
bedding spot, etc.). Put the name of the
animal on the top of the lined side of the
card, with the following information:
What type of community does this animal
live in? (Desert, woodlands, prairie, city,
etc.) Does it have any special needs in its
habitat? What does this animal eat?
What are the predators of this animal?
What kind of home does this animal
make for itself? What materials does it
use for this?

Have each individual read their ad, and
see if the group can guess the animal.
They will probably be able to get close,
but not the exact species. Then have each
child read their card and show the pic-
tures on the front, so everyone can see
and hear about the animal. Discuss the
different types of shelters that they heard
advertised. Why don’t the animals all live
in the same type of shelter? Talk about
the animals that didn’t “build” a shelter.
What did they need to raise young and
be safe while they slept?

Go outside and look for animal shelters.
This can range from a wasp nest (don’t
annoy them, of course), bird nests, squir-

Dynamic Dwellings
Ecosystems and Habitats Wildlife, Level II



rel nests, and insect holes. This can be a
very brief trip. Discuss the shelters and
animals as you go (don’t have to know
what animal live there, just ask why it is a
good shelter, what the animal had to
have to build it – materials or “tools” like
feet that dig, etc.).

Come back and discuss the types of shel-
ters that humans use. Talk about our local
shelters (houses, apartments, etc.), and
also include some “exotic” shelters, like
skin tents, grass huts, etc. What do all
humans need from their shelter? Why do
we have different ways of providing this?
Why doesn’t everyone who lives in a sim-
ilar community (like a suburb, city, small
town, or rural area) all live in the exact
same type of shelter (some folks don’t
want a lawn to take care of while others
are gardeners, etc.)? What type of shelter
do they think they want to have when
they are adults?

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What type of animal shelters did you find on your field trip?

2. What animal shelter did you describe in your ad? Was it easy for the 
group to identify? Why? Why not?

Process

3. What is the difference between a habitat and a community?

4. How do animal dwellings fit their habitat and community?

Generalize

5. What kind of shelter do you have? How does it meet your needs?

6. What is the difference between your shelter needs and your desires or
wants?

Apply

7. What is the housing (human shelter) trend in your community? Is this 
trend fulfilling needs or wants? Why?

8. What do you think the housing trend will be when you are an adult? 
Why?

Going Further
Visit a zoo and compare the dwellings to those in nature.

References

Sharing the World With Animals, Zoobooks (Available from Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS
67124-8174)

City Animals, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Mammals in Kansas, Bee, Glass, Hoffman, and Patterson (1981)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildife Review Team
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Activity Sheet
# 1

Animal Ad
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Animal Ad

For Sale:

Number of Rooms:

Building Material:

Neighborhood:

Security:

Price:
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What Members Will Learn...

About the Project

• Habitat for some animals exists in very small areas

• The signs that indicate animal use of an area

About Themselves

• How to fine tune their observation skills

Materials Needed

• Hula hoops or circles of string that are the approximate size of a
hula hoop (one for every two or three youth)

• Activity Sheet #2, The Little World

• Clipboards or other sturdy surface for writing outdoors

• Pencils

• Hand lenses or magnifying glasses (at least one per group; best if
one per child)

• A natural area with enough room for the youth to spread out and
work in small groups

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Habitat can be found in very small places. Some insects and animals
need very little space (by human standards), so we have to look closely
to find them. We will be looking at a piece of ground very closely to
find indications of animal use. Some of the signs to look for include live
animals, animal carcasses, shed skins (from insects and reptiles), bits of
fur, tracks, chewed items (from creatures munching), animal shelters,
webs, scat (scientific word for manure), and more.

Leader Notes
Review habitat lessons.

Encourage the youth to look carefully in
their circle. Show the group how to use
hand lenses correctly. If looking at the
ground, they need to move their head
toward what they are trying to see, not
just the lens. A good illustration is to think
of the lens as a third eye. It can’t move
unless your head moves. When looking at
a mobile object, move the object closer
or farther away until you can see it
clearly.

Discuss habitat. Be sure everyone knows
what an animal needs from its habitat.
Ask the group to name some Kansas ani-
mals and their habitats (don’t forget, habi-
tat is more than just what they eat). This is
just to get the group thinking about ani-
mals in their natural environment. If the
group is just naming large mammals, ask,
about some of the smaller animals, like
worms, insects, small rodents, etc. to get
them thinking about some smaller habi-
tats.

Explain that your group has been asked
to help with a very special job. The
school, church, nature center, etc. where
your natural area is located needs to
know if this particular area has any ani-
mals living in it. They are looking for a
place to put a paved parking lot, but they
don’t want to destroy a lot of habitat. The
officials walked around there today, but
didn’t see any animals, so they think this
might be a good spot for parking. But
they need your help to be sure. So your
job today is to determine if this area is a
habitat for any animals. Since the officials
didn’t see any animals, if there are any
there, they are probably too small to be
noticed easily. Also, there may be animals
that use this piece of land, but are only
there during the night. So how can we
find out if any animals are using this place
as habitat? Discuss ways that we can
decide if animals have been in this area.

Divide your group into small working
groups of two to four youth. Hand out the

Save the Little Worlds
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hula hoops/string and the lenses, going
over how to use them. Hand out  Activity
Sheet # 2, The Lit tle World, clipboards,
and pencils, and take the group out to the
natural area.

Have each group toss their hula hoop or
string out onto the ground (have them
spread out a lit tle). If using string, they
should open their string up into a circle
on the ground where it landed. Each indi-
vidual should fill out the observation por-
tion of their sheet (or each group, if they
are not using this for project notebooks).
Let the youth explore for as long as they
are interested, staying in the same spot
with their hoops (if they stay in one place,
they are more likely to look closely
enough to see some small animal signs). If
they are into it, let them do a second
hoop throw, or let them “show and tell”
their hoops to the other groups. Pick up
the hoops/string.

Return to your meeting room. Have each
group work together to write a statement
to the officials about whether the piece of
land in question is habitat or not. They
should include definite examples if they
want the officials to believe their observa-
tions. Have each group read their state-
ment to the whole group (for added fun,
you can have a few older 4-H’ers, school
principal, parents, etc. act as officials to
give them the “assignment” at the begin-
ning, and listen to their statements).

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What did you find in your mini-habitat?

2. What observations were a surprise? Why?

Process

3. How big or small can a habitat be?

4. What signs tell you that a creature is using an area?

Generalize

5. What did you learn about your observation skills?

6. How can you decide the significance of a habitat?

Apply

7. What conflicts occur between people and other creatures habitats?

8. What can be done to restore habitat or allow more sharing of animal 
and human communities?

Going Further
Explore a place that all agree is not a habitat to see what you find.

References

Sharing the World With Animals, Zoobooks (Available from Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS
67124-8174)

Nocturnal Animals, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Activity Sheet
# 2

The Little World
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Animals seen (draw or list):

Signs that animals have left behind:

My statement – Should this habitat be saved or not? Why?
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What Members Will Learn...

About the Project

• All animals live in unique habitats

• Differences between human made habitats and natural habitats

About Themselves

• The concept of quality of life

Materials

• Activity Sheet #3, Man-made Habitats

• Pencils

• Clipboards

• Magazines, books, or field guides containing pictures of animals in
their natural habitat (the books listed in the reference list 
contain pictures of a variety of common zoo animals)

Activity Time Needed: Field trip (Possibly 2 hours, etc.)

Activity
Although habitats around the world may appear different, they are all
made up of four basic components: food, water, shelter, and space. It is
the arrangement of these four elements that create different habitats.
Consider the ocean and the prairie: both have water but in different
amounts, both have food but what the food is depends on the animal
living there. Shelter is usually an easy concept for youth, but explain to
them that shelter includes the animal’s fur, feathers, or protective adap-
tations just like our shelter is not only our house or apartment but also
our clothing and hair.

Space that animals live in is often limited and it is sometimes easier for
an animal to move rather that to create a bigger space. Animals do
move around in an extended living space or range. So do you. Your
“home range” may include a school, a fast food restaurant, a friend’s
house, or several other places that you visit frequently. An animal’s
home range may be where it sleeps, hunts, or looks for mates.

Leader Notes
Space is a lit tle harder to grasp. Use an
example that the youth can relate to the
room where you meet. Can that room
hold ten people? Twenty? Fifty? One hun-
dred?

By taking a field trip to the zoo, the group
will have a chance to look at different
exhibits and see if they meet the animal’s
needs. If you have an old zoo in your
area, you probably have some old
square cages with bars — even zoos that
are remodeling will likely still have some
of these older displays. If it is possible to
visit a zoo with newer, open-style exhibits,
then the students will have a better grasp
of the elements of habitats. Ask the youth
what type of display would be most com-
fortable for the animals, the easiest for
the zoo staff to maintain, and the most
enjoyable to watch the animals.

Explain to the group the elements of a
habitat. Tell them that although the habi-
tats may look very different, the animals
within those habitats all have the same
basic needs: food, water, shelter, and
space. Tell them that they are going to
visit a place where they can see habitats
from all over the world.

Before leaving on the field trip have them
take about 10 minutes to look through
books or magazines at animals in their
natural habitats. Most of the youth will
already have a good idea of what a
lion’s habitat looks like, or what an alliga-
tor’s habitat looks like.

At the zoo, divide the youth into groups
of three and familiarize them with Activity
Sheet #3, Man-made Habitats. (You know
your group — either keep them generally
together or turn the groups of three loose
after you have designated a place and a
time to meet.)

After you have completed your time at
the zoo discuss what each group
observed. Were there predominantly
cages or did the zoo try to recreate the
animal’s habitat. How did the habitat

Clues at the Zoo
Ecosystems and Habitats Wildlife, Level II



compare with the photos of animals in the
wild? Was there enough space in the zoo
exhibits or were there too many animals?
How could you tell? Did the zoo put in
artificial items that imitate natural things
found in the animal’s habitat? These ques-
tions should make the group realize how
difficult it can be to take care of wild ani-
mals.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What animal habitats did you observe?

2. Which display was the most natural? Why?

Process

3. What are the common characteristics of habitats?

4. How can zoos improve the habitat and the quality of life for the 
animals?

Generalize

5. What factors affect your quality of life?

6. Which are the most important to you? Why?

Apply

7. What can you do to improve your family’s quality of life?

Going Further

List the items in your room that are needs as opposed to wants.
Compare to a list your parents had as a child. How did the quality of life
differ?

References

Sharing the World with Animals, Zoobooks (Available from Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS
67124-8174)

Parrots, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Elephants, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Hippos, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Chimpanzees, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Zebras, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Activity Sheet
#3

Man-made
Habitats
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Animal on exhibit: Animal on exhibit:

How many animals How many animals

are in the cage or display? are in the cage or display?

Describe or draw a picture of the display: Describe or draw a picture of the display:

Animal on exhibit: Animal on exhibit:

How many animals How many animals

are in the cage or display? are in the cage or display?

Describe or draw a picture of the display: Describe or draw a picture of the display:

Fill in the blanks according to what you see. Remember to list the parts of the habitat (is there enough space,
water, shelter, food?).
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Galls as temporary habitat for insects and other tiny creatures

• How galls are formed

• The life cycle of a gall-forming insect

About Themselves

• How their housing needs are different from people in other 
climates

• How their actions affect other people

Materials Needed

• Insect galls (see leader notes for collection options)

• Craft knives

• Cutting board or other surface safe for cutting open galls

• Pencils

• Activity Sheet #4, Gall Investigations

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes (120 minutes if you include a gall
hunt)

Activity
We will be looking closely at galls on plants caused by insects. A gall is
an abnormal growth of plant tissues, caused by contact from another
plant or an animal. It is a defensive or protective action. Some insects
lay eggs in a plant, which then swells to form a gall. This is caused
either by physical irritation (like a clam covering a grain of sand which
makes a pearl) or reaction to a chemical injected by the insect. The
insect egg hatches into a larva, which will live in the gall until it reaches
a mature state. The insect causes the plant to form a gall, which the
insect then takes advantage of as a habitat that provides food and pro-
tection. In North America there are over 1500 different insects that
cause gall formation in plants.

They may be found basically anywhere you find a lot of vegetation.
Galls are found in stems, leaves, and flowers of plants.

Leader Notes
Review Save the Lit tle Worlds.

You can either use a meeting time to col-
lect the galls, or have the members collect
them before the meeting. If you chose to
have the members collect the galls, take
five minutes at the end of the meeting to
talk about galls, and them the task of
bringing some to the next meeting.

The youth will be using craft knives for
cutting open the galls, so supervise them
closely. One aspect of this project may
pose a challenge as some youth may
carry pocket knives, which they will want
to use to open the galls. You need to
decide before the meeting how you will
handle this. If you are meeting in a school
that is a “Weapon Free Zone,” you don’t
want youth taking out pocket knives, as
that puts you in a bad position. You also
need to be able to supervise the use of all
knives, which may be a lit tle more difficult
if a child owns his/her own.

Go gall-hunting, if that is part of your
meeting time. Each youth should bring
back no more than three galls to study.
Examine the galls you found. Do you see
any holes where an insect might have
gone in or come out? How has the
swelling affected the plant? What does it
look like? Is the plant dead? If so, do you
think it is because of the gall? Divide the
group into pairs, and have them make
observations about two different galls.
Complete the first portion of Activity
Sheet # 4, Gall Investigations.

Have each youth cut open a gall for the
pair to examine. They should make obser-
vations and sketches about both galls on
their activity sheets, comparing and con-
trasting the two. Let them look at the galls
from other groups, especially if there are
live insect larva or other interesting things.

Clean up the galls (some youth may want
to take them home). Using the reference
books, have each pair research the life
cycle of a gall-making insect and finish
the activity sheet. Have each pair tell the

A Special Home
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level II



group about their findings. Discuss
whether all gall-making insects you
researched have the same life cycle. How
do the gall-making insects differ?

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. How many types of galls did you find?

2. Where did you find the most galls?

Process

3. What affect does a gall have on the plant? Why?

4. How do insects use the gall?

Generalize

5. How are galls similar to or different from other creature dwellings?

6. How can completely different habitats still meet the needs of each 
creature?

7. Why are housing needs different for people from one environment to 
another? (Compare Arctic to Tropic, etc.)

Apply

8. What other organisms do you know that live together or benefit from 
each other?

9. How do your actions affect other people in your family or at school?

Going Further
Have a wildlife biologist discuss symbiotic relationship.

References

Insects in Kansas (S131), Order from Production Services, KSU, 24
Umberger Hall, Manhattan, KS 66506-3402 

Insects, Zoobooks (Available from Kansas Department of Wildlife and
Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS 67124-8174)

Insects 2, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Peterson Field Guides: Insects, Borror and White (1970)
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Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Activity Sheet
# 4
Gall

Investigations

Kansas 4-H Wildlife Notebook 101

A. Gall Hunt

1. Where did you find your gall/galls (field, woods, vacant lot, etc.)? Tell about the natural community
where you found the gall.

2. Describe where on the plant you found the gall. Was it on a leaf? Close to the ground?

3. What was the plant like? Was it a vine? Did it have a tall stem? Describe the plant.

B. Looking Closer

1. Draw a picture of your gall.

2. How big is your gall? Like a marble? A big jawbreaker? Is it fairly round, or more like an egg?

3. What color is it? What is the texture of the outside (bumpy, ridged, perfectly smooth)? Describe the gall.
Now lay your paper over the gall and do a pencil rubbing to show the texture.
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A Special Home
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level II

Activity Sheet
# 4
Gall

Investigations

4. Can you see any holes in your gall? How many? Little holes or big holes?

C. A Look Inside

1. After you cut the gall open, lay the two halves out and make some observations. What is inside? What is
the color and texture? Can you see an insect larva? Can you see where one might have been?

2. Draw a picture of the inside of one half o f your gall.

3. Dig around inside the gall. Can you find an insect? If not, can you find any signs that one was there?
Where did it go?

4. Is there anything else interesting about your gall?
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What Members Will Learn...

About the Project

• Insects have special adaptations that allow them to use nectar for
food.

• The importance of flower shapes

• Why the insect/flower relationship is beneficial to both (symbiotic
relationship).

About Themselves

• When they are dependent on others and when they can help others

Materials Needed

• Different types of flower blooms

• Pictures of different nectar-eating insects (option)

• A straw

• A Sponge

• A bud vase with Kool-aid

• Construction paper

• Tape

• Scissors

• Six foam or plastic cups filled with fruit drink

• An area with blooming plants (the more numerous and varied the
types of flowering plants, the more interesting the activity will be.
Suggestions include: private yards/gardens, museums, public gar-
dens, arboretums, parks, native prairie fields, in front of office
buildings where flowers are planted, a garden center, a community
garden, etc.)

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Most nectar-eating insects have sucking, lapping, or sponge-like mouth
parts. Flowers are shaped to attract certain types of insects. For example,
a morning glory or trumpet vine flower are made to attract bees and
flies, because a butterfly can’t get down to where the nectar is due to its
large wings.

You will show this with the bud vase filled with Kool-aide and some
construction paper. Wrap a piece of construction paper around the top
of the vase (narrow end of paper around the mouth of the vase). Flare

Leader Notes
This activity should be done on a day
when insect activity is at a maximum
(sunny, lit tle or no wind, above 75
degrees in late spring or summer). You
should have a back-up activity planned in
case of a rain-out (or more commonly, a
wind-out). You will be doing a demonstra-
tion about flower type and insect mouth
parts. The diagrams will help you under-
stand the differences.

Set up your demonstrations before the
youth arrive. Have jars, vases, etc. with
fresh-cut flowers ready, also. (Get as
many different flower shapes as possi-
ble.) Let the youth look at the different
flowers, specifically noticing shape, color,
scent, etc. Do your demonstration, and
have them look again at the live flowers.
Which ones do they think bees and flies
use the most? Butterflies and moths?
Have them look for coloration that might
attract insects. Can they see any pollen?
What about nectar? Explain the function
of nectar and pollen, and how both plant
and insect benefit.

Flower Power
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level II



Go outside to the area with blooming
plants. Spend at least 20 minutes observ-
ing the flowers and the insects visiting
them.Most insects will ignore humans and
go about their business as long as you
move slowly, don’t try to get too close or
touch them, and are fairly quiet. How
many different types of insects can they
find? Does any type of flower just have
one type of insect visitor? Can they see
pollen on any of the insects (look for yel-
low dust on the bodies of bees, etc.).
What interesting color techniques do the
flowers use to attract insects or guide
them to the nectar? Are any blooms not
being used at all? Can you tell why not?
Spend this informal time observing and
sharing the interaction between blooming
plants and insects.

Go back inside and allow time for shar-
ing. Discuss how both the insect and plant
benefit from their relationship. Ask what
would happen if all of one type of plant
disappeared. What about all bees?
Discuss why each species is important.

the top of the paper out, so that it is tight at the vase, but wider above,
like a funnel. Secure with tape. You now have a morning glory or trum-
pet vine flower. You can use this to show that a butterfly with large
wings could not get to the nectar, but a fly or bee could crawl inside far
enough to eat.

If you fill the vase completely to the top, you can show that the sponge
would work to suck up nectar. Most nectar-eating flies, bees, etc., have
either lapping mouth parts or sponge-like parts.

Now use construction paper to cut out large flower petals. Put your
foam cups with fruit drink in a group, and tape the petals to the tops of
the cups. This illustrates a flower like a daisy, coneflower, or sunflower,
called a composite flower. Any insect can access the nectar. Some of
these types of flowers, though, have the nectar in the bottom of a deep
cup (like the bud vase only half full), so that only butterflies, or other
insects with long, sucking mouth parts, can reach the nector.

Any composite flower is perfect for butterflies. They have a special
mouth part called a proboscis, which is just like a straw. Butterflies keep
their proboscis rolled up when not sucking food, so it’s out of the way.
Flowering plants produce nectar for the sole purpose of attracting
insects. Nectar is necessary only to entice the insect to come in contact
and help spread the pollen to other plants.

Pollen is referred to as plant sperm and carries genetic information. It
needs to be distributed to female flower parts, which also have genetic
information. Once pollen is spread to the female parts, the plant can
make seeds. Pollen may also be carried by the wind; these plants have
small flowers with little or no nectar. Grass is an example of wind polli-
nation. Grass has very small blooms, and no nectar, so insects aren’t
attracted. 

Insects spread pollen in many ways. Some are fuzzy, and the pollen
sticks to their bodies and is brushed off when they visit the next flower.
Some plants, especially the flat flowers like sunflowers, can have pollen
sacks. These are bundles of pollen between each little cup of nectar.
When an insect lands, its legs go down between the nectar cups to find
a good place to land.

The pollen sack is caught around the leg (like strap-on weights), and
when the insect jerks its leg out, the pollen sack stays on the leg. At the
next flower, the insect leaves the sack it has on its leg, and has another
one stick on. The insects aren’t doing this on purpose– they are just after
the nectar. The plants make food for the insect, which passes around
pollen that lets the plants reproduce. This is called a symbiotic relation-
ship (when two organisms need each other to survive, without either
being harmed).

Some insects take nectar and don’t exchange pollen, which doesn’t
harm the plant, but doesn’t help it, either. For example, some plants
have pollen that sticks to the fuzzy body of a bee, fly, or butterfly, but if
an ant crawls inside to eat, the pollen won’t stick to the slick ant body.

Some plants have several insects that spread pollen, but some rely just
on one type. Also, some insects need a certain type of plant (butterfly
larva will sometimes only eat plants of one or two species).

When going on your observation walk, be aware that some of the mod-
ern plants that are bred for huge, long-lasting flowers don’t actually pro-
duce nectar and/or scent. Insects are attracted to plants through color
and scent. So try to have some “old-fashioned” plants or native plants in
the area, too. Also, some plants have special coloration to guide insects
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to the nectar/pollen, like spots or different colors leading inside. In fact,
a composition flower is not really one flower. Each cup is a flower, and
the petals are around the outside just to attract insects.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking

Share

1. How many different flower shapes did you observe?

2. How many different insects did you see?

3.Were most insects on only one flower type or several? Why?

Process

4. How do plants attract insects?

5. What is pollen and why is it important to a plant?

6. How do insects spread pollen?

7. How do pollen spreading insects benefit from the plant?

Generalize

8. Why are there so may shapes and colors of flowers?

9. How and when do you help other people? Why?

10. When are people totally dependent on others for their care?

Apply

11. How can your wildlife group help other people? When?

Going Further
Take flowers to a nursing home or a shut-in and talk about what you
have learned.

Give a talk to a civic group about flower power.

References

Insects in Kansas (S131), Order from Production Services, KSU, 24
Umburger Hall, Manhattan, KS 66506-3402 

Simon and Schuster’s Guide to Insects, Arnett and Jacques (1981)

The Bee Book, Daphne Moore (1976)

The Fascinating World of Bees, Angels Julivert (1991)

Butterflies, Zoobooks (Available from Kansas Department of Wildlife
and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave., Pratt, KS 67124-8174)

Insects, Zoobooks (KDWP)
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Leader Notes
Through this activity your group members
will heighten their “animal” senses. They
will have sharper hearing, a better sense
of smell, and a heightened sense of touch.

Pass around the pictures of Kansas ani-
mals and ask the youth to verbally list
some similarities and differences about
what they observe. This will most likely
begin with the physical characteristics.
Ask them to make some guesses about
the animals’ lifestyles based on their phys-
ical appearance. (If they have not drawn
a connection between the ears and hear-
ing, lead them in that direction.)

Ask the group what senses do people rely
on? What do they think they rely on the
most? Tell them that they are going to
change the way they see the world by
imitating the sense of some of the animals
that they were just observing.

HEARING: First ask the group to use
their hand to imitate the animals in the
pictures. This is best done by cupping
your hands in the shape of “C’s” and
hooking your thumbs behind your ears.
Have everyone face the front of the room
and, using their hands, make animal ears.
Stand behind them and whisper some-
thing — they won’t hear very well. Now
have them twist their ears (not their bod-
ies) in the direction of the sound. Whisper
again and wait for their reaction. They
should have heard you loud and clear.
This may spark ideas about their pets —
they have probably seen dogs or cats
twist their ears around rather than move
their bodies.

TOUCH: Explain to the group about the
raccoon — an animal who is nocturnal
and who looks for food under water. Ask
the youth how they think he is able to find
his food in the dark, in the mud, and
under water. Tell them that they are going
to be raccoons. Blindfold the youth. Fill
the bowls with water and place an object
in the bowl. Tell them that they are not to
say out loud what they think the object is.
After each of them have had an opportu-

Special Adaptations:
Animal Senses
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level II

What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Animals rely on some of their senses more than others

• The physical characteristics of wild animals and experiencing the
ways that these animals perceive their world

About Themselves

• How they can imitate nature

Materials

• Seashells, nuts and bolts, and other distinct-feeling objects that will
tolerate being wet and that will also sink

•  Pictures of Kansas animals

• Blindfolds

•  Bowls for water

• Water

•  Cotton balls

•  Towels

• Items with distinct smells like an orange, cinnamon, and peanut
butter

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
All animals rely on their senses for finding food, protection, and for
daily life. The five senses humans rely on are touch, taste, smell, hear-
ing, and sight. As humans, we use our sense of sight and hearing more
than our sense of smell and touch. Other animals however, may rely on
other senses a great deal more: nocturnal animals (animals who are
active during the night) tend to rely on their sense of sight and hearing.
Since the animals that mainly eat plants and grasses (rodents, rabbits,
and deer) are usually prey for other animals, they rely on their sense of
hearing and smell. Predatory birds like the red-tail hawk use predomi-
nantly their sense of sight. Scavenging animals like opossums use their
sense of smell to find the decaying foods that other animals avoid.
Raccoons like food that is found in the water, crayfish and mussels, and
thus use their sense of touch to find those special foods.



nity to feel the object, see if they can iden-
tify the object. Were they able to feel
more detail than if the object was dry?
For a challenge, put a large amount of
one object in the bowl like bolts and one
distinct object like a penny and have the
youth feel around the unique object. This
mimics a raccoon searching for crayfish
among sand, rock, and roots.

SMELL: Ask the group how they think
they could improve their sense of smell.
As a hint ask them about their pets and
what their noses are like. Blindfold the
members and ask them to open their
hand. Tell them that you are going to
place a wet cotton ball in their hand.
Give each individual a wet cotton ball.
Tell them to dab a lit tle water from the
cotton ball on their nose and to keep their
nose wet through the activity. Then tell
them that you are going to hold some-
thing under their nose that has a smell
that they will know. Ask them not to say
out loud what they think that smell repre-
sents. Once all of the smells have gone
around the room, have them remove their
blindfolds. Did they recognize the smells?
Were the smells clearer because of their
wet noses? Discuss.
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Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. Which animal sense did you enhance the most? Why?

2. What sense do you think is most important? Why?

Process

3. What animals rely more on their hearing? Touch? Smell?

4. How do these sharp senses aid each animal in their environ
ment?

Generalize

5. Which sense do you use most? Why?

6. How do you think you would adapt if you lost one sense?

Apply

7. Try to do a common activity without one sense. (Blindfold, ear muffs, 
etc.) How did you adapt?

Going Further
Invite a blind or deaf person to your group and discover how they
adapt.

References
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Leader Notes
Your youth will brainstorm how they think
extinction occurs.

Pass out Activity Sheet # 5 , Extinction.
After they have completed the activity
sheet, list answers on a flip chart and dis-
cuss as a group.

Tell the youth that they are going to
demonstrate what happens to an animal
population when elements of their habitat
are removed. First have them stand in a
circle. Make sure they are very close to
each other.

The members will now represent a habi-
tat. Each of them represents an element in
a habitat: food, water, shelter, or space.
Go around the circle and have them
“number off” using “food,” “water,” “shel-
ter,” and “space” instead of numbers.

Have the group turn to the right until they
are looking at the back of the person in
front of them. In order to be close enough
for the activity to work, have them scoot
closer together. Tell them that on the
count of three, they will sit down on the
lap of the person behind them. (It may
take a couple of tries to get beyond the
giggling and make this work.) What this
represents is the interconnectedness of the
elements of habitat. For a stable circle, all
the components must be present.

Now ask all the individuals who represent
shelter to step out of the circle. You may
want to create a situation as to why the
shelter would disappear from the habitat
(logging in a rainforest, tilling up the
prairie for agricultural uses, removal of
dead trees in urban areas).

Now that “shelter” is not a part of the
habitat, ask the individuals (without scoot-
ing any closer to one another) to sit down
on the lap of the person behind them. It is
impossible to create a stable habitat after
removing one of the components.

Ask the group what would happen to the

Missing Components
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level II

What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Extinction is a natural part of life on earth

• Human actions have increased the rate of extinction

• How to slow the rate of extinction in some species

About Themselves

• There is a final end-point when something will never exist again.

Materials

• Pencils

• Flip chart and markers

• Activity Sheet #5, Extinction

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
The topic of extinction can be hard to grasp. Extinction occurs when  a
species no longer has suitable habitat or no longer exists anywhere on
earth. There have been cases of animals that were thought to be extinct
and then found many years later living in very small, isolated areas.
Isolation from human impact often insures the survival of some species.
Sometimes, our actions reach far beyond their intended means, for
example, the chemical DDT affected bald eagles and many other birds
of prey. DDT was a chemical that was widely sprayed to control insect
pests. Animals ate the treated insects and stored the chemical in their
bodies. The high levels of DDT that were present in the small animals
grew to extreme levels in the eagles as they ate many of the smaller ani-
mals. This concept is called “bio-magnification.”

The chemical magnified, or grew larger, the higher it went up the bio-
logical food chain. The chemical prevented the eagles and other birds of
prey from producing strong eggshells. When the birds sat on the eggs to
incubate them, the shells crushed. The lack of offspring brought the
eagles close to extinction.

It is not always the addition of things to a species’ environment that
causes extinction. More often it is the removal of the elements of the
habitat that causes harm. Animals need adequate food, water, shelter,
and space to maintain a healthy population. When one or a multiple of
items are removed the populations of animals suffer. When Mount St.
Helens erupted, food, water, and shelter were destroyed. The animals
and humans present on the mountain during the eruption perished. This
does not mean that those animal species became extinct, even though



animal species that live in this habitat.
Compare the natural and unnatural ways
that habitat components are removed.

individual populations were killed. For extinction to happen, there must
be either a widespread die-off of a broad population (this doesn’t typi-
cally happen), or the population must already be reduced to small num-
bers before an event like an eruption, flood, or drought.

Unfortunately, the actions of humanity have been blamed for reducing
population numbers so that species are vulnerable to catastrophic
events and cannot bounce back from seasonal strains such as floods and
droughts. There are many instances that can be found in the news and
in textbooks. It is often our desire for adequate human habitat that puts
pressure on animal species.

The major cause of extinction is a loss of habitat. There are misconcep-
tions that you may need to address. For example, there is a difference
between modern hunting practices and the market hunting of the past. It
was not too long ago when a person could kill as many ducks, deer,
beaver, bison, or any other species as they wanted and sell the meat,
hides, feathers or eggs on the open market. Today there are limits on
animals killed, seasons that they can be hunted and blanket protection
for many migratory birds. The old hunting practices did lead animals to
near extinction or beyond. However, today’s practices actually regulate
and help populations (since we have removed most natural predator
hunting that is designed to imitate the thinning that wolves, cougars,
and bears would have done).
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Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. How well did the group sit go the first time?

2. What did you have to do to make it successful?

Process

3. What happens when a basic component of a habitat is removed?

4. When have people caused extinction to speed up? Why?

5. What might be considered a natural extinction? Why?

Generalize

6. What can people do to prevent extinctions?

Apply

7. What can people do to create habitats where they can co-exist with 
animals?

Going Further
Visit a game preserve and talk about habitat preservation.

References

50 Simple Things You Can Do to Save the Earth, The Earth Works Group
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Missing Components
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level II
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Activity Sheet
#

Mammal
Checklist

Activity Sheet
# 5

Extinction

Individually answer these questions:

1. What does extinction mean?

2. What causes extinction?

3. How do people affect extinction?

4. What do you think is the major cause of extinction? Why?

5. How have people prevented extinction?
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Habitats can be created, destroyed, or changed to grow over time.

• Some wildlife is enjoyable — while other may be a nuisance.

About Themselves

• How they influence the habitat of wildlife.

• They cannot control what wildlife visits their project.

Materials

• Old gardening magazines that can be cut up

• Activity Sheet #6, Building a Backyard Habitat

• Scissors

• Glue

• Pencils

Activity Time Needed: 60 Minutes

Activity
You have learned the requirements necessary for a good habitat in the
activities, Can’t Do Without It  and Habitat Observation Walk from
Level I. Now we will go one step further and learn how to change
everyday backyard habitat into wildlife habitat.

Common backyard animals include songbirds (sparrows, cardinals,
robins, blue jays, finches, chickadees, nuthatches, wrens, and wood-
peckers), blackbirds and starlings, squirrels, opossums, raccoons, rab-
bits, mice, turtles, snakes, butterflies, bees, other insects, and toads.
Some of these animals are exciting to see when they enter a yard.
Songbirds can provide seasons of enjoyment. However, some wildlife is
less desired by homeowners. Often mice, snakes, and toads find their
way indoors, and opossums seem to like garages; raccoons can make a
mess out of neatly filled garbage cans, and squirrels can quickly empty
a bird feeder.

As humans, we need to be careful not to judge what wildlife is valuable
and what is not. However, we do need to learn how to discourage some
animals from visiting and to learn to live with a little diversity — as long
as it doesn’t become destructive. If you want to discourage squirrels and
opossums, consider bird feeders that have ways to keep squirrels out, or
a seed that doesn’t produce much waste that would draw opossums.

The best way to encourage wildlife to visit your yard is to provide food,

Leader Notes
Review Level I lessons Can’t Do Without It
and Habitat Observation Walk.

Review the basic needs in a habitat. Tell
everyone to imagine their backyard. Ask
them what animals are in their backyards.
Then ask why they see those animals.
Some members may already have feed-
ers or birdbaths in their yards.

Ask the youth what they would need to
put in their yard to make it more desirable
for wildlife. Discuss food, water, and shel-
ter. What if they attracted wildlife that
they did not desire? How and why do we
judge what wildlife is good and what
wildlife is bad?

In this activity your group members will
get the idea of creating a better backyard
habitat without having to find a yard to
do it in. When doing this activity remind
them of natural factors — wind direction
during summer and winter, shade, full sun
areas, etc. If you want, you may tell them
that you are or are not in a neighborhood
that has certain restrictions.

Divide the youth into groups of three. Pass
out Activity Sheet # 6, Building A
Backyard Habitat. Explain to the group
that this is their house in a new neighbor-
hood on the edge of town. Tell them that
before the houses were built, wildlife was
living there.

Pass out the magazines, scissors, and
glue. Remind them of food, water, and
shelter. Tell them that they are going to
landscape their backyard for wildlife.
Everything they need is in the magazines
— shrubs, trees, birdbaths, etc. But, tell
them they must keep safety in mind — no
big overhanging branches above the roof
of the house or car, keep food sources
away from the house, etc.

Habitat Builders
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level II



water, and shelter. Food can be as simple as putting out birdseed, corn,
or fruit. In the summer, wildflowers, fruit-bearing trees, and even grasses
are good sources of food. A water source like a birdbath or a saucer
from under a plant pot works well. In the winter, this will have to be
changed frequently or a heating device may need to be added.

Shelter is the most complicated part of habitat improvement. What birds
and other small mammals need is cover. This usually comes from
shrubs, trees, or native grasses. Often these plants are already found in
well-established neighborhoods, but newer housing developments typi-
cally have very little existing landscaping. Purchasing tree and shrubs
may be cost prohibitive, but the Kansas Forest Service is a good
resource (see Reference List). They can provide seedlings for very little
cost, however, it will take time for your seedlings to grow up into good
habitat. Brush piles are another way to create cover, but since they can
be unsightly, check with your neighborhood and make sure there is
nothing against having them.
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Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What was the most difficult item to include in your backyard habitat? 
Why?

2. What type of wildlife do you want to attract to your backyard? Why?

Process

3. How do you determine the value of your wildlife habitat?

4. What do you plan to do to prevent nuisance wildlife?

Generalize

5. What can you do to improve habitat for wildlife?

6. How will you cope with unwanted visitors to your backyard habitat?

Apply

7. What will you do different the next time you plant a habitat? Why?

8. What will the habitat be like in ten years? How will its value change?

Going Further
The Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks has a program called the
Backyard Wildlife Habitat Improvement Program. If your students have
the desire to continue your project, consider this program. The area that
you modify can be “certified” and you will receive a sign to display in
the habitat that has been improved.

References

Backyard Wildlife Habitat Improvement Program brochure from Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP), 512 SE 25th Ave., Pratt KS
67124-8174

Refuge in the City brochure from KDWP

Kansas Forest Service (785) 532-3300 (www.KANSASFORESTS.org)
Songbirds in Your Garden, Terres (1994)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Habitat Builders
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level II
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Activity Sheet
#

Mammal
Checklist

Activity Sheet
# 6

A Backyard
Habitat

Below is the outline of a house, garage, sidewalks, driveway, and patio. Create a backyard habitat.

Patio

House

Garage Driveway
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Leader Notes
By now, the youth have learned that habi-
tat is everywhere (especially if they have
already completed A Special Home).

This activity will expose youth to insects,
worms, and spiders. Depending on the
site, you may also see vertebrates such as
rodents, snakes, or toads.

You will need to teach the youth the
proper way to uncover these crit ters. If
there is rock that they want to lift, have
them stand behind it and lift it away from
them. In this way, if there is anything that
they have startled underneath the rock, it
will jump away from them and not right
into their face. Stress the importance of
returning the rocks or other objects back
to their original positions. These items are
the animals’ habitats and need to be
respected. It is a good idea to have the
youth record what they observe, and to
have field guides on hand to answer
questions.

Review the characteristics of a habitat.

Tell the youth that they are going to
observe wildlife, upside-down. Their hike
will be all about looking under things to
observe wildlife. 

While on the hike, record or draw what
creatures are found on Activity Sheet # 7,
Critter Observations. Use field guides as
an identification resource.

What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Wildlife and habitats occur in unexpected and overlooked places

• Animals reactions when their habitat is disturbed

• Importance of returning habitat to its original arrangement

About Themselves

• Their observation abilities

• Patience and self-confidence when dealing with the unknown

Materials

• Activity Sheet # 7, Critter Observations

• Pencils

• Clipboards

• Insect, reptile, and amphibian field guides

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Where there is habitat, animals are often present. These animals include
the invertebrates (without backs or spines).

Many critters use the undersides of natural and unnatural items for shel-
ter and protection. During the warm months of the year, these places
stay moist and cool. Because insects, reptiles, and amphibians are all
cold-blooded, they need these cool, sheltered places to regulate their
body temperature. Getting out of the heat is the only way to cool their
bodies off.

An Upside-down Hike
Outdoor Skills Wildlife, Level II



Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. Where did you go to observe critters? Why?

2. How many different kinds of critters did you find?

Process

3. Why are these critters under rocks and other objects?

4. How do these critters affect larger wildlife?

Generalize

5. What must you do to improve your observation skills when looking 
under objects? Why?

6. How important is patience in this process?

Apply

7. What other activities require patience? Why?

References
Amphibians and Reptiles in Kansas, Joseph Collins (1993)

Insects in Kansas, (S131) Production Services, Kansas State University
24 Umberger Hall, Manhattan, KS 66506-3402

Simon & Schuster’s Guide to Insects, Arnett and Jacques (1981)

A Key to Amphibians & Reptiles of the Continental United States and
Canada, Powell, Collins, and Hooper (1998)

Insects, Zoobooks (Available from Kansas Department of Wildlife and
Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS 67124-8174)

Insects 2, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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An Upside-down Hike
Outdoor Skills Wildlife, Level II

Activity Sheet
# 7

Critter
Observation

Kansas 4-H Wildlife Notebook 119

Record or draw pictures of the animals observed. List the number of each critter you observed and where they
were found.
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Common shapes of seeds and how they are dispersed

• How external seed features affect their dispersal

About Themselves

• How they disperse seeds in everyday activities

Materials

• Old (or new) large tube socks. They need to be big enough to fit
OVER the group members’ shoes.

• One per student

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Seeds are spread in a variety of ways: wind, carried by animals, carried
by water, eaten by animals, and propulsion.

Wind: You are already very familiar with wind-borne seeds. The seeds of
a dandelion are carried by a little, wispy parachute. Depending on how
strong the wind is determines how far the seed will travel from the
mother plant. It is no wonder they pop up all over our yards.

Carried by animals: This seed category typically has some kind of little
barbs on the surface of the seed or attached to one end. When a furry
animal brushes the plant, seeds get caught up in the animal’s fur. This is
the same principle that Velcro works on — something spikey sticking to
something soft. The seeds then fall out or are shed with the animal’s fur
in the spring — just in time for warm sun and rain. The cocklebur is an
example of an animal-carried  seed. Sometimes these seeds can be
painful — sandburs are known for their irritating spikes. Even grass
seeds like three-awn end up in animal fur, people’s socks and shoelaces.

Carried by water: Coconuts are the best known example of water-car-
ried seeds. The coconut falls from the tree and sometimes ends up in the
ocean where it floats along the surface. If it is lucky, it might wash up on
another island. If conditions are right, a new coconut tree will grow.

Eaten by animals: Cedar trees and mulberry trees are an example of
seeds that spread by being eaten. These seeds have special coatings on
them that protect them in the digestive system of the animal that eats
them. There is a good chance that they will end up far away from the
mother plant when the animal excretes them.

Leader Notes
This activity can only be done in late sum-
mer, fall, or early winter when the sea-
son’s plants have gone to seed.  This
activity will be most successful if you can
do it in an unmowed pasture or prairie. 

This category (carried by animals) is the
one your group will get involved with.

Discuss the different ways that seeds can
be carried from their mother plant. Why
do seeds need to be carried away?

Explain to the group that they are going
to represent a prairie mammal. What do
they think mammals encounter as they
walk through a grassland?

Pass out the socks. Ask the students to put
them on over their shoes. Take a hike out
in the grassland. Point out any patches of
seedy plants that you might see. Either at
a good resting place or back at your
meeting room, have the members remove
their sock(s) and examine the variety of
seeds they collected. Discuss.

Foxtails and Porcupine
Eggs
Outdoor Skills Wildlife, Level II



Propulsion: There is a native plant called”snow-on-the-mountain” which
is related to the poinsettia. When its seeds are mature they pop or
explode out of the plant. This motion ensures that the mother plant gets
the seeds far enough away so that they will not be competing with her
for nutrients, sunlight, and water.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. Where did you go to collect your seeds? Why?

2. How many different seeds did you collect?

Process

3. What shape of seed is most easily caught? Why?

4. What seed features snag to clothing or furry animals easiest? Why?

5. How will the change of seasons affect the seeds found?

Generalize

6. How do people help spread seeds? Is this intentional or 
unintentional? When? Why?

7. What did you learned about yourself during this experience?

Apply

8. What will you do differently the next time you walk through the 
prairie in the fall or winter? Why?

Going Further
Have students plant their sock to grow their own wild seeds.

References

Pods: Wildflowers and Weeds in Their Final Beauty, Jane Embertson
(1979)

Kansas Prairie Wildflowers, Clenton Owensby (1992)

Seeds and Propagation, Susan McClure (1997)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Ways the environment can be made a cleaner place for people and
wildlife

• Environmental problems that occur in urban areas or anywhere that
people live

• Pollution affects the health and quality of life of both people and
wildlife

About Themselves

• The positive and negative impacts they can have on the environ-
ment

• Their opinion regarding pollution and waste

Materials

• Activity Sheet # 8, Unnatural Habitat List

• Pencils

• Clip boards

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Our society has become careless when it comes to litter and pollution.
Not only is it unsightly to us, but it may also do physical harm to
wildlife. Wildlife does not know the difference between a candy wrap-
per and the candy itself – they both smell the same. Wildlife will ingest
this trash and eventually starve because its body cannot process the pol-
lution. Often used gum gets tangled in the hair of small animals. Plastic
six-pack rings and monofilament fishing line tangles up bird and aquatic
creatures.

Leader Notes
This activity does require that you go out-
side of your meeting room. It may be
appropriate to use the grounds that sur-
round your meeting place, or you may
need to adopt a park, drainage creek
area, or another area.

This activity is designed to practice obser-
vation and problem-solving skills. The
youth will be observing what is unnatural
in their chosen environment. Afterwards,
they will brainstorm on how this problem
can be remedied. Be realistic! They will
need to agree on one or two plans of
attack because in Not In My Habitat: A
Project, they will take their idea and turn it
into a service project.

Explain to the youth that their environ-
ment is filled with natural and unnatural
things. Ask them to name some unnatural
items — that  belong in their environment
(example the items we use and take care
of — cars, buildings, playground equip-
ment). What unnatural items do not
belong? (lit ter)

Pass out Activity Sheet # 8, Unnatural
Habitat List, clipboards, and pencils. Tell
the youth that they will observe and write
down all the unnatuaral items that don’t
belong.

After you return to the meeting room, sep-
arate the youth into three or four groups.
As groups, have them decide how they
can solve the problem that they have
observed. It is up to them whether they
discuss a short-term solution or a long-
term solution – do not lead them either
way. Allow them 10 minutes to do this. 

Have each group briefly present their
solution to the rest of the class.  After all
the presentations are complete, discuss
their ideas. Which solution would be short
term?

Finally, ask the youth which solution
would they be capable of carrying out? If
you are following this activity with Not In
My Habitat: A Project, tell the youth to be
prepared to implement their plan. This

Not In My Habitat:
A Plan
Outdoor Skills Wildlife, Level II



may mean appropriate clothing, gloves,
garbage sacks, or whatever else their
plan calls for.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. Where did you look for unnatural things? Why?

2. How many unnatural things did you find?

3. What was the most unusual item found?

Process

4. What items were polluting the habitat? Why?

5. What items were unnatural, but not pollutants? Why?

Generalize

6. Why are there usually multiple answers to each problem?

7. How do you decide the best solution to a problem?

Apply

8. Who can usually accomplish a short-term solution to a problem? 
Why?

9. What does it take to permanently solve most problems?

References

50 Simple Things You Can Do To Save The Earth, The Earth Works Group
(1989)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Not In My Habitat:
A Plan
Outdoor Skills Wildlife, Level II

Activity Sheet
# 8

Unnatural
Habitat List

Kansas 4-H Wildlife Notebook 125

List what unnatural things you observe on your walk. Remember only to list items that do not belong where
they are.

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________

______________________ ______________________ ______________________
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What Members Will Learn . . .

About The Project

• Ways the environment can be made a cleaner place for people and
wildlife

• Environmental problems that occur anywhere that people live

• Pollution affects the health and quality of life of both people and
wildlife

About Themselves

• All problems, no matter how large they seem, have a solution

• They can make an impact in the community

Materials

• Trash bags

• Gloves

• Other materials that your group needs, based on their previously
discussed plans

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
This activity is designed to empower the participants. By taking observa-
tions and discussing the problem first, and then formulating their own
plan, this project has a sense of ownership for them. You will need to be
prepared for the safety of your group members. They may be around a
water source, handling sharp objects, or heavy objects. Tell them if there
is anything too large or that they are uncomfortable touching, to call on
one of the leaders.

Leader Notes
Not In My Habitat: A Plan, must be done
first to lay the groundwork for this activity.
This activity does require that you go out-
side of your meeting room. It may be
appropriate to use the grounds that sur-
round your meeting place or you may
need to adopt a park, drainage creek
area, or another area. The youth must
take safety precautions when dealing
with lit ter.

Your project may not call for picking up lit-
ter. Use common sense in dealing with
whatever plan the youth have come up
with. If it is a more long-term plan, use this
opportunity to contact community repre-
sentatives that may need to become
involved.

Review the plan that your group members
have developed. Answer any questions
they might have and go over the safety
precautions.

Have the youth act on their plan. Dispose
of the lit ter.

Not In My Habitat:
A Project
Outdoor Skills Wildlife, Level II



Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. Is your habitat enhancement a short-term or long-term plan?

2. What were the basic steps needed to solve the problem?

Process

3. What problems did you encounter when implementing your plan?

4. What other groups did you get involved in the solution? why?

Generalize

5. How do you like to solve problems? Why?

6. How did you feel about your accomplishments? Why?

Apply

7. What other problems would you like to help solve? Why?

8. What will you do differently next time when solving or working on a 
community issue?

Going Further
Visit with local government or civic groups to see what issues you can
help with.

References

50 Simple Things You Can Do To Save the Earth, The Earth Works Group
(1989)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Wildlife Groups
Kansas Mammals: The Grazers and Browsers ................................................131

Kansas Mammals: The Carnivores and Omnivores.........................................135

Ecosystems and Habitats
Owl Pellets....................................................................................................139

Micro-Habitats ..............................................................................................143

Living in the Wild
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Warning Colors .............................................................................................149

People and Wildlife
Consumptive Uses of Wildlife: 
Planning and Hosting a Discussion Panel ......................................................151

Extirpated or Extinct ......................................................................................153
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Outdoor Skills
Wildlife Poetry ..............................................................................................159

Mammal Track Molding ................................................................................161

Leader Note:
Lessons are grouped by subject themes and are not necessarily in sequence.
Check the leader notes at the beginning of each lesson for sequence sugges-
tions. 
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Leader Notes
You may need to familiarize the group
with the food chain (plants to herbivores
to omnivores and carnivores to decom-
posers). You will have each individual
choose one or two of the herbivores (or a
group of two or three work together if
your group is very large), and make an
information card about that animal. The
cards should include: common name; sci-
entific name; natural community where
the animal is usually found (prairie, urban
park, etc.) What it eats; what kind of shel-
ter it builds (if any); and any other interest-
ing information you find about it.

You will need to lay out the furs of just her-
bivores (and any matching skulls, hooves,
etc.) just before the meeting.

What Members Will Learn . . .

About The Project

• The characteristics common to plant eating mammals

• Plant eating mammals that live in Kansas

About Themselves

• To observe and draw conclusions

• Observations are unique

Materials

• Skins and skulls set from Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks
Reference Center (see References), containing as many of the fol-
lowing furs, skulls, antlers, etc. from the following animals: deer
(white-tail and/or mule), elk, bison, and pronghorn; reference
books (see References).

• Old nature magazines (Kansas Wildlife and Parks magazines will
have many of the pictures you need. Internet sites could also be
used.)

• Scissors

• Pencils/pens

• 3”x5” or 5”x7” index cards

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Herbivores are mammals that eat plant material: leaves, bark, roots,
seeds, etc. These animals can be small creatures like mice or huge ani-
mals like bison.

Some interesting herbivore facts include:

• The fur on a deer is hollow, like a straw that is pinched shut at one
end. This makes the fur light so that the deer can evade predators,
but keeps them warm at the same time.

• The pronghorn is the fastest North American mammal with speeds
of 55 mph!

• Water herbivores like beaver and muskrat, have an undercoating of
very soft fur. This acts like a diving suit, keeping water away from
the skin and allowing the animals to be in very cold water. Try to
find this on one of those furs, and compare to a deer. Another inter-
esting observation (that may be hard to make, depending on the
condition of the furs) is that the two herbivores (muskrat and
beaver) are squat, round animals, and are not built for speed like a
carnivore would be (mink and otter).

Kansas Mammals:
The Grazers and Browsers
Wildlife Groups Wildlife, Level III



Let the youth brainstorm, then go over the
distinguishing characteristics of mammals.

Have each individual or group choose
one of the furs (or more if a small group).
Explain the information cards, and hand
out supplies. Be sure to have enough ref-
erence books (or computers if accessing
the Internet) so that the group members
can get their information within 20 min-
utes or so.

Each individual/group should present
their animal, discussing what they found.
You can add in anything that you know
about the animals, too.

Leave the information cards with the furs.
Let the youth circulate and examine the
furs by comparing and contrasting tex-
tures, thicknesses (maybe some are sum-
mer hides and some are winter), color,
etc. Discuss some mammals that are not
represented, like mice, etc.

• Rabbits have very porous skulls. All these holes act like shock 
absorbers when they jump and land. If these holes were not present, 
the rabbit would likely break its neck from the power of its jump.

• An uncommon herbivore found in Kansas that you may not have 
parts for is the porcupine.

Mammals are the group of animals that include dogs, mice, whales,
beaver, and many more. They are part of a larger group of animals
called vertebrates. This includes all of the animals that have a spinal col-
umn. Can you reach back and feel your backbone? All mammals have
other characteristics, or features, that make them a mammal. Can you
tell me something about a mammal that you think is common to all
mammals?

All mammals have fur (even whales have chin bristles, which are their
fur), give birth to live young (none lay eggs), nurse milk from their
mother, are warm-blooded, and breathe air (whales must surface to
breathe, unlike fish). 

We are going to study one group of mammals that we have in Kansas.
These animals actually belong to several different families, but we are
going to group them by what they have in common. They all eat similar
food, and have some similar physical features. We will call them the
grazers and the browsers (the herbivores). As we study these animals,
we will decide why they are called herbivores.
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Dialogue For Critical thinking
Share

1. What animal did you develop an information card for? Why?

2. What was unique or different about your animal?

Process

3. What is a herbivore?

4. What are the common characteristics of Kansas herbivores?

Generalize

5. What observations did you make that were unique?

6. How do you like to observe animals? Why?

Apply

7. What will you do to improve your observation skills? Why?

8. How can you help others with their observation skills?

Going Further
Spend another session on herbivores (rabbits, mice, rats, etc.), or
another particular group.

Take a field trip to observe or take pictures of a herbivore group.

References

Mammals in Kansas, Bee, Glass, Hoffman and Patterson (1981)

Skins and skulls set from Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks
(KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS 67124-8174

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn . . .

About The Project

• The characteristics common to carnivores and omnivores

• Carnivores and omnivores that live in Kansas

• Make observations and draw conclusions based on their observa-
tions and those of others

About Themselves

• To observe and draw conclusions

• Observations are unique

Materials

• Skins and skulls set from Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks
Reference Center (see References), containing as many of the fol-
lowing furs, skulls, antlers, etc. from the following animals: deer
(white-tail and/or mule), elk, bison, and pronghorn; reference
books (see References)

• Old nature magazines (Kansas Wildlife and Parks magazines will
have many of the picutres you need)

• Scissors

• Pencils/Pens

• 3”x5” or 5”x7” index cards

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
A carnivore is an animal that eats only meat, like mink or lion. More
common however, are omnivores that eat both meat and plant material.
We are omnivores and have teeth suitable for both biting off meat and
also grinding up plants. If not much is known about an animal, its teeth
may tell the truth about what it likes to eat.

Some interesting mammal facts include:

• Water mammals, like mink and otter (extirpated in Kansas), have 
an undercoating of very soft fur. This acts like a diving suit, keeping 
water away from the skin and allowing the animals to be in very 
cold water. Try to find the under coating on one of those furs, and
compare to a coyote or raccoon. Another interesting observation
(that may be hard to make, depending on the condition of the furs)
is that the two mammals that hunt for their food (mink and otter )
are long and sleek for better speed through the water. A mink is
also fast enough on land to catch a cottontail rabbit.

Leader Notes
Have each youth choose one or two of
the animals (or a group of two or three
work together if your group is very large),
and make an information card about that
animal. The cards should include: com-
mon name; scientific name; natural com-
munity where the animal is usually found
(prairie, urban park, etc.); what it eats;
what kind of shelter it builds (if any); and
any other interesting information. 

You will need to lay out the furs (and any
matching skulls, claws, etc.), just before
the meeting.

Kansas Mammals:
The Carnivores and Omnivores
Wildlife Groups Wildlife, Level III



Have each individual or group choose
one of the furs (or more if a small group).
Explain the information cards, and hand
out supplies. Be sure to have enough ref-
erence books (or computers if accessing
the internet) so that the group members
can get their information within 20 min-
utes or so.

Each individual/group should present
their animals, discussing what they found
out about it. You can add in anything that
you know about the animals, too.

Leaving the information cards with the
furs, let the members circulate and exam-
ine all of the furs. Have them compare
and contrast textures, thicknesses (maybe
some are summer hides and some are
winter), color, etc. Discuss some mammals
that are not represented, like bats, etc.

• Skunks are striped differently just like people have different hair 
color. There are other types of skunks, but not all striped skunks 
look alike. If we look closely, not all coyotes are alike, either. There
are variations in fur color — so animals have differences just like 
humans.

• One very unusual Kansas mammal is the opossum. It is the only 
North American mammal that is a marsupial (carries babies in a
stomach pouch, like a kangaroo) and has a prehensile tail (like a
monkey), that can wrap around a branch, etc. This mammal is also
what we call an opportunistic feeder, meaning that anything that it
finds, dead or alive, plant or animal, it will eat.

• An uncommon mammal found in Kansas that you may not 
have parts for is an armadillo.

Mammals are the group of animals that include dogs, mice, whales,
beaver, and much more. They are part of a larger group of animals
called vertebrates, which includes animals with a spinal column. Can
you reach back and feel your backbone? All mammals have other char-
acteristics or features. Can you name a common characteristic of a
mammal? The distinguishing characteristics of mammals include: fur
(even whales have chin bristles, which are their fur), live birth (all mam-
mals bear live young, none lay eggs), nursing young (all mammal
babies, including whales and bats, nurse milk from their mother), warm-
blooded, and breathe air (whales must surface to breathe, unlike fish).

We are going to study one group of mammals that we have here in
Kansas. If we look at the Latin classification system, these animals actu-
ally belong to several different families. But we are going to group them
by what they have in common. They all eat similar food, and have some
similar physical features. We will call them the carnivores and the omni-
vores. As we study these animals, we will decide why we have called
them carnivores or omnivores.
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Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. Was your animal card for a carnivore or omnivore? How did you 
know?

2. What was the most interesting fact that you found about your animal?
Why?

Process

3. What is a carnivore? Omnivore?

4. What are some Kansas carnivores? Omnivores?

Generalize

5. What can you use to make observations? (Hint: Five senses)

6. What type of observation do you prefer? Why?

Apply

7. How can you improve your observation skills?

8. What type of observation do you think will be used the most in the 
future? Why?

Going Further
Visit a zoo or museum to identify carnivores and omnivores

References

Mammals in Kansas, Bee, Glass, Hoffmann, and Patterson (1981)

Skins and skulls set from Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks
Reference Center, 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS 67124-8174)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed By

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• How owls swallow and digest prey

• That owl pellets may vary in size, shape, and general composition
for individual owls and owls of different species

• The food habits of an owl based on the owl pellet

• The role of owls in a natural community

About Themselves

• How to master unfamiliar skills (observation and exploration)

• How to follow clues to make hypotheses

Materials

• Owl pellet display LK-94 from Kansas Department of Wildlife and
Parks (KDWP) Reference Center

• Poster PP-95 (Great Horned Owl On Tree Branch), KDWP

• Poster PP-96 (Snowy Owl In Flight), KDWP

• Poster PP-97 (Screech Owl In Flight), KDWP

• Owl pellets (**collected by the youth or purchased) See References

• Activity Sheet # 2, Owl Pellet Observations

• Paper

• Tweezers

• Toothpicks

• Pencils

• Magnifying glasses/hand lenses

• Bird books for owl identification (See References)

• Permanent markers

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes (60 minutes optional, if hunting own
pellets)

Activity
Owls are one group of predatory birds found in Kansas. Like many other
predatory birds, owls do not take the time to tear apart their meal,
which consists — depending on the owl species — of insects, birds,
reptiles and amphibians, and small to medium mammals. Instead, they
swallow their food whole, and go on to hunt the next course.

Leader Notes
For general information on habitats, see
Level I Activity, Can’t Do Without It.

Owl Pellets
Ecosystems and Habitats Wildlife, Level III



Leader Notes
Discuss owls, and how they eat. Look at
the owl pellet display, and talk about
what was found in this owl pellet. Explain
to the youth that they will have an oppor-
tunity to carefully take apart an owl pellet
to determine what the owl ate, and
maybe the type of owl. Pass out the
paper and ask the group members to
keep all of the bones and debris on that
paper. Use Activity Sheet # 2, Owl Pellet
Observations to record all observations
or thoughts. Their dissecting tools are the
tweezers and the toothpicks.

Taking apart the pellets is time consum-
ing, but a fun adventure for the kids. The
activity will spark many questions, but
don’t be afraid to say “I don’t know” if
you can’t find the answer in any of the
references.

Challenge the youth to lay the bones out
in a complete skeleton. End the activity
discussing food chains.

Birds In Kansas: Volume I (see
References) gives good accounts of the
local habitats of these owls (this may be
helpful if you are opting to collect the pel-
lets yourself).

• For collecting pellets, look for any num-
ber of likely places, including under
beams in barns, in abandoned silos,
under large trees at the edges of fields,
along a stream, wooded areas in
parks, even under the supports for
bridges and near natural areas. Look
for fresh “white-wash” on the trees and
ground (owls have white manure just
like other birds). Many times, you can
find a site and return several times to
collect different pellets. Also, more than
one owl may use a perch. If necessary,
you can contact a zoo or nature center
and ask for the pellets from captive
owls, or order from Carolina Biological
Supply (see References). If you collect
your own be sure to dry the pellets in a
325 degree oven for 20 minutes. If you
have a large group, you will probably
not find enough pellets for everyone if
you collect during a meeting. The youth
will have to share or supplement by col-
lecting on their own. You also have the
option of not collecting at all as a for-
mal meeting, but you will probably then
have individuals who don’t have an
owl pellet.

When the pellets are collected, the mem-
bers will be taking them apart and ana-
lyzing what each pellet contains. They will
have observations to make during the
entire process.

Approximately 8-14 hours after dinning, the portion of their meal that
could not be digested is coughed up and spit out. This compact mass
consists of fur, bones, feathers, insect casings, and other indigestible
material, and is called an owl pellet. Pellets vary in size according to
species and the amount the owl ate. Every pellet is different. During this
activity, the group will examine owl pellets and attempt to identify the
contents, which give clues to the owls diet. By looking at pellets, the
group can get an idea of how the owl fits into the natural community,
and what some of their habitat requirements are.

Species of owls common to most of the state of Kansas include:
Common Barn Owl (Tyto alba), Eastern Screech Owl (Otus asio), Great
Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus), and the Barred Owl (Strix varia) in the
eastern third part of the state. There are other owl species found in
Kansas — but are more rare.
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Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. Where did you find owl pellets, if you collected them?

2. How different were the pellets? Size? Shape, etc.?

3. What did you find that was recognizable?

Process

4. What do owls eat? How much was confirmed by the pellets?

5. Why do you think owls have this ability to form pellets?

6. What advantage would this technique give to owls over other birds of
prey?

Generalize

7. How did this activity help your observation and exploration skills?

8. What other times do you have to examine clues after the event?

Apply

9. What will you do differently the next time you make observations or 
explore something?

Going Further
Visit a zoo or preserve to have a biologist to help you explore owl pel-
lets.

References

Owl pellet display LK-94 from Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks
(KDWP) Reference Center

Poster PP-95 (Great Horned Owl On Tree Branch) from KDWP

Poster PP-96 (Snowy Owl In Flight) from KDWP

Poster PP-97 (Screech Owl In Flight) from KDWP

Owl pellets, available from science centers and catalogs such as
Carolina Biological Supply

Owls, Zoobooks  (Available from Kansas Department of Wildlife and
Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS 67124-8174)

Birds in Kansas: Volume I, Thompson and Ely (1989)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Ecosystems and Habitats
Owl Pellets Wildlife, Level III
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Activity Sheet
#

Mammal
Checklist

Activity Sheet
# 2

Owl Pellet
Observations

Record or sketch anything that you find. Where was the pellet found originally? What time of year? Size?
Shape? Type of owl?

Item Description/Sketch Type of Animal Eaten?
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• The uniqueness of each habitat

• How to observe and collect data about habitats

About Themselves

• That observation is a way to understand what is usually taken for
granted

Materials

• Pencils

• Clip boards (or cardboard, book, etc. to write on)

• Hand lenses

• Hula hoops or string circles (2-feet across)

• Activity Sheet # 3, Micro-Habitat Observations

• Posterboard

• Markers

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Leader Notes
Your group needs to understand the
basics of a habitat. A short review is
needed. If the group does not have a
good understanding of the components of
habitat, you may need to review previous
lessions (Can’t Do Without It, and Habitat
Observation Walk from Level I).

The youth will be observing a type of
habitat that is easily overlooked. You
should choose an area with easy access.
These could include a prairie, vacant lot,
stream bank, ditch, wooded area (avail-
able in many city parks), schoolyard,
cemetery, or other property in your com-
munity. Be sure that you have permission
to visit the property you have chosen (if it
is private property). This is an important
concept to pass on to the group members
— you need to ask permission before
going onto property owned by someone
else, whether it is an individual or a busi-
ness. Discuss how to obtain permission.

Go to the habitat area. Approach quietly
and observe the area. Record animals
seen, plants you observe, trash, and any-
thing else of interest.

Divide the members into groups of three.
Pass out hand lenses, activity sheets, clip-
boards, and pencils; one set per group.
Each group should also get a hula hoop
or string circle. Groups should spread out
to a different area of the habitat and toss
their hoop or string, and study the area
inside it. (Wherever the string fell, have
the group gently pull it out into a circle
without trampling the area inside the cir-
cle.) They will have to make allowances
for trees and bushes. For example, if the
hula hoop hits a tree and falls, the tree
should be considered part of their circle.
Stress to the group that the hand lenses
are to increase their observation power
and not for causing harm to any living
things.

The group should first sit and observe.
Can they see any signs of animals, like
scat (manure), tracks, hair, insects (alive
or dead), anthills, partially chewed vege-

Micro-Habitats
Ecosystems and Habitats Wildlife, Level III



tation, etc.? What is the vegetation like
inside their circle? Thick grass? Just a
small dandelion and nothing else? Record
observation on Activity Sheet # 3, Micro-
Habitat Observations.

If the youth observe ants or other insects,
encourage them to watch and keep track
of the animal’s movements. Are these
“micro-creatures” looking for food, shel-
ter, or protecting their area? Write down
any observations.

Go back to the meeting site, and use a
poster board and markers to make a list
of all the observations by the different
groups. Depending on where the groups
spread their hoops out, there may not be
different micro-habitats. Ask the individual
what that tells them about the area. Is it
an area with high diversity or low?

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What type of area did you use for your micro-habitat? Why?

2. How many creatures did you find?

3. What evidence did you find about creature use of the area?

Process

4. What did you learn about size of habitats?

5. What types of creatures share the same habitat?

Generalize

6. What influence did humans have on your micro-habitat?

7. What is your personal habitat like? Begin with your room and then 
expand to home, community, town, county, etc.

Apply

8. What did you discover about your habitat that other people may or 
may not have? Why?

9. How will your personal habitat change as you to through life? Why?

References
Nature For Children of All Ages, Sisson (1982); p. 167-170

Sharing Nature With Children, Cornell (1979)

Authors

Lori Hall, Directorof Education, Rolling Hills Refuge Wildlife
Conservation

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Micro-Habitats
Ecosystems and Habitats Wildlife, Level III

Activity Sheet
# 3

Micro-Habitat
Observations
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Description of habitat: __________________________________

First observations of the “big” habitat:

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Inside the hoop:

Signs of habitat (food, water, shelter):

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Creatures observed (draw or name):

What are the creatures doing?

Other observations or signs or life:
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Kansas mammals that depend on wetlands for survival

• Special adaptions that help mammals spend lots of time in the
water

• Advantages and disadvantages of depending on wetlands for sur-
vival

About Themselves

• How much they value water quality and quantity

Materials

• Skins and Skulls of a beaver, mink, muskrat, otter (if available) and
coyote from Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP). See
References.

• Replitracks of a beaver, mink, muskrat, otter, and coyote from
KDWP

• Pictures in books or magazines of a beaver, muskrat, mink, and
otter (try to get picutres that show the animals body shape, ears,
nose, etc.)

• Skulls of a beaver, muskrat, mink, and otter from KDWP

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
You have studied some of these while doing Mammals of Kansas, but
now we will look at them a little closer. The mammals that live in and
around water have special adaptations that make aquatic living possi-
ble. One unique adaptation is their fur. In addition to the long hair that
we see on the animal, there is very short, soft, fuzzy hairs close to the
skin.

The long, oily hair allows them to be aerodynamic and to shed water,
while the fuzzy hair traps air close to the body when the animals go in
the water. This keeps the water from actually touching the animal’s skin,
which means that they stay warm, and always feel dry, even when in the
water. One reason that pollutants like oil are dangerous to mammals is
that it mats the fur so that the fuzzy hair isn’t fuzzy anymore and won’t
hold air, so the animal dies of hypothermia from being in the cool water.

Leader Notes
Review Kansas Mammal lessons from
Level II. Have the group closely examine
the furs by smoothing back the longer
hair to see the short, fuzzy fur. Have them
compare the two types of hair.

Lay out the skins and let the kids examine
them. Ask questions about the fur so that
they discover the underlying insulating fur.
Have them discuss what they think this is
for, asking questions (if needed) to lead
them to understand about the trapped
air/warmth adaptation.

Have them observe the shapes of the ani-
mals using the furs (if a full fur is present)
and the pictures. Are the animals all
shaped alike? How are they similar and
different? They should be able to see that
the muskrat and beaver are rounder bod-
ied, more like a mouse, while the mink
and otter are long and slender. Why do
they think that these animals might have
different shapes? To help answer this
question, go to the skulls and compare
the teeth of each animal. Can you tell
which animals eat meat and which eat
vegetation. (Sharp, pointy teeth, like a
dog or cat, shows that an animal eats
meat; the flat teeth in the front of a
beaver and muskrat mouth are for clip-
ping vegetation and stripping bark from
trees; so they eat plants.) How do you
think this is connected to body shape?
Which animal would be faster in the
water? Which would be hard to see as it
came towards you (if you were a fish)?
The mink and otter are shaped to be fast
and quiet in the water, so they can catch
animals. The muskrat and beaver don’t
have to be fast, because plants don’t run
away (although these animals can move
rapidly compared to us).

Look at the Replitracks. How are these
feet made to help an animal in the water?
How are they different from the coyote
track? Discuss the other adaptations, like
the ears and mouths.

Water World
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level III



There are only a few mammals that live in
the water like the ones you’ve been dis-
cussing. Why have these animals
adapted to use this environment? Some
things to discuss include: less competition
for food and protection from predators.
What would some disadvantages be?
Some things to discuss include: not as
mobile (what happens if the water gets
polluted, dammed, or dries up due to irri-
gation, etc.) and have to have special-
ized bodies (special fur, etc.) to fully use
their environment.

Another adaptation is the ears. Water mammals have very small ears,
which don’t slow them down in the water, and don’t catch a lot of water
into the ear canal.

The beaver has more special features that adapt them to a watery life. A
beaver’s mouth (the lips and cheek flaps) will come together behind the
front teeth when its mouth is open. This allows the beaver to chew on
wood underwater without drowning or swallowing water, which is
pretty important for an animal that builds dams across creeks. The
beaver has iron in the enamel of its front teeth which gives the teeth
their rusty look and makes them strong enough to bite into a solid tree
trunk.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What water mammal was most interesting to you? Why?

2. Which Kansas water mammal have you seen the most? Where? 
When?

Process

3. What are some of the adaptations of water mammals for their habitat?

4. Why aren’t all water mammals shaped the same?

Generalize

5. What can you do to help maintain wetland habitat for water mam
mals?

6. How can people and water mammals share the same habitat?

Apply

7. What can be done to maintain wetlands for animals and still keep 
enough land available for agricultural production?

8. How can wetland water quality be maintained?

Going Further
If possible, have the kids visit a local wetland, zoo, wildlife exhibit, or
museum to see live or mounted specimens.

References

Skins, Skulls, and Tracks Discovery Boxes available from the Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP), Great Plains Nature Center,
or Quivera National Wildlife Refuge

Mammals in Kansas, Bee, Glass, Hoffmann, and Patterson (1981)

Beavers for Kids, Patricia Corrigan (1996)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

Animal techniques to deter predators

Patterns of protective coloring throughout the animal world

About Themselves

Become aware that humans mimic nature in daily life

Materials Needed

• Markers or crayons

• Paper

• Pictures of bees, wasps, monarch butterflies and other insects (field
guides or magazines are fine)

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Nature, especially the insect world, is filled with bright colors.
Surrounded by these bright colors are some animals and insects that are
dangerous; they sting, are poisonous, or are venomous. Some of these
dangerous animals exhibit telltale warning colors. Consider bees and
hornets, they are easily recognized by their yellow and black body col-
ors. Our minds clue into this at an early age, and when anything yellow
and black would fly around us, we became nervous. This is a survival
instinct – by avoiding animals with those yellow and black colors, we
avoided getting stung. The creature bugging us might not even be harm-
ful. Some animals will mimic the warning colors of dangerous animals
to give them added protection in life.

Monarch butterflies are wonderful to watch, but they and their caterpil-
lars exhibit warning colors (orange and black, or yellow and black on
the caterpillars). Why?  They don’t bite or sting. But, they are poisonous
to other animals that eat them. Birds may eat young monarchs and
become sick. Afterwards, they associate the experience whenever they
see an orange and black butterfly. The Viceroy butterfly is not poisonous,
but it is orange and black, which thanks to the monarch, protects it from
hungry birds. What makes the monarchs taste so terrible is that their
caterpillars, which are yellow and black, feed on milkweed plants. It is
the milkweed that makes both the caterpillar and the butterfly taste bad.

The yellow and black colors found on mammals serve more as camou-
flage. Tigers and leopards, for instance, are not worried about being
eaten and have their coloring in order to hide, not frighten. Although
their patterning is similar to that of some insects, it serves a different
purpose.

Leader Notes
Divide the youth into small groups and
pass out the paper and markers or
crayons. Inform them that they are to
come up with a picture of things that they
see or use in daily life. This object must
have the same colors as bees or mon-
archs or another dangerous insect that
you have studied. The object must also
stand for some kind of warning or special
awareness. In this way, it is a direct mim-
icking of nature. Have them present what
they came up with. You should expect to
see things like stop signs, construction
signs, school buses, crosswalks, fire extin-
guishers, etc..

Warning Colors
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level III



For this activity, your group members will find ways that our human
society mimics the warning colors of insects.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What items did you think of that mimic nature? Why?

2. What items were special, but not necessarily a warning of danger?

Process

3. What are the common warning colors in nature?

4. What other physical feataures do animals use as warning signals or 
signals of intimidation?

Generalize

5. What other ways do humans mimic nature?

6. How are those nature mimics helpful to humans? When?

Apply

7. How can you use this nature knowledge to help others better under
stand the importance of nature and wildlife?

Going Further
Take a walk outside of your meeting area. Record the number of objects
you see that have warning colors on them.

References

Insects in Kansas, (S131) Production Services Kansas State University, 24
Umberger Hall Manhattan, KS 66506-3402

Insects, Zoobooks  (Available from Kansas Department of Wildlife and
Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS 67124-8174)

Insects 2, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Simon and Schuster’s Guide to Insects, Arnett and Jacques (1981)

Butterflies, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Consumptive versus non-consumptive use of wildlife

• Wildlife biology principles that govern wildlife management in
Kansas

• Community resources relating to consumptive use of wildlife

• Economic opportunities attached to consumptive use of wildlife

About Themselves

• Opinions regarding consumptive use of wildlife based on informa-
tion gathered from community resources

• Planning and organizing skills

• Relating to others

Materials

• Access to telephone

• Numbers of community resources

• Paper

• Pencils

• List of questions to ask

• Thank you notes

• Optional: Refreshments

Activity Time Needed: 2 – 60 minute meetings

Activity
Consumptive use means any use in which the animal dies, such as hunt-
ing, fishing (catch-and-release is non-consumptive), and trapping. Non-
consumptive activities are activities such as photography, birdwatching,
sketching wildlife, and others in which the animal is not harmed. Some
consumptive activities are used as wildlife management tools in Kansas
— helping to control populations, etc. Some are the source of revenue
for communities, such as counties with numerous non-local pheasant
hunters that buy a hunting license, stay in hotels, and eat in local restau-
rants. Non-consumptive use can provide revenue also, but not to the
extent that hunting and fishing presently does. 

Leader Notes
Your group will be setting up a panel dis-
cussion about consumptive uses of
wildlife.

Your meeting should be a planning and
calling meeting. The group members need
to figure out whom to invite to be on the
panel. A local employee of the Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks is an
excellent choice (look in the Public
Service Pages of the phone book for
local wildlife areas, etc. to call), plus
someone who hunts or fishes. You may
also wish to invite someone who partici-
pates in a non-consumptive activity.

The group members should contact these
people and set up a time when they can
all attend a meeting. After the contacts
have been made, (before the meeting
when the panel group is present), go over
some of the questions that they might
want to ask, and the rules for the discus-
sion (raise hands, be polite, etc.). This
doesn’t mean that they can’t ask contro-
versial questions, but tell the panel mem-
bers ahead of time so that they are not
surprised.

At the meeting when you complete
Consumptive Uses of Wildlife: Hosting
Community Representatives, the group
members should be in charge of greeting
the panel members, etc., but you can
moderate the meeting.

Discuss the uses of wildlife in Kansas.
Have any of them participated in any of
these activities? Do they all think that it is
okay to have consumptive uses of
wildlife? Discuss some of the questions
and issues of interest to the group mem-
bers. From this, help them decide who
should be on their discussion panel and
contact them. The members may have to
continue calling after the meeting. Set a
date and time for the panel meeting, so
they can schedule people.

Make sure a room is reserved where the
panel discussion will take place. Inform
the group members that when they host

Consumptive Uses of Wildlife:
Planning and Hosting a Discussion Panel

People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level III



community representatives that they may
need to arrive a lit tle early to prepare the
room. Plan for refreshments. Decide if
public or any media will be invited and
prepare accordingly.

Remind the group members that this could
be a controversial issue and that they
should remember how to properly dis-
agree. 

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What resource people did you select for the panel? Why?

2. How difficult was it to get three or four resource people to agree 
upon a date, time and place?

Process

3. What is the difference between consumptive and non-consumptive 
use of wildlife?

4. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each type of use?

Generalize

5. What are your personal views on various uses of wildlife? Why?

6. Why is it important for people to discuss wildlife uses?

7. What did each of you have to do to plan and organize this panel 
discussion?

Apply

8. How can you use this planning process and discussion technique for 
other topics?

9. How might you involve the local public in the discussion?

Going Further
Have the group thoroughly discuss consumptive use of wildlife in
preparation for the guest panel.

References

Public service pages of the phone book

Local chapters of Ducks Unlimited, Quail Unlimited, and other similar
organizations

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Animals may become isolated or driven out of their historical
ranges

• Human actions have increased the rate of extinction

• Problems of reintroducing extirpated animals

• The difference between extirpated and extinct

• The acceptable way to debate an issue

About Themselves

• How their actions affect troubled populations

Materials Needed

• Paper 

• Pencils

• Member Handout # 2, Scenario Cards

• Books or magazines relating to the scenario cards for the students
to use as research materials

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
As you learned in the activity of Wildlife For Us, this activity is a debate.
It is a review of how the debates should be handled.

Students will prepare arguments to support or refute a potential scenario
that has been given to them. There are several important guidelines to
be aware of: a) they cannot chose their scenario – they must take what
is given to them, and must prepare an argument based on their best pre-
diction of what will happen and not solely based on their emotional
opinion, b) no rudeness is tolerated – each group listens while the other
group presents their prepared argument without interrupting, booing,
etc., c) while loud and enthusiastic discussion is expected, name-calling
and anger are not – the kids must learn to talk about disagreements
without escalating into anger, and d) each group is allowed to ask one
question after the presenting group has finished their presentation.

There is a difference between the words “extirpated” and “extinct.”
Extinction is a concept that people are most familiar. If an animal popu-
lation dies out and exists no where else in the world, then it is extinct,
and it will never exist again. The term extirpated means that an animal
population is extinct in a portion of its historical area, but that there are
other populations of the same species somewhere else in the world. An

Leader Notes
It will be your job to let the group mem-
bers know the guidelines and to enforce
them. A discussion period at the end of all
of the presentations will give them a
chance to vent  their frustrations, discuss
the issues, and evaluate the effectiveness
of other presentations. Be prepared for
this to be loud —but do not allow rude-
ness.

Your group members will be given sce-
nario cards that have to deal with the
issues of extinct or extirpated species. Be
sure to go over these concepts first. They
will act like a city council. The scenario
will call into question not only wildlife
issues, but social issues for the town that
they represent such as economics and
safety. They will have ten minutes to
research and discuss their ruling on the
scenario. Make sure they support their
decision with facts.

Divide your members into two groups and
tell them that they are going to portray
the city council. Explain that they will
have ten minutes to prepare an argument
supporting or refuting the potential sce-
nario on the card they receive.

Hand out the cards and remind them of
the time limit. Let the groups work for ten
minutes. Make sure they take advantage
of the resource materials so that they can
substantiate their choice on the scenario. 

Let each group read their scenario out
loud, present their ruling, and answer
questions from the other groups.

Extirpated or Extinct
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level III



example of an extirpated species in Kansas is the bison. The bison’s free-
roaming, wild populations no longer exist in Kansas (there are many
small groups on ranches now). But, there are free-roaming, wild popula-
tions of bison in Montana. Bison are extirpated in Kansas — but not
extinct. Other examples of extirpated species in Kansas would be the
black-footed ferret, grizzly bears, and wolves.

The reason why animals become extirpated is the same reason why
many animals become extinct — loss of habitat. Habitat is usually lost
because people use it or change it beyond what the animal can adapt
to. The black-footed ferret was thought to be extinct until an isolated
population was found in the western United States. A black-footed ferret
family needs an enormous prairie dog town to survive. Most large
prairie dog towns were destroyed or reduced in size by the cattle indus-
try. If black-footed ferrets were to be reintroduced, then the prairie dog
town would also have to be returned to their original size. There are
many complications to the reintroduction of an extirpated species.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. Which scenario did your group receive?

2. What did you do to prepare for the presentation?

Process

3. How can reintroduction of extirpated animals be successful?

4. How are animals usually extirpated? Why?

5. What can you do personally to maintain habitat for endangered 
species?

Generalize

6. What are acceptable ways to debate issues?

Apply

7. What other ways are there to discuss current issues?

References
Scenario cards

Any books or magazines from the library on the subjects in the scenario
cards

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Member
Handout # 2

Scenario 
Cards
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Scenario 1:

Brought to the City Council by the “Prairie
Protectors Environmental Coalition:”

We, the “Prairie Protector,” would like to see the
prairies of Kansas returned to their natural
beauty.

We have purchased 100 acres of land near
Anywhere, Kansas that already has a small
prairie dog town.

We plan to let the prairie dog town grow over
the next five years.

We are approaching the City Council for prelimi-
nary permission to reintroduce black-footed fer-
rets on this land.

If the City Council approves, we will approach
the Federal Government for final permission.

Approve? _____________________________

Is there anything wrong with this scenario?

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

Scenario 2:

Brought to the City Council by the “Better Beef
Buyers of Kansas:”

We are aware that there is a plan to reintroduce
the wolf in Kansas.

This is a natural predator of big game such as
deer, but more importantly, we believe that the
wolves will attack our livestock and be a danger
to our families.

We have a petition signed by 500 people who
are opposed to the reintroduction of wolves in
Kansas.

We are approaching the City Council to ask for
a ban on the reintroduction of wolves.

Approve? ______________________________

Is there anything wrong with this scenario?

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• The special designation made to animals in Kansas before they are
listed as threatened or endangered

About Themselves

• How their actions affect troubled populations

Materials Needed

• 3” x 5” note cards

• Pencils

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Kansas has a special designation for animals whose populations are
declining, but are not low enough to put them on the threatened or
endangered species list. S.I.N.C. species are Species In Need of
Conservation (or species at risk – S.A.R). The reasons why species are
put on this list are the same as why they are put on the threatened and
endangered list. Here is some background information on threatened
and endangered species as presented in previous exercises.

It is not always the additon of things to a species’ environment that
causes their population to decline. More often it is the removal of the
elements of the habitat that causes harm. Animals need adequate food,
water, shelter, and space to maintain a healthy population. When one or
a more of these items are removed, the populations of animals suffer.
Unfortunately, the actions of humanity have been blamed for reducing
population numbers so that species are vulnerable to catastrophic
events, and cannot bounce back from seasonal strains such as floods
and droughts. There are many instances of this that can be found in the
news, textbooks, or the Internet. It is often our drive for adequate human
habitat that puts pressure on animal species.

The reason why animals are given protected status on the threatened
and endangered species list is typically due to loss of habitat or extreme
over hunting. Habitat is usually lost because people use or change the
habitat so that the animal cannot adapt. 

Leader Notes
Review Extirpated or Extinct in Level III,
Missing Components, in Level II, and
Can’t Do Without It in Level I.

In this activity you will need to arrange
for a speaker from either a local nature
center, a zoo which houses Kansas ani-
mals, or a wildlife biologist. All of these
people should be aware of S.I.N.C.
species. Let the speaker know ahead of
time that the topic is S.I.N.C. in Kansas.
Ask him/her to be prepared to talk a few
minutes on the subject and then tell
him/her that your group members will
have prepared questions.

Before the guest speaker arrives, give
your background information on S.I.N.C.
species. Pass out a question card and a
pencil to each member and have them
write out a question to ask the guest
speaker. Invite the speaker in and begin
the presentation. After the presentation,
have the group members ask their ques-
tions.

S.I.N.C. – ing
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level III



Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. Who did you invite to discuss S.I.N.C. in Kansas? Why?

2. What animals were discussed? Why?

Process

3. What is S.I.N.C.?

4. Why is this designation needed?

5. What is the best way to improve the status of a threatened species?

Generalize

6. What can you do to improve the habitat for threatened species?

Apply

7. How can you make other people aware of S.I.N.C. species?

References
Kansas Threatened and Endangered Species leaflet available from the
Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks

An Illustrated Guide to Endangered or Threatened Species in Kansas,
Collins (1995)

Local nature centers or refuges

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Ways to express the complexities and beauty of nature

• Ways to observe nature 

About Themselves

• How to convert their feelings and observations into a written form
that can be appreciated by others

Materials Needed

• Pencils

• Paper

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Poetry often brings with it a stigma of being “sissy.” This is usually
because the poems people are exposed to deal with love and other
emotional issues. Our poems will also involve emotions, but of a differ-
ent kind. You will be asked to share your feelings about observations of
nature. 

Haiku:  This is a poem that consists of three lines. The first line is made
up of five syllables, the second line is made up of seven sylla-
bles, and the third has five again.

Example: The living oak tree
Full of squirrel’s leafy nests
Acorns on the ground

Cinquain:  This poem consists of five lines. Each line has a specific task:
1. The title in two syllables.
2. A description of the title in four syllables.
3. A description of action in six syllables.
4. A description of feeling in eight syllables.
5. Another word for the title in two syllables.

Example: River
Wide, rippled line
Winding among the trees
Sleepily shifting the sand bars
Water

Acrostic:  In acrostic poetry, the first letter of each line, when read verti-
cally, spells something that gives more meaning to the poem.

Leader Notes
Your group members will have been
exposed to writing activities in school by
this age. (There is always the “what I did
last summer” essay that teachers require.)
They may not have been exposed to writ-
ing poetry.

When your members go outside to work
on their poems, ask them to pick a small
subject like a tree, flower, insect, etc.,
rather than just the broad concept of
nature.You can choose to do as many
forms of poetry as you like with them.
When it comes time to give them a poetic
form, go over it very carefully and give
an example. If each line has an instruc-
tion, be patient and call out the instruc-
tions, line by line, until everyone has a
chance to complete the poem.

Hand out the paper and pencils — you
may need more than one sheet or opt to
fold them in half like a booklet.

Go over the forms of poetry and give
examples. If the members are having a
hard time, choose one poetic form, or
have them do a few examples in as a
group before going outside. They may
also want to write down the format of the
poems, especially the haiku and the
cinquain.

Tell them that when they go outside to
observe a part of nature that they need
to sit alone and respect the privacy of the
other members. Creative thoughts will
come easier without distractions. (There
may not be a lot of “nature” in your area,
so plan accordingly.)

Divide the group up and give them a time
limit to complete their poems — ten min-
utes or so.

Regroup the members. Depending on
your group you may want them to share
their creations, but you should also inform
them that their poems are their own pri-
vate feelings, and that they are not obli-
gated to share them with anyone.

Wildlife Poetry
Outdoor Skills Wildlife, Level III



Example: Rough
Old
Cracked
Knower of history

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. How did you feel about being asked to write poetry? Why?

2. Which form of poetry did you prefer? Why?

Process

3. How does poetry refine your focus of nature?

4. Which form of poetry helped your observation skills? Why?

Generalize

5. What other forms of communication could be used to describe 
nature? When? How?

Apply

6. What other ways can you express your observations and emotions to 
others? Are these positive or negative?

References
Sharing the World with Animals, Zoobooks  (Available from Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS
67124-8174)

Sharing Nature with Children, Joseph Cornell (1979)

Journal of Nature, Reader’s Digest (1977)

Watching Kansas Wildlife, A Guide to 101 Sites, Gress and Potts (1993)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• How to identify mammals by their footprints

• How to preserve animal tracks

• Where to find animal tracks

About Themselves

• Observation and exploration skills

Materials Needed

For indoor option:

• Replitracks, available from the Kansas Department of Wildlife and
Parks

• Plaster of paris

• Pie tins or old butter tubs (enough for at least one per student)

• Water

• Old bowl for mixing plaster

• Paper towels

• Toothpicks

For outdoor option:

• Plaster of paris

• Masking tape

• Strips of poster board cut 2-inches thick and 12-inches long

• Water

• Old bowl for mixing plaster

• Toothpicks

• Track identification books

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Youth always seem to be interested in a mystery — tracks provide clues
to the mysterious inhabitants of a habitat. Often we find tracks that are
left by nocturnal animals, animals that are most active during the night.
However, crepuscular animal tracks are also very common. These are
animals that are active during the low light times of the day — sunrise
and sunset. Crepuscular animals include rabbits and deer, while rac-

Leader Notes
This activity has two options, one can be
done at anytime of year but the other can
only occur after a period of good, soak-
ing rain. For background consider
Footloose and What Makes a Mammal,
both in Level I.

This activity comes with two options. You
may choose to check out a set of
Replitracks from the Kansas Department
of Wildlife and Parks and make your
tracks indoors, at any time of year, during
any weather. Or, you may choose to
have this activity prepared ahead of time
and pull it out when the conditions are
best outdoors. The condition that is best
for this activity is good, soaked, muddy
ground. This occurs after a snowmelt, or
after a two to three day rainy period dur-
ing spring, summer, or fall.

For the outdoor option:

It is best if you can scout out a moist area
that has tracks in it. This will save the frus-
tration of walking all over, trying to find
the tracks and lugging all the supplies. If
possible visit a park or baseball field that
has bare dirt or sand. Tracks will also
appear in snow, but these prints will not
hold up under the warmth and weight of
the plaster.

You will want to make a practice cast
before your meeting. Take one of the strips
of poster board and tape it end to end to
make a ring. Set the ring over the print
that you wish to take. Mix plaster accord-
ing to the package directions. It should be
the consistency of cake batter. Carefully
pour the plaster into the ring. It is okay if a
little seeps out from under the ring. Take a
toothpick and put your name or initials in
the plaster before it sets up. The plaster
will get warm as it cures. Give it 15 min-
utes or so before lifting it off of the
ground. At this time leave the poster
board ring on — it can be removed after
the plaster has cooled. When your group
members do this, it is good to have help
with the water and plaster.

Mammal Track Molding
Outdoor Skills Wildlife, Level III



Once the group members have their plas-
ter casts, take the casts back to the class-
room and identify the tracks. Common
mammal tracks in Kansas are the rac-
coon, opossum, deer, dog, cat, and coy-
ote.

For the indoor option:

Check out a set of Replitracks from the
Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks.
The set will include directions on how to
use them with plaster. There may be one
of two kinds of rubber tracks in your
Replitracks set — some that look like the
animal stepped into the rubber and left a
footprint, and some that look like an exact
replica of the animal’s foot only in col-
ored rubber. The procedure for creating a
cast will depend on the kind that is in your
set. There will be instructions in the set
specific to the kind of rubber track you
get. The pie tins or butter tubs are contain-
ers that you can fill if you have the “exact
replica” type of Replitrack — the students
will “step” their tracks in to the plaster to
make prints.

Choose which option you are going to do
and prepare accordingly. 

Ask the group what we can infer about a
habitat based on the tracks found there. 

Complete either the indoor option or the
outdoor option according to the descrip-
tion above. 

Identify and discuss the characteristics of
the tracks.

Are there any characteristics that are simi-
lar in all of the mammal tracks?

What conditions would cause animal
tracks to become permanent like the
tracks found of dinosaurs?

Are there other methods besides plaster
to preserve tracks?

coons and beaver are considered nocturnal animals. You may also come
across prints of daytime (diurnal) animals too.

Some of our domestic animals have prints that are very much like their
wild cousins. Dog prints, depending on their size, resemble foxes and
coyotes (remember there are no wild wolves in Kansas). Cat prints may
resemble young bobcats. Be sure to inform the students that not all the
prints that they may encounter in nature come from wild animals.
(Don’t forget that people make tracks too.)

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. Did you observe tracks indoors or outdoors? Why?

2. Which method do you think would be the most enjoyable? Why?

Process

3. What characteristics are similar in all mammal tracks?

4. What conditions would allow the tracks to be permanent like 
dinosaurs?

5. What other ways could you preserve tracks?

Generalize

6. How do you save other things that you observe?

7. How can you improve your observation skills and your memory?

Apply

8. How can you share what you see and do with others?

References
Replitracks available from the Pratt or Wichita offices of the Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks

Animal Tracker, Arnosky (1997)

A Field Guide to Mammal Tracking in North America, James Halfpenny
(1986)

A Golden Guide to Mammals, Zim and Hoffmeister (1987)

Track Finder, Dorcas Miller (1981)

Pocket Guide to Animal Tracks Found in Kentucky,” (identification card)
available from the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by:

Wildlife Review Team
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Check the leader notes at the beginning of each lesson for sequence sugges-
tions.
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• That wildlife can adapt to live in an urban and suburban environ-
ment

• How humans affect the habitats of animals

• Animals that have benefitted from an urban setting

About Themselves

• Humans can have an impact on wildlife in an urban setting

Materials Needed

• Field guides, magazines, and library books about the animals listed
on the activity sheet

• Cards made out of the Activity Sheet # 1, Adaptive Wildlife

• Pencils

• Paper

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
People change the habitats of animals all the time. One of the biggest
transformations happening right now is urban sprawl. People are mov-
ing out of the cities and into the country. This act changes the rural
countryside into suburban communities. Human populations bring with
them their trash, manicured lawns, aesthetic ponds, ornamental plant-
ings, and pets.

When humans move in, some animals are forced out, while others learn
to co-exist with their new neighbors. There are animals whose popula-
tions have decreased due to the intrusion, but some have grown beyond
their historical numbers. It used to be a rare sight to see a white-tail
deer. Now, the deer’s natural predators have been eliminated and urban
areas provide protection from hunting, which is not as popular in urban
communities. The deer populations have grown to large numbers and
the Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks has opened additional
hunting seasons to try to regulate the population growth. Although the
deer’s numbers seem high now, they could plummet with mismanage-
ment – consider the bison that had numbers in the millions and now is
all but extinct in the wild.

The urbanization of some animals has caused them to become a nui-
sance to human residents. The animals may cause property damage or
become a hazard on the road. We have to accept that we either need to
change our perception of nuisance animals, or take preventative meas-
ures to keep them from doing harm.

Leader Notes
There are other animals listed on the
activity sheet who have benefit ted and
become  “nuisances” from the transition
to an urban population. Your group mem-
bers are at a level where they should be
doing the background research for the
project. Be sure to provide them with an
adequate number of library books or
wildlife magazines. The Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks
Regional offices (there are five scattered
throughout the State), will often have
extra copies of their magazine.

Discuss the term “urban sprawl.”

Remind them of what is needed for habi-
tat and how those elements of habitat
may have shifted with urbanization.

Divide the members into groups of two or
three. Inform them that they are going to
receive an animal card that they will be
researching.

Pass out the cards from Activity Sheet #1,
Adaptive Wildlife, and have a central
location for the research materials.
(When they are done with a book or
magazine, have them return it to the com-
munity pile so that someone else can use
it.)

Give them 20 to 30 minutes to draw
some conclusions about their animal’s
population.

Urban Wildlife
Wildlife Groups Wildlife, Level IV



Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What urban wildlife animal did you study?

2. Has the animal become a nuisance, or is it a valued member of the 
community? Why?

3. Is anything being done to control the animal’s numbers?

Process

4. How has urbanization changed the habitat in your area?

5. What are the choices in dealing with nuisance wildlife?

Generalize

6. What are some of the major conflicts between people and urban 
wildlife?

7. What can you do to help solve some of these conflicts?

Apply

8. What are some long-term solutions of urban sprawl on the 
environment and wildlife?

References
Any books from the library about the animals on the activity cards

Bats, Zoobooks  (Available from Kansas Department of Wildlife and
Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS 67124-8174)

City Animals, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Nocturnal Animals, Zoobooks (KDWP)

Sharing the World with Animals, Zoobooks (KDWP)

A Golden Guide to Mammals, Zim and Hoffmeister (1987)

A Peterson Field Guide to Hawks, Clark and Wheeler (1987)

Hawks for Kids, Sumner Matteson (1995)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Activity Sheet
# 1

Adaptive
Wildlife
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White-tail Deer Virginia Opossum

Bats Fox or Gray Squirrels

Hawks Rabbits

Pigeon Raccoon
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Characteristics common to mammals

• Mammals that live on the Kansas prairies

About Themselves

• Observation and reasoning skills

• Observations are unique

Materials Needed

• Skins and skulls set from Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks
Reference Center (containing furs, skulls, antlers, etc. from deer,
elk, bison, pronghorn, and coyote)

• Reference books on mammals

• Pencils

• Activity Sheet #2, Prairie Life Invention

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
Some interesting prairie mammal information as listed in What Makes A
Mammal? facts include:

The fur on a deer is hollow like a straw that is pinched shut at one end.
This makes the fur light so that the deer can evade predators, but keeps
them warm at the same time.

Skunks are striped differently just like people have different hair color.
There are other types of skunks, but not all striped skunks look alike. If
you look closely, not all coyotes are alike, either. There are variations in
fur color. So animals have differences just like humans.

One very unusual Kansas mammal is the opossum. It is the only North
American mammal that is a marsupial (carries babies in a stomach
pouch, like a kangaroo), and that has a prehensile tail (like a monkey),
that can wrap around a branch, etc. 

Leader Notes
You will need to lay out the furs of prairie
mammals (and any matching skulls,
claws, etc.) Just before the meeting. This
way, the youth may walk through the
room and view all of the skins and skulls.
After they have had a chance to see all
the prairie animals, have them take their
seat. Divide the youth into groups of two
or three and hand them one of the furs.
Make sure that there are plenty of
resource materials on the tables. Have
the youth find everything they can about
the animal. You may need to provide
some scratch paper if they want to make
notes. This should take about ten minutes.

Hand out the Activity Sheet #2, Prairie
Life Invention. The instructions of the activ-
ity sheet states, “After viewing the skins
and skulls of native prairie animals imag-
ine that you are living 150 years ago.Your
family needs you to invent a new item that
will make daily life easier. All you have
are the material resources from the
prairie – grasses, dirt, rocks, and the skins
and bones of prairie animals. Use this
sheet to sketch what you would invent
and write down what materials you would
use.” Have the students follow these
directions — give them 15 minutes or so.
Have the students then present their
invention to the rest of the groups.

Prairie Mammals
Wildlife Groups Wildlife, Level IV



Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What did you invent? Why?

2. What prairie resources did you use?

Process

3. How were prairie animals used by native and colonizing peoples?

4. What do you think was the most beneficial prairie animal to people? 
Why?

Generalize

5. How did observation of prairie animals help native and colonizing 
peoples?

6. What observation and reasoning skills helped you with your inven
tion? Why?

Apply

7. When and how can you use observation and reasoning to solve 
currrent situations?

Going Further
Take a field trip to a prairie preserve and view some of these animals.
Ask a wildlife biologist to visit or guide the field trip.

References

Mammals in Kansas, Bee, Glass, Hoffmann, and Patterson (1981)

Skins and Skulls Discovery Box from the Kansas Department of Wildlife
and Parks Reference Center or Great Plains Nature Center

A Golden Guide to Mammals, Zim and Hoffmeister (1987)

The Life of Prairies and Plains, Durward Allen (1967)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Activity Sheet
# 2

Prairie Life
Invention
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After viewing the skins and skulls of native prairie animals, imagine that you are living 150 years ago. Your
family needs you to invent a new item that will make daily life easier. All you have are the materials from the
prairie – grasses, dirt, and the skins of prairie animals. Use this sheet to sketch what you would invent and
write down what materials you would use.
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Each habitat has its own characteristics

• How to compare habitats

• How humans can have a positive or negative influence on wildlife
habitat

About Themselves

• Observation and data collection is unique to each person

• Value of cooperation

Materials

• Thermometers

• String

• Towels

• Tape

• Pencils

• Clip boards (or cardboard, book, etc. to write on)

• Hand lenses

• Poster board

• Rulers

• Stakes

• Plastic bags

• Watch

• Markers

• Pruners/clippers

• Hula hoops or string circles of about that size (2 feet across)

• Activity Sheet #3, School Yard Habitat

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Leader Notes
Your group needs to be very comfortable
with the concept of a habitat. A short
review is needed. If the group does not
have a good understanding of the com-
ponents of habitat, you may need to use
a lesson or two from another level to get
this across (Can’t Do Without It and
Habitat Observation Walk from Level I).

The group will be comparing two or more
types of habitat if you follow this activity
with To Each Its Own: The Prairie. For this
activity though, you should choose a
human-made area with easy access.
These could include a vacant lot, school
yard, cemetery or other property around
a church, or an area around a business.
Be sure that you have persmission to visit
the property you have chosen (if it is pri-
vate property). This is an important con-
cept to pass on to the group members –
you need to ask permission before going
onto property owned by someone else,
whether an individual or a business.

Go to the habitat area. Approach quietly
and observe the area. Record any ani-
mals seen, special plants you observe,
trash, and anything else of interest.

Divide the members into groups of three.
Hand out Activity Sheet # 3, School Yard
Habitat, clipboards, and pencils, one set
per group. Each group should also get a
hula hoop or string circle. Each group
should spread out to a different area of
the habitat and toss their hoop or string,
and study the area inside it (wherever the
string fell, have the group gently pull it
out into a circle without trampling where
the circle is/will be). They will have to
make allowances for trees and bushes.
For example, if the hula hoop hits a tree
and falls, the tree should be considered
part of their circle.

Before touching anything inside the circle,
the members should first sit and observe.
Can they see any signs of animals, like
scat (manure), tracks, hair, insects (alive
or dead), anthills, partially chewed vege-
tation, etc.? What is the vegetation like

To Each Its Own:
The School Yard
Ecosystems and Habitat Wildlife, Level IV



inside their circle? Thick grass? Just a
small dandelion and nothing else? What
are the signs that this is a man-made habi-
tat? Record observations on the activity
sheet.

Hand out a metal stake, plastic bag, and
a ruler to each group. Have them push it
into the soil as far as it will go, and record
the results on the sheet, making the other
observations asked for. This measures soil
compaction. Observe the soil. Is it sandy?
Mostly clay (you can tell this if it sticks
together and is kind of slimy when you
scratch a lit tle of it up)? Color? Lots of
chunks of wood in it? Lots of trash ground
in? Using your stake, scrape up a small
handful of soil and put it in your plastic
bag.

Hold the thermometer a foot over the
ground, leave it for at least a minute, and
record the temperature. Now lay it on the
ground, leave for a minute; record. Is
there a difference? Any guesses why?

Go back to the meeting and use a poster
board and markers to make a chart show-
ing all of the results for the site. For exam-
ple, if the lowest air temperature was 77
degrees and the highest was 81 degrees,
record the air temperature as 77 - 81
degrees. (Leader Note: If you prefer, you
can average all of the data and record
the average, but this will take longer and
some youth will lose interest.) Complete
the chart, taping the bags of soil to the
bottom. Is the color of the soil the same or
different. (If you plan to complete To Each
Its Own: The Prairie, you may want to
save this poster for comparisons.)

Dialogue for Critical Thinking
Share

1. Where did you go for this man-made habitat? Why?

2. What was the most intriguing item in the habitat? Why?

Process

3. What kind of animals can survive in man-made habitat? Why?

4. What ways did humans influence this habitat? Was it positive or neg
ative? Why?

Generalize

5. What observations were unique to each member of your group?

6. How much data would you have missed, if you had done this acitvity
by yourself?

7. What is the value of cooperation?

Apply

8. What will you do differently next time you observe and collect data f
or a project?

References
Nature For Children of All Ages, Sisson (1982); p. 167-170

Authors

Lori Hall, Director of Education, Rolling Hills Refuge Wildlife
Conservation

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Activity Sheet
# 3

School Yard
Habitat
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Description of habitat:

Initial observations of the total habitat:

A CLOSER LOOK:
Signs of life:

Description of the soil:

1. Texture:

2. Hardness:

3. Color:

4. Moist or dry:

5. Other observations about the soil:

Temperature:

1. 12 inches above the ground

2. On the ground

Other observations:
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Each habitat has its own characteristics

• The similarities and differences between two or more habitats

About Themselves

• Observation and data collection is unique to each person

Materials

• Thermometers

• String

• Towels

• Tape

• Pencils

• Clip boards (or cardboard, book, etc. to write on)

• Hand lenses

• Poster board

• Rulers

• Stakes

• Plastic bags

• Watch

• Markers

• Pruners/clippers

• Hula hoops or string circles of about that size (2 feet across or so)

• Activity Sheet #4, The Prairie Habitat

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Leader Notes
Your group needs to be very comfortable
with the concept of a habitat. A short
review is needed. If the group does not
have a good understanding of the com-
ponents of habitat, you may need to use
a lesson or two from another level to get
this across (Can’t Do Without It, and
Habitat Observation Walk from Level I).

The group will be comparing two or more
types of habitat if you preceded this activ-
ity with To Each Its Own: The Schoolyard.
For this activity though, you should
choose a natural area with easy access.
These could include a prairie,
Conservation Reserve Program ground, a
wildlife area, or a refuge. Be sure that
you have permission to visit the property
you have chosen (if it is private or govern-
ment property). This is an important con-
cept to pass on to the group members –
you need to ask permission before going
onto property owned by someone else,
whether an individual or a business.

Go to the habitat area. Approach quietly
and observe the area. Record any ani-
mals seen, special plants you observe,
trash, and anything else of interest.

Divide the members into groups of three.
Hand out Activity Sheet # 4, The Prairie
Habitat, clipboards, and pencils, one set
per group. Each group should get a hula
hoop or string circle. Each group should
spread out to a different area of the habi-
tat and toss their hoop or string, and
study the area inside it (wherever the
string fell, have the group gently pull it
out into a circle without trampling where
the circle is/will be). They will have to
make allowances for trees and bushes.
For example, if the hula hoop hits a tree
and falls, the tree should be considered
part of their circle.

Before touching anything inside the circle,
the members should first sit and observe.
Can they see any signs of animals, like
scat (manure), tracks, hair, insects (alive
or dead), anthills, partially chewed vege-
tation, etc.? What is the vegetation like

To Each Its Own:
The Prairie
Ecosystems and Habitats Wildlife, Level IV



inside their circle? Thick grass? Just a
small dandelion and nothing else? What
are the signs that this is a man-made habi-
tat? Record observations on the activity
sheet.

Hand out a metal stake, plastic bag, and
a ruler to each group. have them push it
into the soil as far as it will go, and record
the results on the sheet, making the other
observations asked for. This measures soil
compaction. Observe the soil. Is it sandy?
Mostly clay (you can tell this if it sticks
together and is kind of slimy when you
scratch a lit tle of it up)? Color? Lots of
chunks of wood in it? Lots of trash ground
in? Using your stake, scrape up a small
handful of soil and put it in your plastic
bag.

Hold the thermometer a foot over the
ground, leave for at least a minute, and
record the temperature. Now lay it on the
ground, leave for a minute, record. Is
there a difference? Any guesses why?

Go back to the meeting site, and use a
poster board and markers to make one
chart showing all of the results for the site.
For example, if the lowest air temperature
was 77 degrees and the highest was81
degrees, record the air temperature as
77 - 81 degrees. (Leader Note: If you pre-
fer, you can average all of the data and
record the average, but this will take
longer and some group members will lose
interest). Complete the chart, taping the
bags of soil to the bottom. Is the color of
the soil the same or different. (If you plan
to complete or have completed To Each
Its Own: The Schoolyard you may want
to save/use this poster for comparisons.)

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What type of a prairie setting did you go to? Why?

2. What was most interesting about this habitat? Why?

Process

3. How much temperature difference was there? Why?

4. How did this temperature difference compare to the school yard?

5. What differences did you observe in soil type and degree of comp
action between the school yard and prairie?

6. Which habitat had more diversity? Why?

Generalize

7. How did your observing and data collecting skills change from your 
previous habitat investigation?

8. How was cooperation affected?

Apply

9. How can you improve or preserve the positives of each type of habi
tat? Individually? As a group?

References
Nature For Children of All Ages, Sisson (1982); p. 167-170

Authors

Lori Hall, Director of Education, Rolling Hills Refuge Wildlife
Conservation

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Activity Sheet
# 4

The Prairie
Habitat
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Description of habitat:

Initial observations of the total habitat:

A CLOSER LOOK:
Signs of life:

Description of the soil:

1. Texture:

2. Hardness:

3. Color:

4. Moist or Dry:

5. Other observations about the soil:

Temperature:

1. 12 inches above the ground:

2. On the ground:

Other observations:
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Characteristics of a wetland

• Types of wetlands in Kansas

About Themselves

• Research and presentation skills

Materials

• Activity Sheet #5, Wetland Cards

• Books picturing wetlands and wetland animals

• Kansas Wetlands: A Wildlife Treasury, by Joseph T. Collins, Suzanne
L. Collins, and Bob Gress

• Conserving America: The Wetlands, (VT-109 from Wildlife and
Parks)

• Pencils

• Paper

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes (plus 60 minutes for field trip)

Activity
Wetlands are unique and special places, and are home to a variety of
plants and animals. Some are common, and some are found nowhere
else. Even animals not considered “wetland” species rely on these
places to improve their habitat.

Wetlands are defined as transition areas from an aquatic habitat to a ter-
restrial habitat (for example, the marshy area between a stream and a
field). Technically, wetlands also have periods of wet and dry, with ani-
mals and plants that are adapted to this cycle. A stream that flows all
year is not considered a wetland, although there may be wetlands
around the stream. One way to decide if a habitat is a wetland is by the
animals. If the habitat were to dry out completely for several months,
would the animals still be able to survive? A stream may go dry, but the
fish will die. However, a marsh can dry out, and the frogs will burrow
into the muddy bottom and wait until it gets moist again. Wetland ani-
mals are used to the wet-dry-wet way of life.

Wetlands are found in every county in Kansas, ranging from small, tem-
porary “puddles” to large permanent areas such as Quivira National
Wildlife Refuge. Each has something to offer Kansas wildlife and human
inhabitants. 

Leader Notes
This activity should be done prior to
Wetland Values.

Before the meeting, use the Activity Sheet
#5, Wetland Cards for each wetland
type. 

For the best description of Kansas wet-
lands, go to your local library and check
out Kansas Wetlands: A Wildlife
Treasury, by Joseph T. Collins, Suzanne L.
Collins, and Bob Gress. They may have to
find it on interlibrary loan, so leave your-
self plenty of time. Refer to pages 12 - 17
for an easy-to-understand look at all the
types of wetlands in Kansas. This book,
and others on the reference list, also have
color photographs of wetland animals to
use as reference during the meetings. 

Divide the members into groups of three
and give each group one wetland card.

Using books from the reference list, have
groups explore some of the different
types of wetlands found in Kansas, and
the plants and animals that live in them.
Each group should then share their infor-
mation with  the rest of the members.

Field Trip Option: If possible, visit a wet-
land when it has water. Observe the
plants and animals found there. This
could be as simple as finding a ditch in
the spring that has frogs. If a field trip is
not possible, view Conserving America:
The Wetlands, (VT -109 from Wildlife and
Parks), or other similar video. Discuss.

Wetlands In Kansas:
What is a Wetland?
Ecosystems and Habitats Wildlife, Level IV
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Dialogue for Critical Thinking
Share

1. What type of wetland did you study?

2. What was unique about this wetland? Why?

Process

3. What are the characteristics of a wetland?

4. Why are there different types of wetland?

5. What is the difference between a wetland and a pond or stream?

Generalize

6. What research skills did you need to study one type of wetland?

7. What method did you choose to report your information to the rest of
the group? Why? What would have worked better if given more time 
to prepare?

Apply

8. How can you support wetland development or maintenance as an 
individual? Group?

Going Further
Give your wetland reports to the community club, school, class, or pub-
lic meeting.

References

Any books picturing wetlands and wetland animals

Kansas Wetlands: A Wildlife Treasury, by Joseph T. Collins, Suzanne L.
collins, and Bob gress

Conserving America: The Wetlands, (VT-109 from Wildlife and Parks)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by:

Wildlife Review Team



Wetlands in Kansas
Ecosystems and Habitats Wildlife, Level IV

Activity 
Sheet #5 

Wetland Cards
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Wetland Cards

Woodland Flood Pools Backyard Rain pools

Roadside Ditches Big Marshes

Oxbows Wet Meadows

Railroad Ditches Playas
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Types of wetlands in Kansas

• Types of wetlands in their county

About Themselves

• How to examine a pre-conceived idea about an issue

Materials

• Wetland cards completed during Wetlands in Kansas: What is a
Wetland

• Natural Resource Conservation Service maps

• Colored pencils

• Pencils

• Paper

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes (plus 60 minutes for field trip)

Activity
Wetlands are found in every county in Kansas, ranging from small, tem-
porary “puddles” to large permanent areas such as Quivira National
Wildlife Refuge or Cheyenne Bottoms. 

Leader Notes
This activity should be done prior to
Wetland Values, and should follow
Wetlands in Kansas: What is a Wetland.
Use the information that the group members
have gathered during Wetlands in Kansas:
What is a Wetland? to complete this activity.

You will need to get soil maps from your
local Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS), which have the county
mapped out by soil type. If you choose,
you can assign this between meetings, or
do as a field trip, using an NRCS
employee to give the members informa-
tion. You would have them call during an
earlier meeting, so they are taking the
responsibility for gathering the needed
information. NRCS will usually mail out the
information.

Divide the youth into small groups of two
to five people, and hand out the cards
and previously collected information. Go
over the basics of reading the soil surveys,
and what they should look for on the
maps to locate wetlands. Divide into
groups. Using the information from the
NRCS office, each group should locate
wetlands in a different part of the county
and try to guess if these are “active” wet-
lands. There may be wetland soil types in
the middle of a plowed crop field – this
wetland is probably drained and plowed
so it does not function as a wetland. Some
wetlands will still hold water and produce
wetland wildlife during some parts of the
year. The map may provide some of this
information. The group can color code the
wetlands, filling in the active wetlands with
one shade of colored pencil, and the
destroyed portions with another shade.
This provides a good visual of the wet-
lands present on their map. Don’t forget
that ditches can also be wetlands. 

From the information gathered and the
guesses about whether a wetland has
been destroyed or is active, have each
group calculate what percentage of wet-
lands in their map section are active, and
which have been destroyed.

Wetlands In Kansas:
Alive or Dead?
Ecosystems and Habitats Wildlife, Level IV



Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What types of wetlands did you find in your county?

2. Were they plentiful or scarce? Why?

3. How easy or difficult was it to find wetlands on the maps? Why?

Process

4. Do people in your area perceive wetlands as a valued piece of prop
erty or a nuisance? Why?

5. What forms of wildlife benefit from wetlands?

6. What affect do wetlands have on the environment? Water quality, 
etc.?

Generalize

7. How has your beliefs about wetlands changed as a result of this les
son? Was there a change in group attitude? Why? Why not?

Apply

8. Has the amount of wetland in Kansas increased or decreased since 
1800? 1950? Why?

Going Further
Take a field trip to one of your map areas for on-site inspection.

Debate the value of wetlands.

References

Any books picturing wetlands and wetland animals

Kansas Wetlands: A Wildlife Treasury, by Joseph T. Collins, Suzanne L.
Collins, and Bob Gress

Natural Resource Conservation Service maps

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• The value of each habitat component

• Small urban spaces are habitat

About Themselves

• Observation skills

Materials Needed

• Activity Sheet #6, Habitat Inventory

• Pencils

• Clipboards

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
As we know from earlier activities, a habitat is made up of certain com-
ponents: food, water, shelter, and space. It is the arrangement of these
four items that distinguishes one habitat from another. There is often a
dominant plant or feature in the habitat that gives the habitat its name.
For example, woodlands are made up of trees, grasslands are composed
of grasses, and wetlands have an abundance of water at certain times of
the year. All around us there are smaller, un-categorized habitats. They
are our backyards, parks, and schoolyards. Often, very little attention is
paid to these small green spaces.

Leader Notes
Your group members will visit one of those
green spaces and take an inventory of
what is in the habitat. In this way, they will
be able to determine if it has all the neces-
sary components to support wildlife. Be
sure to record any wildlife that they see
while observing the habitat.

Divide the members into groups of three.
Hand out clipboards, pencils, and Activity
Sheet #6, Habitat Inventory. Choose an
area outside of your meeting place to cre-
ate a habitat inventory. Give the members
15-20 minutes to record what they see.
Ask them to be as thorough as possible,
using the back of the activity sheet, if
needed.

Return to the meeting place. Use the
Dialogue for Critical Thinking questions to
lead a group discussion. 

Habitat Inventory
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level IV



Dialogue for Critical Thinking
Share

1. What was the most dominant feature in your habitat?

2. What wildlife did you observe?

Process

3. What basic components of the habitat were present?

4. How could this habitat be improved?

5. How would you rank the importance of the basic habitat compo-
nents? Why?

Generalize

6. What other ways can we evaluate habitat besides counting its parts?

7. How can you improve your observation skills?

Apply

8. What can you do to help other people realize the importance of a
good wildlife habitat?

References
Sharing the World with Animals, Zoobooks  (Available from Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS
67124-8174)

Joy of Nature, Reader’s Digest (1977)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Habitat Inventory
Living in the Wild Wildlife, Level IV

Activity Sheet
# 6

Habitat
Inventory
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Number of trees: Number of shrubs:

How many different species of trees can How many different species of grasses do you see?

you count?

Are there any brush piles? Are there any dead trees or fallen logs?

Can you see a water source? Are there any other potential places for shelter? If so,
describe:

Describe the water source:

Please give an overall evaluation of this habitat. Is it excellent, good, fair, or poor? Be sure to include any ani-
mals that you see in this habitat. Give suggestions on how this habitat could be improved.
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What Members Will Learn...

About The Project

• Humans place a value on wildlife based on its usefulness to us

• The value of wildlife

• The acceptable way to debate an issue

About Themselves

• The value that they place on living things

• Disagreeing doesn’t mean disliking

Materials

• Paper

• Pencils

• Member Handout #1, Statement cards

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
This activity is a debate activity. Small groups will prepare arguments to
support a statement that has been given to you. There are several impor-
tant guidelines to be aware of: a) you cannot chose your statement –
you must take what is given to you and must prepare an argument
whether or not you personally agree with the statement, b) no rudeness
will be tolerated – you will listen while a group presents their prepared
argument without interrupting, booing, etc., c) name-calling and anger
are not allowed, you must learn to talk about disagreements without
escalating into anger and, d) each group is allowed to ask one question
after the presenting group has finished their presentation.

Leader Notes
Review the difference between wild and
domestic animals (refer to Level I, People
and Wildlife, Wild and Domestic) for
explanations.

It will be your job to let the group mem-
bers know the guidelines and to enforce
them. At this age, the competitive drive
should outweigh the sense of injustice of
having to defend a point they disagree
with (although this may vary between
boys and girls). A discussion period at the
end of all of the presentations will give
the members a chance to vent about their
frustrations, discuss the issues, and evalu-
ate the effectiveness of other presenta-
tions. Be prepared for this to be loud, but
do not allow rudeness.

Divide the members into groups of three
(can be more, but three works best).
Explain that they will have ten minutes to
prepare an argument supporting the
statement on the card they receive. The
important thing is the argument, not
whether or not they agree.  Hand out the
cards, listen to the moans, and remind
them of the time limit. Let the groups work
for ten minutes, then ask for a volunteer
group to present first. If no one volun-
teers, do a quick lottery to chose order.
Let each group present, followed by one
question from each of the other groups (a
few minutes between presentations and
questions allows the groups to choose a
question, and give the presenters a
chance to relax). When all the groups are
finished, have everyone pull the chairs
into a circle and discuss the activity by
using the dialogue for critical thinking and
other questions. What was uncomfort-
able? Why? Did this help them under-
stand various viewpoints? Can they use
this technique to understand their parents,
etc. when they have disagreements? Do
not let this turn into a debate about the
statement cards, but rather a discussion of
how to disagree.

Wildlife For Us?
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level IV



Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. How did you feel about the topic card you were given? Why?

2. What did your group do to develop your statement?

3. How did each group member handle their feelings toward the topic?

Process

4. If you disagreed with the topic, what did you do to try to understand 
the opposing view and defend it?

5. Why is it important to understand various viewpoints?

Generalize

6. Why is it important to learn to “agree to disagree”?

Apply

7. How can you use this technique to better understand your parents
friends, and issues that you disagree with?

Going Further
Do activity with topics or situations suggested by the youth.

If a specific topic evolves for greater interest, take a field trip or invite a
guest speaker on the topic to meet with your group.

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Wildlife For Us?
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level IV

Member
Handout #1

Statement 
Cards
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Statement 1:

Landowners should have the right to do anything
they want to the wildlife that wanders onto their
property. They own the land, after all, and they
should be able to own whatever else is on it.

Statement 2:

It is wrong to hunt. Hunting kills our wildlife and
may cause injury to people too. People should buy
their food at grocery stores and leave wildlife
alone.

Statement 4:

The biggest loss of habitat and the extinction of
animals are due to humans. People should not be
allowed to cut down trees, dig up the prairie or
build dams.

Statement 6:

People should be allowed to hand raise wild ani-
mals. Some might be dangerous, but wild animals
are cute and there are plenty of them around, any-
way.

Statement 8:

Collecting feathers and nests and eggs from the
outdoors is a great way to learn. It is ridiculous to
have laws that forbid this. How can taking an egg
hurt?

Statement 10:

Education is the best way to change how wildlife is
viewed. Classes should be taught in school about
our native wildlife, habitat, conservation, and how
to improve the environment.

Statement 3:

Any animal that causes harm to people and live-
stock, should be eliminated. We don’t need snakes,
wolves, bears, coyotes, or other predators living
where people live.

Statement 5:

Re-introducing extirpated animals will help bring
back a natural ecosystem. People will just have to
adjust to living with animals such as wolves and
grizzly bears again. 

Statement 7:

Having reserved hunting seasons is a good idea.
These special times of the year keep people from
hunting animals during nesting season or other
times that may harm the populations.

Statement 9:

People should do everything in their power to pro-
tect endangered species. If this means eliminating
industry, okay. People can find other jobs because
animals are more important.
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Leader Notes
It is preferable to complete Wetlands In
Kansas, lessons prior to this activity.

Divide into groups of five (at least three
per group, and preferably no more than
five). If your group is small, they can all
work together. Hand out Activity Sheet #
7, Natural Area Map. There are plans to
put a town in this area. Hand out the
maps. 

Hand out the Town Components
envelopes. Inform the groups that they do
not have to include all the components in
their plan, but they cannot change the
size of any of their components (cut a
building in half, for example). Let the
groups work for at least 15 minutes, and
up to 30, if they are really into it. Be sure
to warn them five minutes before the end
of the activity that they need to finalize
their plan. You also may need to encour-
age every member of a group to partici-
pate, and be aware of inappropriate or
discourteous behavior. Although spirited
debating and noise are expected during
this activity, name-calling, belit tling, and
other aggressive behavior should not be
tolerated.

Wetland Values
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level IV

What Member Will Learn...

About The Project

• The importance of wetlands to wildlife

• The value of wetlands to residents of Kansas

About Themselves

• A rating system to place value on object

• How individual opinions affect group dynamics

Materials

• Activity Sheet # 7, Natural Area Map, copied onto 11” x 17” paper
(one map for every 3-5 club members)

• Activity Sheet #8, Town Components

• Member Handout #1, Requirements and Considerations For the 
Town

• Video listed under resource list if the students need a refresher on
wetlands

Activity Time Needed: 60 minutes

Activity
We have studied wetlands in Kansas and know that they have value to
wildlife and people. Sometimes, however, not everyone can agree on
what value a wetland does possess. Communities often must make deci-
sions about their natural resources — including wetlands. Community
planners, groups who study an area and lay out the best plans for a
town, must take many things into consideration. Industry, agriculture,
schools, small businesses, jobs for town members, recreation, and more
all enter into the discussions. Let’s try to experience some of the issues
and questions that may be part of planning where and how to put a
town.

Each of your groups represent a company that is putting together a plan
for a future town on this site. After planning the town, each group will
present their plan to the financier of the project. The financier (or his/her
representatives) will ask questions if they want. They will then try to
choose the best plan that has been presented. Each group will have the
same requirements and resources for planning the town. 



Dialogue for Critical Thinking
Share

1. What were some of the tough parts of doing this plan?

2. How would this process be better if everyone in the club worked on 
the some plan?

3. How would the process be more difficult if the entire group worked 
together?

Process

4. What were the strong points of each plan? (You may want to list them
on a flip chart.)

5. What were the weak points of each plan? List. 

Generalize

6. Is it possible, given the components available in a real (your) 
community, to meet all of the needs of the people and wildlife? Why?
Why not?

7. What is the significance of economics?

Apply

8. What are some of the questions and concerns with natural resources 
in your community? How could they be dealt with?

References
Conserving America: The Wetlands, (VT-109 from Wildlife and Parks)

Cheyenne Bottoms: Jewel of the Prairie, (VT-118 from Wildlife and
Parks)

The Playa: Oasis of the Plains, (VT-114 from Wildlife and Parks)

Authors

Deb Hiebert, Education Director, Botanica

Libby Alders, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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Activity
Have each group present their plan.
Arrange ahead of time for some parents
or other adults to be the representatives
of the financier. As each group presents
their plan, Member Handout #1,
Requirements and Considerations for the
Town, suggest other questions to ask.
Remember, these are questions to make
them think. Don’t ask one group all of the
questions, and come up with questions
you think are applicable. There are not
right and wrong answers, only individual
viewpoints (just like in a real community!).
You can also discuss the parts of the
plans that everyone liked or thought
needed some changes.

During the Dialogue For Critical Thinking,
your main job is to emphasize the con-
cept of working together to find the best
solution, even if that solution is not 100%
without fault. Very few of these situations
are black and white, and every individual
has a different way of looking at things.
Let the groups talk about the strong and
weak points of the plans (in a constructive
manner).
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Wetland Values
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level IV

Activity Sheet
#

Mammal
Checklist

Activity Sheet
#7

Natural 
Area Map



Wetland Values
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Activity Sheet
#8

Town
Components
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Questions for financiers to ask:

1. If you have all houses with little industry, where do people get their money?

2. Are there places to shop for food, clothes, etc.?

3. Are the fire and police stations accessible to all parts of the town?

4. Are there enough places for the people who work in the businesses and industries to live?

5. Is there still good habitat for wildlife?

6. Are there recreational opportunities?

7. If you did not include any of the outlying agricultural industries, how is your town getting food? Are there
roads into town to truck it in? Can they afford the higher prices?

8. What happens when it floods?

9. Where does the pollution from the homes, businesses, and industries go?

10. What is downstream?

11. What is upstream from them? How do they know the water supplying their community is good?

Member Handout

#1 Requirements &

Considerations for

the Town 

Wetland Values
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level IV
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Leader Notes 

Give the background on the history of the
prairie and divide the group if needed.

What Members Will Learn . . .

About the Project

• An ecosystem that has become extinct due to human actions

• Ecosystems are made up of many different species

• How humans can alter an ecosystem through the addition or sub-
traction of elements

About Themselves

• Their feelings about the prairie

• How to communicate prairie history to others

Materials Needed

• Books or magazines about the prairie and its inhabitants. Consider
some of the materials listed on the reference list.

• Pencils

• Activity Sheet, #9, Prairie Ecosystem Species

• Paper

Activity Time Needed: 60 Minutes

Activity
Since the settlement of Europeans, the prairie in North America has
changed dramatically. Most of the species that the prairie used to sup-
port have declined in numbers and flirted with extinction. Most have
been extripated from Kansas.

Herds of millions of bison used to seasonally roam across the prairie.
The Native Americans were aware of these movements and planned
their hunting seasons accordingly. They also knew that burning the grass
early in the year would cause a quick green-up of new grass. This
encouraged the bison to come and feed. The bison herd would not only
heavily graze the grass, but also till up and compact the soil with their
sheer numbers. It was behind this that the prairie dogs would move in.
The closely cropped grasses provided food. The grass was also short
enough that the prairie dog burrows provided homes for many other
creatures such as: burrowing owls, rattlesnakes, black-footed ferrets,
plains spadefoots, and other rodents and insects. It is because so many
other creatures depend on the prairie dog that they are referred to as a
“keystone” species.

The Prairie:
A Historical Perspective
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level IV



A few facts about the items listed on the
cards from the Activity Sheet, Prairie
Ecosystem Species. Your group members
need to do more research with the
resource materials that you provide. Use
these facts if needed to fulfill their
research. 

Depending on the size of your group, you
may need to divide them into pairs. Hand
out the cards from Activity Sheet #9,
Prairie Ecosystem Species, except for the
“Fire” card. The member or member pairs
should research their card as thoroughly
as possible. They may need note-taking
materials. Give them about ten minutes.
Whoever is holding the “Big Bluestem”
card starts the food chain. First, have your
group members form a straight line by
who eats what. Here is an example of
how the line up may look. It should end
up in a circle with connection back to the
“Big Bluestem” card.

Example: Big Bluestem- Bison- Native
Americans- Prairie Dogs- Plains
Spadefoot- Burrowing Owls- Western
Rattle Snake- Blackfooted Ferret- Golden
Eagle- Weed/ Forbe Encroachment -
Prairie Chicken- Big Bluestem.

After the chain is complete, use the
Dialogue for Critical Thinking questions to
discuss what happened.

Bison

Nearly extinct 100 years ago

In 1890, about 540 out of 60 million animals were left

Historically had seasonal movements

Native Americans were aware of their seasonal movements

Only natural predators are humans, grizzly bears, and wolves

Railroads, cattlemen, and soldiers lead to their destruction 

Big Bluestem

Tall prairie grass

Grazed by bison

99.9% of the prairie has been destroyed (not as bad in Kansas)

Golden Eagle

Found worldwide on grasslands

Hunts rabbits, prairie dogs

Loss of habitat, starvation, collisions with fences, power lines, cars, poi-
soning, and poaching are their problems

Lesser Prairie Chicken

Gathers on high, open mounds called leks

Males “dance” and “boom” on leks

Eat seeds from grassland plants that helps to encourage the spread of
these plants

Weed & Forbe Encroachment

These plants can take over a prairie dog town. They are usually the first
plants on bare ground before grass is established

The seeds of the plants may be eaten and spread by small animals

Prairie Dog

Originally 5 billion on 250 million acres

Shooting, poisoning, destruction of habitat are their problems

Eats plants

Eaten by coyotes, hawks and eagles

Shares their burrows with burrowing owls, badgers, black-footed ferrets,
reptiles and amphibians

Burrowing Owl

Often found in prairie dog towns

Eats small rodents, insects, frogs, salamanders, and snakes

Western Rattlesnake

Commonly use prairie dog towns

Live above ground April through October

Eats rodents, amphibians, and songbirds

Eaten by the Golden Eagle
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Black-footed Ferret

Totally dependant on the prairie dog for food and shelter

Thought to be extinct until a small population was found in Wyoming in
the 1980’s

Plains Native Americans

Based their culture and existence on prairie species, especially the
bison

Aware of the bison herds’ movements

May have intentionally set prairie fires to encourage the return of the
bison

Plains Spade Foot

Amphibian found in the grassland

Uses rodent burrows

Eaten by hawks and snakes

Fire

Started by lightning

May have been intentionally set by Native Americans

Causes the grassland to be renewed quickly

Now, you should get involved by using the “fire” card at some point in
the sequence. Have your students line up again. How did the “Fire”
card change the arrangement of the ecosystem? Discuss.

Repeat the process with the instructor
holding the “FIRE” card. Use what you
know about how the Native Americans
used fire to encourage the bison. 
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Dialogue for Critical Thinking
Share

1. What part of the prairie did you research?

2. How easy was it for your groups to complete the food chain?

Process

3. How were bison used as resources for native people?

4. Why are prairie dogs considered a “keystone” species?

5. What significance did prairie fires have?

Generalize

6. How did settlers change the face of the prairie?

7. What did the loss of the bison do to the culture of the native people?

Apply

8. What can you do as individuals or as a group to help preserve the 
prairie ecosystem?

9. How can you help others appreciate the prairie?

References

Mammals in Kansas, Bee, Glass, Hoffman, and Patterson (1981)

A Golden Guide to Mammals, Zim and Hoffmeister (1987)

The Life of Prairies and Plans, Durward Allen (1967)

Amphibians and Reptiles in Kansas, Collins and Collins (1993)

Roadside Wildflowers of the Southern Great Plains, Freeman and
Schofield (1991)

Birds in Kansas Volume 1, Thompson and Ely (1989)

Field Guide to North American Bison, Steelquist (1998)

Prairie Dogs, Bernhard and Bernhard (1997)

*Any other resources, magazines, or books on the prairie ecosystem and
its inhabitants

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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The Prairie: A Historical Perspective
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level IV

Activity Sheet
#9

Prairie Ecosystem
Species

Bison

Golden Eagle

Weed/Forbe Encroachment

Burrowing Owl

Blackfooted Ferret

Plains Spadefoot

Big Bluestem

Lesser Prairie Chicken

Prairie Dog

Western Rattlesnake

Native Americans

**FIRE**
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What Members Will Learn. . .

About the Project

• How to critique photography

• How to set up an art display

About Themselves

• Self-evaluation and choosing their best work

• How their work can influence others

Materials Needed

• One 3” X 5” matte per person

• Clear tape

• Computer labels

• Pens

• Access to a display area such as a bulletin board, etc. (tape, plastic
adhesive picture hangers, etc.)

• Place to display such as a school, town hall, community center,
library, etc.

Activity Time Needed: 60 Minutes

Activity
People are influenced by what they see. This is evident in the suggestive
power of magazines and television. In this same way, the pictures that
your group members have taken of a local environmental issue will
hopefully influence others to help clean up this problem and make your
community safer for people and wildlife.

Leaders Notes 
The activity in outdoor skills,
Photographing the Issues last lesson in
Level IV MUST be completed before
attempting this activity. You will need to
have pre-arranged a place to display the
photos such as a school, town hall, com-
munity center or library.

Your group members have put a lot of cre-
ativity into their photography. This activity
is a way to take their work and feelings
about a community environmental issue
and present it to the public. You will need
to have pre-arranged a place to display
the photos such as a school, town hall,
community center or library. You should
also have had the pictures from
Photographing the Issues developed.

It can be difficult to critique one’s own
work because there is pride in everything
that a person creates. But, the first thing
that they should do is go through their
pictures and choose three that they think
are the best pictures. All three must have
the local issue as their subject. Have them
lay these three photos out on a table.
Have all of them walk around and view
each other’s three best photos. Have the
members go back to their seat and now
choose the best one out of their three
photos. Place all the other photos back in
their envelope.

You will want to handout the 3” x 5”
mattes and a label to each member.
Make sure that the labels are small
enough to stick to the mattes — computer
labels typically work best. Ask the mem-
bers to come up with a title for their
photo. Have them write the title and their
name on the label. Have them place their
label on the bottom of the matte where
their picture will be. This may vary
depending on the orientation of their
photo. To keep the picture on the matte,
place the matte label-side-down on the
table, and then place the photo picture
side-down on top of the matte. Tape the
edges of the back of the photo to the
back of the matte. In this way, when you

Pictures Speak Louder
Than Words
People and Wildlife Wildlife, Level IV



turn the framed picture over, no tape will
show. You may want to create an exam-
ple of this before the meeting so the
group members have something to follow.

Travel to your place of display. Make
sure that you take any supplies that you
will need to hang the pictures. Create
your display and then return to your meet-
ing place. Once back, take a few minutes
to discuss with the members what they
think the impact of their photography will
be. (Use the Dialogue for Critical Thinking
questions.)

When the time comes, be sure to break
down your display and return the framed
photos to the members.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What criteria did you use to select your best photographs?

2. How difficult was it to select the best photo taken by each person? 
Why?

3. Where will your group display be? Why?

Process

4. What impact do you think your display will have on the community?

5. Why is it important for your group to create a display around this 
issue?

Generalize

6. If your display is effective, what do you want the end result to be ? 
Why?

Apply

7. What are other ways to effectively educate the public on specific 
issues?

References
Photography Outdoors, Mark Gardner and Art Wolfe (1995)

The Sierra Club Guide to 35 mm Landscape Photography, Tim Fitzharis
(1996)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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What Members Will Learn. . . 

About the Project

• Ways to express the complexities and beauty of nature

• How to observe nature in a way that can be translated into written
thoughts

About Themselves

• That they can convert their feelings and observations into a written
form

Materials Needed

• Pencils

• White or off-white construction paper

• Scissors or a paper cutter

• Poster board in natural colors

• Craft paint

• 2-3 medium paintbrushes

• Newspaper

• Paper plates

• Leaves (taken from the ground and not off living plants)

• Waxed paper

• Rolling pin

• Markers

• Paper punch

• Yarn or sisal twine

• Clipboards

Activity Time Needed: 60 Minutes

Activity
Journaling is an activity that takes practice. When journaling, you will
need to pick a quiet area outdoors away from distraction. Your area
should have something that you can depict through prose, poetry or
drawing. This can be as abstract as the wind, or as solid as an oak tree.
The season and the time of day may influence the subject matter.

Leader Notes
You can leave this assignment open, or
set boundaries by requiring a sketch or
structured writing assignment. 

Before you can turn your group members
loose on journaling, you must first create
a journal. It would be a good idea for
you to make one up before the meeting.
That way, you are familiar with the proce-
dure, and they will have an example of a
completed journal.

Its best if you can have the construction
paper pre-cut and pre-punched before
the meeting. The construction paper has a
neutral, rough-feel, homemade paper or
drawing paper but less expensive.  Cut
the sheets to whatever size you desire,
but keep it consistent (a paper cutter
works great if you have access to one).
Each individual will need twenty of your
cut up sheets for his/her journal. Cut the
poster board just slightly larger than your
pages and punch these also. Each individ-
ual will need two sheets of the cut poster
board for a front and back cover.

To design the cover you will need leaves,
paper plates, paint, wax paper, and a
rolling pin. Depending on the size of your
group, you may want to create an assem-
bly line or if you have a small group, you
can break up the supplies among groups.
Lay out the newspapers so your work sur-
face isn’t damaged by the paint.  Have
the members write their name on the front
and back cover before beginning to
paint. Place some of the paint on paper
plates (you may use different colors but
stay with nature tones). Brush a moderate
amount of paint on a leaf, place the leaf
paint side down on a journal cover, cover
it with a sheet of wax paper, and lightly
roll the rolling pin over the leaf. This
should give you an even leaf print. If you
don’t mind your members getting messy,
leave out the wax paper and rolling pin
and have the members press evenly with
their fingers. When all the covers have 2-
3 prints on them, stop the printing process
and clean up your supplies. 

Nature Journals
Outdoor Skills Wildlife, Level IV
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Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What type of leaves did you pick for your journal cover? Why?

2. What topic did you chose to journal about? Why?

Process

3. How does writing affect your perspective of nature?

4. What other ways are there to express your observations and emotions
about nature?

Generalize

5. Why is it important to learn to express your observations and emo
tions and feelings?

Apply

6. How can you use your writing to help others understand the 
importance of nature?

References
Sharing the World with Animals, ZOOBOOKS  (Available from Kansas
Department of Wildlife and Parks (KDWP) 512 SE 25th Ave. Pratt, KS
67124-8174)

Sharing Nature with Children, Joseph Cornell (1979)

Journal of Nature, Reader’s Digest (1977)

Watching Kansas Wildlife: A Guide to 101 Sites, Gress and Potts (1993)

Authors

Libby Albers, Nauralist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team

Have the group members leave the wet
cover to dry on the newspaper.

While the covers dry, give them their
pages for their journal, a pencil, and a
clipboard. Give them instructions on how
to journal and assign them a specific task
if you have one. For example, they might
find an object and describe it from their
point of view and then imagine how they
might feel to be a tree, rock, butterfly, or
whatever object they choose. Allow 15
minutes or so to complete their journaling.
(They may use as many pages as they
need to do this.)

By this time, the journal covers should be
dry. Assemble the covers by tying the
covers and pages together with twine
through the punched holes. Be careful not
to tie them too tightly or they will not open
easily. Encourage them to continue to use
the journals on their own time. 
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What Members Will Learn. . .

About the Project

• Ways to express the complexities and beauty of nature

• Basic techniques of photography

• Local environmental issues affecting both people and wildlife

About Themselves

• How to convert their feelings and observations into a visible form

• That they can view an abstract issue and concrete their vision on
film

Materials Needed

• One disposable camera per person, plus 2 extras in case of mal-
function (does not need a flash)

• One 3”x5” picture frame matte per person (for this activity these
will be used to look through to visualize a picture before using the
camera.)

Activity Time Needed: 60 Minutes

Today we are going to use photography to focus on a local environmen-
tal issue. First, let’s brainstorm about the environmental issues that you
are aware of.

You will be using disposable cameras that do not require a flash. This
means that your pictures must be taken outside during the day. Some
concepts of good photography are:

• Consider where you are standing – to get the picture you want, you
may need to be at ground level or standing above your subject.

• Make sure you always stay 4 feet away from your subject. If you are
any closer the disposable camera will not focus and your picture
will be blurry.

• Try not to always put your subject in the center of the photograph.
Instead, divide the picture in thirds and place your subject in 1/3 of
the photo and leave the other 2/3 full of landscape, color, etc. This
will add interest to your photos.

• Make sure that your own shadow is not in the picture.

• Never point your camera at the sun.

• Be sure that no one is standing in the background of your photo

Leaders Notes
This lesson MUST be completed before
Pictures Speak Louder Than Words in
Level IV

This will most likely lead to discussion of
the rainforest, global warming, or some-
thing else worldwide. Now ask if they
think there are any local issues. Even
within walking distance of your meeting
place. This might include:

• Places where lit ter collects

• Poorly maintained industrial areas

• Fertilizer pollution in residential ponds 
characterized by bright algea

• Rivers or streams lined with trash

• Roadside trash

• Oily water runoff in parking lots

All of these local environmental issues
can be photographed. Inform your group
members that they are going to be taking
pictures on one of the local environmental
issues that you have just discussed.

The first thing to hand out to your mem-
bers is the 3” x 5” mattes. They will hold
these at arm’s length to view what a
photo will look like. In this way they can
see instantly how a picture will look.
Walk outside and have them create differ-
ent “pictures.” Use the rules listed as a
guide. You will want to spend about 5-10
minutes doing this. Return inside and dis-
cuss what you saw.

Hand out cameras. Ask them not to take
any pictures without your instruction, due
to the fact that there are a limited amount
of shots on the camera. Go outside. First,
go around and visit each member, take
their camera, and for the first shot, take
their picture. In this way, when you
develop the photos, their picture will be
on the top and you will know whose pho-
tos are whose. After that, ask the mem-
bers to use the next five shots working on
the techniques like the 2/3 rule and per-
spective. Now, travel to the site of the
environmental issue that you selected.

Photographing the
Issues
Outdoor Skills Wildlife, Level IV



Use the last 18 shots taking pictures of
this problem. In order to keep them on
task, make sure to tell the group members
that in the activity, Pictures Speak Louder
Than Words, that their photos will be on
display.

Return to the meeting room and collect
the cameras. You will need to develop the
film before doing the activity, Pictures
Speak Louder than Words.

Dialogue For Critical Thinking
Share

1. What type of environmental issue did you photograph? Why?

2. How do you think your pictures will turn out? Why?

Process

3. Why did you practice “framing” with the 3” x 5” mattes?

4. What other rules of photography did you apply?

Generalize

5. How does photography change your focus of the world around you?

6. What pictures have you seen that made an important impact on your 
life?

Apply

7. What other ways can you express your observations of nature?

8. What do you hope to accomplish with your group’s photo display?

References
Photography Outdoors, Mark Gardner and Art Wolfe (1995)

The Sierra Club Guide to 35 mm Landscape Photography, Tim Fitzharris
(1996)

Authors

Libby Albers, Naturalist

James P. Adams, Associate Professor, 4-H Youth Development, K-State
Research and Extension

Reviewed by

Wildlife Review Team
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